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Abstract 
The Lost Boys of the Shirley Marie is a collection of fictional stories that veer toward the strange 
and inexplicable. These stories are often magical: boys on a ship stripped of their identities until 
enticing siren-like voices free them, a bleeding bush hides an age old secret, a waitress gives 
birth to a seal. There is, also, water in these stories—ocean water, bath water, rain water. Even in 
the less magical pieces, there is a haunting strangeness: a woman jumps to her death, a beached 
whale rots at the edge of a town, a girl at fat camp befriends a boy who reveals to her his 
collection of taxidermy animals, dressed up as humans, including a troupe of banjo playing 
squirrels. Ultimately, these strange stories are thread together by marginalized characters, and by 
moments of human connection across language, memory, culture and circumstance. 
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The Lost Boys of the Shirley Marie 
Our boat is the Shirley Marie. She's the boat to “sort us out.” We are here "to build moral 
fiber.” We are all of the same cloth, or so we’ve been told. Soon we forget how we came to 
know this vessel. We accept our shifts, the wet of the sea air, and eventually stop wondering why 
we’re here. We have learned to navigate a deck coated with the grime of chum, the precise place 
on the wrist to press when the stomach flips, and how to navigate rope burn. We only recall 
fragments of our former lives: the twinkle of Christmas lights, the sharp squeal of a swing set, 
our middle names. We forget the important bits, the scent of earth on a dog’s paws or the silky 
custard of an éclair. Our old lives are brief flickers now, more or less lost to us. Mostly this place 
is soundless; the world is sealed within the Shirley Marie. Occasionally we remember cicadas or 
tambourines, but even those noises wash away with the hum of the sea. 
We wouldn’t know how to miss them, even if remembering were a possibility. We know 
the way swells palm the belly of the Shirley Marie, and we come to only know the rhythmic 
boom of the crashing sea and the weight of fog on our skin. The fog is perpetual, a thick mist that 
hangs on us, clawing at our pores. Its weight starts to affect our memory.  
We remember names, but ages are less clear. Carlos insists he is thirteen, but none of us 
is truly certain of exactly how old we are. Some are growing patches of hair above the upper lip; 
others are thin-framed, boyish. Time fades, and though none of us are boys, we aren’t men 
either. The only man is Captain. Captain has a carpet of hair that prickles on his back, a coarse 
pelt that curls and hooks from the flesh. When he hauls in the catch he maneuvers halibut wider 
than himself, fish it would take three of our strongest to manage. Most of the fish are as tall as 
we are, and some require four of us to lift.  
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Being assigned to the hold is the worst shift you can pull. There’s no real standing, only 
slouching and ducking. The smallest crest of a wave can tip a boy into the bloody slush and fill 
his boots with water. Phil is shorter, and though remaining upright in the icy slosh of halibut is a 
feat, he balances better than the rest. Each morning when we rise we busy ourselves with gear to 
avoid the hold. In the dank cabin we advance toward the light, the way worms wiggle to the 
surface when rainwater trickles down the soil’s forged chutes and tunnels. Phil is often the 
slowest, and is assigned to the hold. He rarely complains.  
When Captain retreats to his cabin Phil hollers to us. We neglect the line, the clusters of 
hooks cease while we begin our game. Our boots scuffle on the deck toward a slapping purse of 
fish Phil is wrestling. We abandon our posts to instead slit the bellies of the halibut to retrieve 
their hearts.  
“Damnit Manny, you always save the biggest for yourself!” Peter grumbles. Manny slaps 
a smaller squirming fish in front of Peter. We have to let Manny play, if not he will tell Captain. 
“Fair is fair, Pete,” Manny sneers. 
Carlos counts down, “Three…two…one…Go!” With three knives Manny, Phil and Peter 
plunge the blade into the fish at the gill. The fish turn limp, but their eyes remain wide, aghast. 
Slitting the belly of a halibut is like slitting an envelope. Our tools are sharper than letter 
openers, but one quick slit gives way to two flaps like the breasts of a trench coat.  
The flesh is pearly, almost transparent. Its fibers like the grain of wood. Each boy peels 
back tablets of flesh that flake white when touched. With hooked fingers we uproot the plum red 
knot. This is the heart. Three hearts drop onto the deck. We holler and cheer the still-beating 
organs along the salty film of a plank of wood. A pulsing corner of flesh flexes as if puffing with 
air. Clench, release, clench, release. Each stead slows with the passing minute. None of our 
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hearts maneuver the deck well, and are more or less rooted and sluggish. We grow hoarse yelling 
at their twitching immobility, but when we hear the door of Captain’s cabin we go silent. Manny 
nudges the organs over the edge of the Shirley Marie, and we hear two small plops as we return 
to our post. He will later place the third heart in someone’s boot because he never tires of our 
horror when bloody sinews mash between toes.  
Captain is covered in white blots. Each is an absence of pigment where color is 
evaporated by the sun. They cannot darken in the afternoon, or blister, or peel. They are voids, 
absences, pock-marked evidence splattering skin with the mark of years. Manny is first mate to 
Captain. We suspect he’s been here the longest, but Phil insists he remembers the day Manny 
arrived. Manny is one of us, but also not. He’s the biggest of the small ones, but he picks on all 
of us regardless of size. Though his body is squat, his chest is broad and wide.  
Our days are relegated into two equal halves: in the cabin and on deck. The cabin –as we 
understand it—is for rest, but no one sleeps. We long for sleep; we long perhaps because in the 
longing, we know the sleep won't come. We remember it, but we are incapable of it. The hours 
stretch into days and time is lost to us. We long for the moon, for the glowing yolk of the sun. No 
hour can be discerned because the light is bright, though muted.  
The cabin is without beds, and it seems to grow and shrink. When we walk toward the 
corners of the cabin things go fuzzy, more muddled. One time Peter attempted to walk with his 
hand on the wall to determine the cabin’s precise size, but he disappeared entirely. No one is sure 
how long, but much later we found him with a bloody palm walking along the perimeter of the 
room. The cabin’s shape seems to swell and cramp depending upon how many of us are here. 
When we are in the cabin we trade from our collections. The vast majority of our free time is 
spent bartering for miscellaneous items plucked from the nets, bizarre things we’re not entirely 
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sure we understand: bottle caps, rogue lures, needle-sharp hooks. Occasionally we’ll retrieve a 
soggy boot, a toilet seat or an item no one recognizes.  
Today Manny finds something strange, a pair of metal pinchers that come to a sharp 
curved shape— two sharp crescents like the bottom of a boat. They are rusted and squeak. 
During our shift he uses the blades to pinch us from behind.  
“Cut it out Manny!” Carlos complains after being pinched for the third time. 
“Don’t be a crybaby.” Manny pins Carlos to the ground. He straddles Carlos at the neck 
and clips his earlobe. A red slit curls at the opening to Carlos’ ear. It resembles a small smile. He 
yells and throws Manny off.  Blood drips to his shoulder, but the dried splotch is forgotten when 
the pain subsides, and the pinchers go missing. 
Others collect teeth and keep them tinkling in their pockets during the whole of the shift. 
Our bodies change as the cabin does. At first we carried the remnants of our old lives: a grass 
stain, lines of dirt beneath the fingernails or a bit of bubblegum. Now we sweat  cold brine while 
we work, and eventually our teeth begin to fall out. Our skin loses color, and the hair on our 
forearms turns a crystalline white. Each hair glows individually, and eventually soft coats of 
white canvas our arms.  
Perhaps you do not know that to speak of this change is to speak without the help of 
language. If there really were a way to describe the white of our new pelts, or the growing 
number of empty sockets where teeth once rooted, we would be limited to trite metaphors of 
angels or the first layer of feather on a baby bird. And it would only serve to remind you that on 
the deck of the Shirley Marie we are illuminated sleepwalkers. Words fail us, because the words 
themselves have gone missing; they only leave trace impressions and ashes from a life long 
forgotten.  
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Even in the bright gloom of our shifts, our hands do not belong to us. No back is 
discernibly different, or recognized as one’s own, as different from another’s. Our bodies blend 
together, one set of hands no different from the next. There’s a familiarity in the shapes we have 
become. If we could remember the pink of our palms, the smack of a flip-flop on the sole of a 
foot we might come to miss it, but as it is, each day blends into the next, every hour passes as the 
previous and the one to follow, and though we have longing, it’s for a thing we cannot define.  
During the longest days, Manny and Captain check our teeth. “Head back!” Captain says 
and we tip our heads until our necks collapse, and our skulls connect with spine. Manny carries a 
notebook and keeps a record. Captain hunches over and fingers our gums. The tissue is sensitive 
here; we sense the fine ribs of his fingertips along the empty sockets. We taste the twinge of 
chum, saltwater and something acidic, something foul. He is pleased with larger numbers. When 
Peter is at eight teeth lost Captain says “Atta boy” and claps Peter’s backside. Another time 
Carlos loses one while setting the gear and spits it into the sea, the enameled bit of bone 
disappearing into the surf and Manny yells the development to a pleased Captain. We are 
sensitive to the waggle of a loose tooth. Some collect the teeth, assuming they will some day 
have value. Others swallow them and tongue the bloody gap in silence.  
* 
When the Littlest one arrives he watches us trembling from the dark pockets of the cabin. 
There’s no telling how long he has been there, though there’s a bit of pink in his ruddy cheeks. 
He wades in crumpled trousers and an unbuttoned shirt borrowed from Manny. He’s cowering, 
separate from our huddle in the middle of the room where we trade keys for shells. The Littlest 
has no shame, his choking sobs echo all around us. Somehow this one feels different. We stop 
our trading and watch him.  
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Carlos approaches, he lifts the arm of the Littlest, whose teary hiccups halt as his limp 
arm dangles above him. Tears have wet his face until his eyeballs match the lids. Carlos holds 
his hand at the wrist and pulls his arm upward. He then shifts the flap of his shirt until his chest is 
bared. The Littlest is compliant, and watches Carlos squat to look closer.  
“What happened?” Carlos asks, gesturing to his backside. We crane our necks to see. 
Some stand, others move closer until we too are at the edge of the cabin. There is a marking on 
the Littlest, a blemish in the shape of a cloud. A large crimson stain begins at his shoulder blade, 
wraps under his armpit and envelops the right side of his ribs.  
“Nothing,” the Littlest mumbles. We move closer, and he jerks his hand free from Carlos. 
He is marked. No one has seen anything like this before. Its shape is strange, a color wrapping 
his side.  
“Who did this to you?” Peter asks.  
“Does it hurt?” Phil sits next to the Littlest and holds his hand. He whispers, “It’s okay.” 
When the tears have waned and the Littlest has calmed he lets us investigate the mark. 
We trace our fingers along its edge and graze its boundary. It’s so red, redder than anything 
we’ve ever encountered. Redder than blood…no one seems to remember much red outside of a 
halibut, but we know it to be red. Someone calls it a scar, but not everyone remembers a scar. A 
bruise? Someone says a bruise is like a bit of hurt all squished together, but not red, definitely 
not red.  
After some time Carlos starts removing his clothes, and is searching his flesh for a mark 
too. Talking to himself he looks behind his knees, on the soles of his feet, he has Peter search the 
backside of his earlobes and says he thinks it’s a “birthmark.” No one knows birthmark, and 
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when we ask Carlos to explain he grows flustered trying to remember and instead fans his toes 
looking for some kind of hidden mark—a splash of pigment he’d long forgotten.  
We know the Littlest is different because he is able to sleep. Perhaps he feigns sleep, but 
we don’t care. We watch his body go slack after curling into a ball. The push and pull of breath 
is regular, but we are mystified. We lie on the ground beside him and listen to the breath push 
from his belly. We long for this sensation, for the restoration of deep sleep, and for the dreams 
that may come. Some curl their bodies behind the Littlest, as if hoping his presence will inspire 
sleep. We inch closer until we are in a heap. We match our breathing to his, we close our eyes, 
but sleep never comes.   
The Littlest is different, if only because he reminds us of our wanting.  
While we mimic his breathing, Peter is struck by a flicker. An image comes to him; it 
splashes on the insides of his eyelids. He sits upright and inhales sharply. It’s nothing more than 
a sliver of a moment.  
“I saw a—a man. Like Captain, but taller!” Peter is out of breath and staring through us 
trying to explain this face. 
“And hair, the face had lots of hair, brownish hair.” We pepper him with questions, but 
the more we ask the harder it becomes for him to explain this flash. Peter rakes his hands through 
his hair and closes his eyes, but the man never returns. So instead, we return to our practice of 
sleep. 
Things are difficult for the Littlest at first. He begins in the hold, and once inside he’s 
knocked down. His whole head is submerged in the slosh, and unable to right himself he 
swallows bloody ice. He vomits until he’s empty, and then hides for the rest of his shift. When 
we find him, he is shivering and hysterical. His trousers are soaked and his entire body shivers in 
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violent jolts. We take turns holding him, rubbing our hands along the mark, telling him about our 
collections. Carlos shows off the gaps in his mouth and lines sixty-three white teeth on the floor. 
The Littlest is underwhelmed or maybe distracted, but he lets us hold him. He allows the stroking 
of his feathery hair, he lets us talk and somewhere along the way we have flashes like lightning. 
We remember. Not a lot at first, but we get lucid flickers of our lives. These aren’t snippets we 
even really understand, but we recognize them as our own. The sensation is fleeting, but we are 
drawn to it nonetheless. 
Phil is the next to see something. An entire image comes to him, fully formed and Phil 
gasps and drops a bucket of chum that spills across the deck. A few fish eyes look up expectantly 
from the slop.  
“I saw a thing, an animal. It had four legs, and it was so soft. And it made this motor 
sound,” Phil makes a vibrating noise in his throat. 
“What kind of animal? What did it look like? What color was it? Where were you? What 
was it?” We are practically yelling now.  
“I think, I think it was orange.” This gets us nowhere. Phil makes the sound again and 
talks about how the hair on the animal felt like hair, but softer. 
“A cat!” Peter yells! We all nod, yes a cat. We remember cat. Manny gets irritated at our 
excitement and kicks Phil at the back of his knee so that he almost loses his balance.  
“Back to work, move it!” We shuffle back to our posts and contemplate where we know 
cat from.  
* 
When the Littlest isn’t crying, he is vomiting. He spends his shifts purging his insides and 
hiding from Captain. The Littlest is asked to ascend a rope ladder by Manny, but he stands on 
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only the third rung paralyzed. He is shaking, white knuckled and pinches his eyes shut so tightly 
even his eyelashes retreat into the folds of his lids.  
Manny yells, “Climb maggot!” We are at a loss for how to help; his grief is as plain as a 
taste in our mouths. We shift nervously, pause our work. When Peter approaches and says, “He 
just needs more time,” Manny’s anger escalates. He puffs his chest and stands face to face with 
Peter. He’s a good head shorter than Peter, but intimidates him nevertheless.  
Peter backs down. We stand idle, wringing our hands, but complicit in his distress. A 
dribble of urine escapes the trousers of the Littlest, but we only look on in hushed whispers. His 
horror becomes our own.   
Instead, we rock him in the cabin after our shift. We place our palms along his red mark 
and feel its heat radiating into us. The mark is lighter, more pink now. We press our hands flat to 
his skin, as if we’re attempting to absorb something, something we’re not even sure we could 
name. The retreat of the red has us worried. Holding him tighter we assuage his tears, and 
remember the kind of hurt that produces these guttural sobs.   
Peter holds him so tight he folds like an accordion. The Littlest whispers and Peter holds 
his ear toward the sound.  
“I don’t understand it here,” he says. 
“It gets easier,” Peter assures him. The Littlest wells up with tears and climbs away from 
Peter. 
“This place makes me wish I’d died instead of her,” he says. We don’t know what this 
means, but before we can ask the Littlest retreats deep into the darkness of the cabin. He only 
returns to the deck two more times, each shift a little worse than the previous.   
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The first time Captain checks the mouth of the Littlest, he gets bitten. The skin breaks 
into an arc of bloody dashes, and so Captain strikes him. He smacks him so hard the Littlest is 
thrown off his feet. His right leg buckles and a rush of pain travels from the ball of his ankle to 
his hip. Our own legs prickle and the twinge of an ache stitches up our calves, knees then thighs. 
We help him to the cabin, but the Littlest is silent. He remains in the cabin, and as we work we 
think of that marked boy stagnant in the belly of the Shirley Marie. We cling to his memory, to 
the feeling of his red flesh against our hands. 
After every shift we find him there, the same as ever. He curls over his knees and lets his 
eyes lose focus. We attempt to share our loot from the day’s catch—a spoon, a Coke can and 
other items we don’t recognize—but he is disinterested. His eyes look through us. Sometimes he 
mumbles, but nothing coherent can be found in his garbled words. Phil tells him stories, lies on 
his side and talks about the fish he’s caught. He talks until he can’t remember anymore. We try 
to keep his spirits up, but the Littlest remains rooted in the cabin.  
We can’t even interest him in the gargantuan halibut Captain heaves aboard. When 
Manny splits its belly a whole dogfish slides out, but the Littlest just blinks. Carlos urges him to 
come to the deck, and tries to scoop the weight of his small frame. The Littlest gives a sharp 
piercing cry, neither in pain nor irritation, but as a warning. He retreats deeper into the cabin and 
goes missing for a number of shifts. No one knows how many.  
* 
We hear them before we see them. Their voices start as whispers, quiet echos that begin 
in harmony like the familiar tone of our conscience. We look up from our work of setting gear. 
The hooks continue to clang their rhythm—beat, beat, beat—but we no longer notice. Through 
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the fog we can make out the base of a cliff where ragged granite pinnacles protrude in twos and 
threes. We are startled by the stagnant matter, a fixable point on the water.  
As we near the sound, the creatures look like spots of beach, patches of salty sediment 
that have collected in the gaps and jagged hollows of the cliff. They appear as flesh-toned 
crescents, and we squint and struggle to make out their features.  
We feel it in our chests before we know they’re women, the welling within the hollow 
expands and swells inside. Our shoulders throw back and gravity pulls us toward the rail of the 
boat’s edge. We clamor and wedge ourselves closer. Each stamp of a boot says please.  
Captain yells, “Stay aboard!” 
If we had any sense we’d have listened, we’d have seen the sheer terror in his face, or 
recognized it in his voice. When we’re closer we see that there are three of them resting at the 
wet cavern of the cliff’s mouth. They’re perhaps halfway up the steep incline, but they call to us. 
The quieter we become the more we can hear. We long to be near their song, to swim in their 
voices, to lay our heads in their laps and let them sweep the hair from our brows.  
In spite of our craning necks and our desperation we’re all deeply aware of a vortex of 
black water swirling beneath them. We know that even if we pass the impassable whirlpool, even 
if we are strong swimmers, our fingers will not latch to the rock, our grips will slip and we will 
be left with nothing to cling to. We will bleed into the sea as the sharp crag turns our fingers to 
lace, and rubs us raw. As they sing though, our hearts inflate, expanding until we feel our 
ribcages pulsate. Deep in our bellies we feel the pull. We want nothing more than to touch them, 
to be touched, to hear that song up close, to see the vibration at the throat, to feel their breath on 
our necks.  
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We pop our knuckles, roll our ankles and press together our fingers. First the thumb to 
the pointer so that the digits connect. A synapse travels as confirmation that we could grip that 
bulge of rock. Then the middle finger to the thumb. A click passes up the arm to the brain as a 
confirmation that we could do it; we could leap and reach for that knot of granite.  
Captain is screaming, but we do not hear him. His mouth moves and he pleads, but no 
sound emanates from his throat. He makes gestures to Manny, but even Manny is enchanted by 
these voices. Their pull is blossoming, it is opening before us and we are unable to look away.  
We had forgotten about earth, about rocks, about matter being solid. 
But it’s more than that. We’d forgotten about sunlight, and warmth, and pleasure. Now 
we crane our necks to see these beautiful creatures that sing for each of us. We follow the trails 
of their voices, and are reminded. Peter remembers the saccharine melt of cotton candy. Carlos 
remembers the boom of a summer thunderstorm, and when Phil is struck by the cold sweet of 
popsicles he cries out. But the voices withhold. They never creep down the rock. They simply 
call for us, each voice singing directly to us, beckoning us up the steep incline.  
We reel as we remember the milk crate basketball hoops, the spark and inevitable burst of 
a firework and the way we could fly on our bicycles. These are pieces gouged from us, limbs 
severed at the joint where bones have snapped and we’ve been left unable to decipher what had 
ever belonged there in the first place. Somehow we even miss the schoolyard bullies, the shrill 
rings of alarm clocks, and even the taut itch of a sunburn. 
And the three beauties carved out at the wide mouth of the cliff remind us. They are 
luminous, visions from another time and place. We’ve never seen anything so beautiful. Some of 
us bellow for the temptresses, some scale the ropes and attempt better views.  
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They perch and reveal their nakedness, and we remember nudie magazines, but these are 
nothing like those women. They’re something different altogether. Something sculpted in the eye 
of God. We remember religion. Their hair falls in waves that tickle their navels, and their skin is 
supple and creamy. Like marzipan. Marzipan! We’d forgotten even something so basic as 
hunger, the sense of cake frosting smeared on teeth, and the way a cake collapses sweetly on the 
roof of the mouth.  
Suddenly, and without warning, a sequence of images flash. There’s a familiarity in 
them. A strangeness, but it’s familiar all the same. A cake glows with fire, eight waxy candles 
drip pastel blobs onto a sugary white. Then voices, singing, and the clapping of palms, but the 
faces are blurry. A bicycle—wait, it’s a blue bicycle with a giant red bow. Green grass, a yard, 
and the sound of a scream. The pieces are spliced, disorienting. Still, the sound from the cliff 
escalates.  
One of the women strums a ukulele, another blows feathers down from the perch, and the 
last lies on her stomach with the soles of her feet kicked up, languidly waving behind her. They 
sing for us. We watch the lazy flutter of a feather cutting the air. We are desperate to touch it, we 
stretch our arms off the edge of the Shirley Marie, but it disappears into the surf.  
Captain is frantic. He is grabbing rope and looping it between our ankles, at our waists. 
No one seems to notice, we’re dizzy in anticipation of the next verse. The pull of the rope at our 
waist or feet is irrelevant; we do not sense the thick fiber at our legs looping back to the mast, 
then again to another among us.  
And it is here, that for the first time in a long time, we feel the soft thud of a muscle 
inside us that beats one-hundred thousand times a day. It’s sporadic at first, but familiar. We 
press the palms of our hands to our sternums and feel the blood pulsing in a cage of ribs, the 
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familiar bump of an organ that had gone still. A rosebud forms at the chest, and with each surge 
of blood the bud unfurls and spreads to the ribs, then shoulders, then limbs. Each one of us 
harbors entire oceans. We feel the straights crashing within us after being boarded up far too 
long.  
At some point the Littlest comes above deck. He too presses his body to the rail. He is 
mesmerized, as we all are. For what feels like the first time, we experience solace. The cliff 
grounds us after our eyes have grown accustomed to a wobbly horizon of waves. We train our 
eyes upon the three beauties and sway dreamily. Their irresistibly sweet song deprives us of 
reason and fills us with equal parts mania and a heavy lethargy. We suspect we might never fill 
up, we might never hear to our hearts’ content.   
The Littlest is wide-eyed. He looks back toward Captain who is wrestling Manny and 
attempting to loop rope around his thighs as he claws toward the boat’s edge. Though his 
fingertips tremble, the Littlest hoists himself up to the ledge of the Shirley Marie’s rail. He is 
mostly unnoticed as our eyes peer upward.  
He looks toward the crashing waves, closes his eyes and falls forward. 
There is a harrowing moment of emptiness, when we wait for the splash, the sound of his 
frail body slamming into the surf. When he hits, there’s a shriek though we’re unsure if it’s our 
own, or his. We come to ourselves and realize we’re woven into a mess of adjoining ropes. We 
writhe, and watch as the head of the Littlest pops up like a small pale buoy. He looks back 
toward the Shirley Marie and we look down at him. He spurts seawater from his mouth and 
coughs until his lungs are clear. We too want to feel the air beneath our feet, to spit saltwater 
from our lungs and to swim and scale the jagged rocks, but we remain tied, anchored to our fates. 
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He swims at first to the edge of the swirling vortex and attempts to gain the proper angle 
to climb. We struggle with him, holding our breaths. We call out instructions, advise him, but he 
doesn’t hear. Captain and Manny have stopped fighting. Manny’s arm is pinned behind him and 
they watch the Littlest advance toward the rocks. He spins and is pulled into the undertow. We 
watch him for a long while, but he makes little progress. He grows tired and the beauties look 
over the lip of the rock and sing louder.  
Though exhausted, the Littlest makes contact with the rock, but it is not his hand that 
reaches to grasp the granite. Instead, it is his right temple that connects with the heave of a giant 
swell. Blood leaks above his eyebrow and his body releases itself to the churning pull of the 
water. The Littlest floats erratically, with mouth agape as if he has been knocked out with pleas 
heavy upon the tongue. He bobs with arms bowed and with each wave his legs descend further. 
We go still and watch his spinning, not because we are preserved in thick vines of rope, but 
because we cannot look away, until he is sucked beneath the surface.  
There’s greater urgency in their voices now. Still, in their harmony I feel it, the rise of a 
memory surfacing. I am rooted to the mast, squinting toward the sound and I see her. The face of 
a woman with dark hair floats above the burning candle cake. She’s singing, and it’s to me—and 
there are others. The others wear pointed hats and convene around a table. This is a dining room. 
And I see Uncle Jim, Bobby, Dean, Janey and Aunt Mallory. It all seems so clear now, faces 
shifting into solid lines. It’s my eighth birthday.  
After the sugary bliss of cake I ride my new bicycle. The GT-4000! But I fall, and the 
knob of my knee connects with asphalt. Tiny pebbles rub the skin open and raw, and tears slip 
from the corners of my eyes. An elbow burns, matching the knee. I abandon the bike and the 
woman takes my hand and pulls me into the bathroom. This is my mother. She places me on her 
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lap and holds me to her. I cry, and I cry until snot and tears dribble into my mouth. She pulls me 
closer and offers me her sleeve, holds it right to my face. And she says it, she says “Blow.” She 
puts her sleeve at my nose, “It’s okay.” I can feel the cotton of her shirt, and her warm cheek on 
my head.  
Somehow I even miss this bloodied knee, the searing pain of that first fall, but I long for 
her most. And I know the other boys feel it too as they struggle in their ropes, and howl in agony. 
The truth is, we know that we too must leap. We must disentangle from Captain’s erratic 
web of rope and give ourselves to the sea. We must wiggle free. A chorus of guttural cries will 
signal our rebellion. We will claw at the shoddy loops on each other’s bodies, and we will 
overwhelm Captain. And one by one we will leap toward the sea.  
When we smack upon the waves the color will flood back into us. Our white pelts will 
dissolve; the color will stretch through each strand of hair. We will freckle and familiar scars will 
rise and pucker at the skin’s surface. But the worst of it will be our mouths, where empty sockets 
are pierced with the pain of knives. A pain so fierce we will scream until we see nothing but 
light. We will fight the current, our hearts hammering.  
But no one will scale the rocks. In time our skulls will crack upon the granite, and our 
blood will churn and mix until the surf bubbles pink. Our bones will become carpeted in algae, 
strewn across the sandy bottom until no single boy remains intact and his skull is only identified 
by the hollows along his jaw. The probing mouths of fish will peck our hearts, and like so many 
boys who have come before us we too will dissolve into the sea.  
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The Jumper and The Gaijin 
I 
I should probably tell you that there is something queer about this day, and from the start 
Nora feels peculiar. The anxiety slips into her gut. She wakes to the cold burn of icy bile already 
sloshing. It reminds her of the hollows inside her, the untouchable, unfillable spaces that the pads 
of her fingers will never know.  
It has been three days since Nora’s had a conversation with a native English speaker. This 
wears on her to the point of snapping at Haruna, a private level-two student. In the next class 
when Nora and Noriaki play the chopsticks and marbles game, Nora shamelessly wins without 
giving him a chance. Noriaki has cavernous acne scars, and has been studying at the eikaiwa for 
eight years. He dislikes games usually, but this one he tolerates.  The object is to pick up flat 
marbles with chopsticks faster than one’s opponent. Noriaki likes this game because occasionally 
his hand will graze Nora’s. 
It’s Nora’s sixth round of the game today. Noriaki practices a grammar point, and when 
Nora says “Go” they scramble to pick up a marble. Nora pinches a flat marble between the 
chopsticks and tosses it into the basket with relish.  
“It's not fair, you're not even Japanese,” Noriaki insists. Nora shrugs. 
“Okay, let’s try number three,” she says. Noriaki turns back to his workbook. 
“The ski-resorts are usually crowded. There are many people eh?...who enjoying skiing,” 
Noriaki says. 
“Who what?” 
“Eh…who enjoy skiing,” Noriaki corrects himself. 
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Noriaki is one of Nora’s highest level students and he prefers to use class time for 
discussion points, but when Nora challenges him or counters his point, he backs off instantly. 
“You’re the teacher so you’re right!” He refuses to even negotiate on simple matters: Would you 
rather eat dog food or a dog as food? Is it okay to give money as a gift? He is polite to a fault, 
and always aligns his answer with Nora’s. Though he prefers discussion, the very nature of 
discourse is lost on him.  
When the lesson is over, Nora attempts to leave quietly, but the faces of Ayako and Junko 
appear in a porthole of the admin office.  
“Otsukaresamadesu!” they chime. 
“Otsukaresamadesu!” Nora says, as the door swings behind her.  
It’s just after 9pm when the sing-song doorbell announces Nora entering the konbini. A 
forty-something in a red smock pauses while lining the shelves with melon pan to yell 
“Onegaishimas!” Nora gives a half-bow as she’s unsure what to say. She knows she cannot 
repeat the phrase because it would mean she is also welcoming the employee to the store. This 
was a mistake she made for the first month she lived in Japan. It was met with polite smiles for a 
month until a co-worker corrected her. She ducks toward the candy aisle as J-Pop cheerfully 
harmonizes on the store's speakers.  
Nora lingers through the aisles. Even if she can’t talk with the employees she’s grateful 
for their company. They demand nothing of her, and they let her finger all the packages while 
deciphering the characters. It goes like this most nights. Nora wanders the store, and the 
attendant’s indifference lets her delay her trip home.    
The dinner choices at the end of the day are mystery sashimi, and a meaty ketchup 
concoction made to resemble spaghetti. Nora peruses for a bit, attempts to decipher the kanji on a 
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package of cough drops, but she selects the Doritos whose ingredients list “meat products” and a 
box of “Men's Pocky” sticks. Not outstanding as far as dinners go, but the choices are limited at 
this hour, and her feet are swollen. 
II 
Since human memory is so faulty I’ve decided to write down all of the seemingly random 
pieces, the inarticulate details before they are warped and perverted by time, before they fashion 
themselves into new shapes. Right now they are unmarked, captured by fly paper, intact but 
unassembled. Because in a matter of days, maybe even hours, these moments will be polished 
and stripped down to a pale shadow of themselves. And when meaning is made, when distance is 
applied, these collected hours will be palatable. They will be easily digested after they’ve been 
allowed to steep. And by then Nora will be changed, she will have sanded down the rough edges 
of her complicated relationship with this place. By then the memory will be a flicker, no more 
than a nuisance.  
III 
Before I tell you the story of how Nora finds Tomoko, you should probably know that 
they are neighbors who share a common wall. When they sleep, they are separated only by studs 
and drywall, and yet when they encounter each other they do a half-bow/ half-nod maneuver in 
the hallway. Neither knows the other’s name, nor have they ever exchanged any fragments of 
language between them.  
In the morning (Iowa’s evening), Nora will call her mother to tell her what has happened. 
She will describe the scene, but no words will come. For Nora language is a bottomless well that 
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she visits so that she might create life as she tells it. Still, when she calls her mother she struggles 
to describe the large smear of blood on a fourth-floor air conditioning unit, and the way the 
woman’s body twisted and contorted itself until it was nearly unrecognizable. She will have 
flashes, frozen moments imprinted upon her, moments devoid of language where she is both 
spectator and protagonist.  
This absence of words, this inability to make sense of the scene will cause Nora to slip 
quietly into an anxiety from which she suspects she might never recover. But it will take two 
more months before Nora can get on the plane to return to Iowa. By then Nora’s mother will be 
recovering from her first round of surgery. Her mother’s wounds will still be fresh, cold from the 
ice compress, and Nora will find herself once again in the cornfields of Iowa. She will have 
resolved that she belongs there more than anywhere else.  
IV 
I should start at the beginning. Nora crafted a new identity while she sent off her college 
diploma to the Japanese consulate for her Visa. The truth is Nora isn’t even Nora’s real name. 
Nora’s real name is Eleanor, after her grandmother. Her parents decided upon it the day they 
learned they were having a girl, but to her it always sounded like the name of a woman who dies 
in her bathrobe. When she was offered the position in Hiroshima she decided she’d go by 
something else, something older. She chose Nora, because it was more timeless, and she planned 
to first showcase Nora at her teacher training in Okayama.  
In Japan she would be Nora, which sounded worldlier. She prepared to be Nora by going 
to Banana Republic and purchasing three pantsuits and two skirts. Then she went to Macy’s for 
the satin underwear, slinky lace bras and nightgowns. When she packed her luggage for this 
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adventure she left all the ragged, sweat-stained, cotton bras and thinning underwear in the states. 
She watched Youtube videos until she mastered the chignon hairstyle, and memorized kanji until 
her eyes grew tired and each character started to look like a pound sign.  
Do you see this was her chance, this was where she’d become the person she was meant 
to be? When people asked what her parents did she’d tell them they were “in sales,” to avoid the 
truth—that her father worked as a night janitor at Grawn Elementary, and that her mother was 
just a stay at home mom who cleaned houses on the side.  
Nora has always been the poor kid, the one who hesitated to give her parents the permission slips 
requiring museum admission fees, the one whose jeans were always hand-me-downs from her 
cousin, and were consistently two-inches too short, and in spite of all the times she went to 
friends’ houses not once did she invite a classmate to her own. 
I remember as a child the way she jerked down her pants until they were lower, until they 
skimmed her ankles. Her mother was the same way, always hypersensitive to any of her peer’s 
casual glances. But Nora couldn’t help it. She shot up until she was the tallest in her class, like 
she wanted to do all her growing in just one year.  
Once in Japan, she was determined to save money and take vacations to Laos, or Hong 
Kong or Thailand. Her family had only ever taken road trips, and traveled exclusively to places 
where they knew someone who had a guest room or a pullout sofa.  
While she’d had a slew of part-time jobs since she was thirteen, her teaching position 
would be her first career. Nora could pull off a floppy sunhat, or a chiffon blouse, whereas 
Eleanor was the kind of girl who would wear jeans most every day of the year. Eleanor was the 
forgettable type; whose name was nowhere near the tip of your tongue, though she sat behind 
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you in pre-calculus for two semesters.  The kind of girl whose signature in your yearbook would 
make you thumb through school photos looking, trying to remember, this girl named “Eleanor.” 
V 
You should know that Tomoko doesn’t leap to her death, so much as lean forward from 
her window’s ledge. It’s a movement she’s attempted for months. She lets her legs dangle over 
the edge and feels the breeze in the sweaty pockets between her toes. She believes there will be 
relief in the falling. Not pleasure, but a release or catharsis of some sort, when for one, maybe 
two seconds there’s nothing more to do.  
During some of the prior window visits she watched the tears drop from her chin, and 
saw them disappear as they plummeted eight stories to concrete. The days spent crying weren’t 
the worst of days though. The ones where she felt nothing at all—when the thoughts of ending it 
were no longer scary, but reassuring—those days were the worst of the lot. When numbness 
filled her she was dazed by the complete absence of emotion. It consumed her, coddled her, 
opened its arms and offered a place to rest her weary head.  
But if we consider the fall, Tomoko thought she’d feel some sense of peace, an epiphanic 
moment of laughable acceptance: maybe a beekeeper who’s stung to death smells the flowers the 
bees pollinated—lavender and fireweed, or the drowning child feels the tickle of bubbles on his 
flesh, like those from his mother’s womb, a sensation he wasn’t aware he’d forgotten, or perhaps 
Tomoko expected the feeling of warm light on her face, angels. Something other than this 
blaring white that burns the insides of her eyelids.  
And so just after midnight Tomoko leans forward. She’s still wearing her skirt and blazer, 
and though she hasn’t eaten all day she ignores the growls of hunger. It’s hard to say why today 
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is the day she leans. What makes the leaning less difficult on this particular evening? I suspect 
this is just the one time she can’t bring herself to ignore the pull, to separate herself from the tug 
of gravity.  
Tomoko’s apartment looks over a sparse concrete garden and the garbage of her 
neighbors. Most of the lights are out in the building, and the only real movement is the 
occasional whoosh of the elevator.  And after an hour at the window, she grows too weary to 
combat the urge to tilt forward.  
VI 
One of my favorite Japanese things is the Hiroshima street car line. Each stop announced 
one after the other,  
“Ebisu-Cho…. Hatchobori… Tate-Machi…” 
Nora reads her book. In Japan she’s become skilled at tuning out the noise.  
“Kamiya-cho-higashi… Kamiya-cho-nishi… Genbaku-dome-mae Atomic Bomb 
Dome…”  
And there it is, that tiny bit of English distracts her from reading. Scanning the windows, 
she recognizes the stop and watches a few passengers exit the streetcar. It has always struck her 
as curious that of the twenty or so stops on the main line, the only one spoken in English is the 
Atomic Bomb Dome. It's as if to say, “Incompetent tourist, you don’t want to miss this, so we’ve 
gone to the trouble of stating this stop in English. Perhaps you wish to see the work of your 
buddy Truman? Please bear witness to ‘Little Boy.’” The truth is it’s just an overly courteous 
gesture; even the voice of the streetcar is polite to a fault. 
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She senses the smooth pull of the streetcar again. The whir and clicks of the track signal 
her return to her book.  If she pours over the words and blocks out the noise, the faces, and the 
motion that hum in her peripheral, she is able to read while moving. Still there is an ice in her 
guts, the eddy that is building. It’s not quite anxiety, but it’s a nagging sense that causes her to 
put her book down and retrieve her cell phone. She glances at the screen, but there are no 
messages.  
Nora likes to sneak pictures of the Japanese.  She rests her camera in her lap and presses 
the shutter while her subjects are unaware. Tonight is a sleeping salary man, and an elderly 
woman who looks to be about 150 years old. Nora calls them “crypt creatures.” To her the land 
of the rising sun should be re-titled the land of the walking dead, because it seems no one here 
dies of old age.  
The photos please Nora because she’s capturing fellow passengers in a natural state. 
Sometimes it’s merely to have documented proof of life in the East. Once she saw a woman 
board the train wearing a fuzzy tail as if it was a perfectly common appendage. The tailed 
woman played games on her cell phone, texted her friends and was completely oblivious to 
Nora’s stolen glances.  Nora feels closer to these passengers, and to the konbini attendant than 
she does to her coworkers. She allows herself these moments to study their faces, and finds more 
connection in the shared silence than in all the broken English at school today. 
You might wonder why I am telling you all of this, but it’s difficult to know right now 
which parts are the most vital. Memory is spoken of as a tangible part people have, like good 
eyesight or freckles. But it is not a thing to be touched, you will never run your hands over 
memory and finger its gaps, and splitting channels. The scalp will not crack like a pecan shell 
only to reveal tightly bundled nerves, or forking history that we will recognize by mere touch. 
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Nora is up to her eyeballs in hurt these days. Because of this, her memory is faultier than most, 
which is why I will tell this story, because right now she cannot. 
VII 
As Tomoko hits the concrete she feels her legs buckle under her weight. She folds onto 
her stomach and senses her shoulder socket’s release—a clumsy but swift pop. Her neck’s angle 
is strange, unfamiliar, and everything is dark.  
But Tomoko is alive. 
The first thing she hears is the frenzied descent of footsteps. Someone is approaching. 
The steps are like a heartbeat, but they slap louder and faster.   Tomoko blinks, but when she 
opens her eyes she sees darkness, shadow. Hair, it’s just her hair. Even through the screeching 
pain she feels the weight of a few threads of hair tickling the bridge of her nose with each blink. 
Her nerves flicker on, and the numbness has subsided, evaporated from her cells upon impact. 
The footsteps are coming closer now. Instead of relief she feels shame, and though she is 
electric with pain she feels that shame engulf her. 
The footsteps grow louder, and Tomoko hears English. 
“Oh my god. Fuck, oh my god!” Nora mutters on her approach. Tomoko attempts to lift 
her head to see.  
“Stop! Don’t move!” Tomoko lowers her head not because she wants to, but because 
there’s a pain that discharges from her temple to her shoulder—no it’s further than that, long past 
her hip, into the shattered patella of her right knee.  
Nora wrings her hands. Her face crumples as if she’s going to cry. It’s as if the white-hot 
pain travels the length of her body, rather than the folded body of the woman before her. The 
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woman, whose legs are akimbo, bowed into perverted angles—angles the body should never 
know.  
She looks like a flopped doll, cast aside and forgotten on the carpet of the playroom. 
Tomoko’s shame shifts, it dissipates and gives way to fury. She is filled with a rage that’s 
about to bubble over. It percolates until she can’t keep it inside.  
“Go.” Tomoko says, but the words are only a whisper puffing from the mouth. Nora 
squats closer to Tomoko. She leans in to hear the few syllables at the dying woman’s mouth. 
Nora reaches toward Tomoko’s face and sweeps a few panels of hair from her cheek. The 
woman spits two teeth onto the concrete, and a string of pink saliva slinks from her lower lip. 
Tomoko’s eyes lock with Nora’s and there can be no mistaking it. Her pain has morphed 
to fury. From somewhere deep in her gut Tomoko rallies an animal force.  
“Go Gaijin!” she growls. A pink bubble pops at the corner of her mouth. 
VIII 
"Gaijin," it's a word that means "foreigner," or "alien," but at its most basic it means 
“outsider.” It's the kind of word that is used freely by children. It's common when teaching a 
toddler class to have the small child well up with tears, and bury his face in his mother’s lap. For 
him, the common response to a foreigner is fear. For the younger classes the mothers accompany 
them. They mostly provide a lap on the other side of the room where the child may hide. They 
sing along to the songs and teach the children to knock on the door when singing, "How's the 
weather?" Still, the small ones contort their bodies, and bury their faces in mom's breasts for the 
first few months. They are disinterested in weather, puppets, or toys. It often will take a few 
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months before the shape of Nora’s face isn't terrifying, before her height isn't so awkward and 
troubling.  
Nora learns “gaijin” when she hears the teenagers say it. She’s not heard an adult use it, 
and when it’s said in her proximity the manager turns stern and scolds the child.  So she knows 
that while it means “outsider,” it must mean something else, something just a little shameful, the 
kind of word said only at home.  
IX 
I suppose it might not seem relevant, but a month or two into her contract Nora 
experienced her first earthquake. It was just a shimmy while sipping coffee at the train station, 
barely distinguishable, a brief spell of dizziness wherein the other patrons all looked to each 
other’s faces to acknowledge the movement. They returned to their conversations. Hailing from 
Middle America the shudder left Nora giddy.  
When the second earthquake arrived at five am on a Sunday morning she was less giddy 
because it was five months later. She was no longer the same starry-eyed expat who got off the 
plane. When not teaching she spent almost all her waking moments staring into the screen of her 
laptop. She learned to prop it sideways so she can lie on her pillow and watch hours of American 
television. She’d so desperately wanted to start her life here, and yet she couldn’t help but cling 
to the familiarity of these characters. She neglected showers on the weekends, and only left her 
apartment to gather junk food.  
 When the quake hit she was woken by the rocking, but was grounded to her futon. In her 
stupor she opened her eyes and registered the sway. She knew what she ought to do— the table, 
she ought to have gone to the table and sat cross-legged. She ought to at least have walked the 
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four steps to the doorframe and placed herself in a more secure location, but she could not, 
because the truth was—she wasn’t afraid.  
She was flat to the ground and pulled her blankets toward her face. She eyed the 
pendulum lamp making wide sweeps above her. This was a big one. This was the kind of quake 
that made national news, and yet she was paralyzed. The trains would be off schedule when the 
city came to. The only other time this happened was when some desperate loner threw his body 
in front of an oncoming train. These unavoidable delays were never discussed, the bodies were 
simply removed and the schedule righted.  
Nora awaited the crush of the ceiling upon her, as the earth’s rocking grew frantic. She 
closed her eyes and the shimmy became wilder, but she didn’t flinch. The building was more 
elastic than any American counterpart, and was established to withstand the wobbles and jerks of 
the shifting plates beneath.  
She waited. She imagined the way it would feel, how crumbled matter would crush into 
her. It would push the air from her lungs, bloody her flesh, maim her to pulpy tissues, grind 
down her bones until she was snuffed out.  The silt of destruction would fill in the gaps around 
her. Insulation, dust, fine granules would pour into her ears, her mouth and would stick to the 
syrupy pits of her wounds.  
But the crush never came. 
X 
After Tomoko yells, Nora starts to run. She is looking for help, but she’s overcome by the 
sense that she knew the woman was going to jump even before the sound. It’s a sixth sense 
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maybe, the feeling of waiting for something terrible to happen, the eerie stillness that she felt 
even before Tomoko leaned forward from the ledge. It explains the icy slosh of her guts. In that 
pause, there’s a flash, a moment before Tomoko had even left the ledge. It might have been a 
dimming light, or some eerie premonition in the stillness. Not a ghost or a vision, but the 
slightest flash of tension.  
I like to think maybe she saw a flash like Georgia Greene had. Georgia was a blind 
woman from New Mexico. At 5:30 in the morning on July 16, 1945 her brother-in-law was 
driving her to her music lesson. The two were happily chatting when the first, and last atomic 
bomb test was conducted. Fifty miles away, the bomb detonated. A great sandy boom shook the 
New Mexico desert.  
But blind Georgia was the only one who really saw the boom. Perhaps it was something 
other than seeing. She might have experienced a change in air pressure, a surge of warm air, or a 
sudden shift in temperature. Yet the newspapers still reported that this woman had seen 
something. She gasped and reached for her brother-in-law’s forearm. He was curious, unaware of 
what had startled Georgia, unable to see the bomb himself.  
Perhaps the elusive bomb, the one that would dissolve entire cities produced a special 
kind of light. A kind of light only visible to the blind.  
XI 
There’s a phrase for women like Tomoko— “Christmas cake,” or more specifically 
“Stale Christmas cake.” Unmarried women beyond the age of twenty-five are perceived as 
leftovers. And as the saying goes "Who wants Christmas Cake after Christmas?"  
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This is really the least of Tomoko’s worries though, and in an ironic twist she found a 
sort-of part-time gig outside of the insurance office where she works. She has been employed 
mailing her soiled underwear for eighteen months now. For 5000 yen, Japanese salary men 
drunkenly saunter up to vending machines to purchase the undergarments of a schoolgirl.  
On the packaging a schoolgirl clad in a sailor-styled uniform poses. Her brown eyes peer 
seductively from beneath the spiky fringe of her bangs. She’s complete with the ubiquitous knee-
high stockings, the wide stripes of milky skin between her socks and the pleats of her plaid skirt.  
When Tomoko sees the girl with her hands perched unnaturally at the knobs of her knees, 
she remembers a time when she might have practiced a similar form. Her knees are now 
frowning. Two dimpled crescents of flesh wobble from her quads. Her knees frown, their 
grimace even more pronounced when she attempts to flex her legs.  
Tomoko hadn't intended to be the woman who would send her panties in a bubble mailer to an 
Osaka warehouse, but when Yoshi left, she became preoccupied with having her own spending 
money.  
Yoshi was just a guy she considered her occasional boyfriend. Whenever he was on the 
rebound he would text her. She would meet him at an izakaya on the corner, and after just one 
sake or hi-chu their cheeks would flush pink, showcasing the absence of an enzyme. This would 
inevitably devolve to stumbling toward Tomoko's apartment. She knew it wasn’t love, wasn’t 
even close to it, but she appreciated his company all the same.  
She liked how he pressed two fingers to her throat. The first time when he prodded this 
place she asked what he was doing. 
“I like to feel the pulse of my lovers,” he said. 
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But eventually it had become a familiar post-coital gesture, and Tomoko would wait for 
the pressure of his two fingers.  It was as if he was checking to make sure she was still alive. And 
she felt oddly grateful that someone was looking for a regular beat, some proof that she had not 
dissolved to dust just yet.   
XII 
If I’m being honest, maybe Nora doesn’t see a flash of light like the light Georgia Greene 
did. Maybe she senses something eerie. Maybe when Tomoko hurls through the dark Nora hears 
the vowels of empty syllables, a slight cry or guttural reflex as the air squeezes Tomoko’s chest.  
Regardless, before the crack of Tomoko’s body on the concrete Nora feels a shiver rush through 
her. 
She is stepping off the elevator with her garbage when she senses it. It is the kind of quiet 
that gets under your skin, and when Tomoko connects with the earth, Nora knows all that cannot 
be said will be wept.  
It’s possible Nora is more sensitive to melancholy after feeling she has been wronged all 
year. She’s waded in the kind of hurt that makes her face cringe, makes her shoulders bounce 
with sobs. She can feel it inside her ribs. A sharp pain left of the center, tangible but just out of 
reach.  
One week into Nora’s expatriate life she is reminded of Eleanor. Her father calls and 
speaks of her mother’s cancer. This is not the kind of thing she ever considered would be a part 
of her experience in Japan. It never occurred to her that Iowa might insert itself, might follow her 
here, or that Eleanor would be at her heels.  
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During those first solo lessons Nora sang the “Nice to Meet You” song louder than usual. 
She had something to prove, not only to the staff, who had no knowledge of the illness, but also 
to herself. She learned the word “genki” in the first days of training. It means excessive 
enthusiasm, but the teachers in the training videos resembled deranged cheerleaders more than 
instructors. In spite of Nora’s initial snickers, she now employs “genki” as a way to survive the 
day. This self is foreign to her, but the children respond to puppetry and music, and it allows her 
to cast out traces of Eleanor altogether.   
But the worst days in Japan aren’t when Nora is feigning enthusiasm with her charade of 
genki behavior. No, the worst are when Nora spends the day on the brink of tears, afraid she will 
erupt at any moment. Each week her manager asks her to do extra consults and they both know 
she’s at the limit for lessons that week, but if she says “no” she will only make it worse for 
herself. She will be talked about in Japanese in passive aggressive insults while she’s in the 
office, because her manager knows Nora doesn’t understand. And if she doesn’t do the lesson it 
will be added to the following weeks’ schedule, with other consults. So she agrees and shuffles 
through the level-four workbooks. She can feel the pressure behind her eyes, hear the waver in 
her voice. Her jaw feels loose and she hopes its tremble goes unnoticed. 
XIII 
When Nora enters her eighth floor apartment, the evening unfolds as it always does. The 
floor is littered with konbini shopping bags, empty tea bottles, tipped aluminum cans of coffee 
and remnants of curry plates collecting mold. She follows a jagged trail of cleared parquet 
flooring and flops onto her futon, not bothering to remove her pantsuit. She rifles through her 
current konbini bag and retrieves a bottle of Calpiss—the yogurty drink renamed Calpico in the 
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US because its Japanese name sounds too similar to "cow piss" for potential North American 
customers.  
Nora flips open her laptop, signs into Skype and checks to see if anyone is online. No one 
is available. It's now morning. Everyone back home is starting Tuesday just as Nora finishes. 
Nora tears open her meat-product Doritos and removes her blazer. She removes her pants, knee-
high stockings, unlatches her bra and pulls it from the armhole of her blouse. She consumes 
Doritos until her hand is stained orange, and she feels a little sick. If anyone saw her like this, she 
would be horrified. At home she had no choice but to keep a tidy room, but here there’s no one 
to know. And by the merit that no one will be stopping in, Nora lets the garbage accumulate in 
the corners of the room. She lets her laundry grow the faintest green mold in between washings, 
and she would care in any other situation, but she can’t really muster the strength to care about 
much of anything these days.  
By midnight no one has come online. Nora illegally downloads two new episodes of a 
medical drama she used to watch back in the states. When her laptop overheats she alternates to 
her stomach. She sweeps her arm along the floor, and tips over a few bottles and a bag of stale 
baked goods. When Nora gets up to pee she notices her garbage poster and remembers tomorrow 
is a double garbage day: unburnables, and broken electronics. A broken hair dryer has been 
sitting on her washing machine for a month awaiting its designated pick up day. She steps into 
some Hello Kitty pajama pants and collects her garbage. She slips her feet into her loafers and 
walks toward the elevator. 
XIV 
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This story is Nora’s, but if she were responsible for its telling, these happenings would be 
muddled. And in the light of her mother’s story, Nora’s might be smudged. If she were to close 
her eyes and decode the circuits of her memory she’d discover that the sensory details she’s 
mining for are suffering from interference.  
In all my years of knowing her, I’ve never seen her this empty, and I know no metaphor 
to explain this vacancy in her. When she prays at night, she whispers to the dead, wets her pillow 
and her eyes wiggle like mercury as they search the dark. And there’s a wheezing desperation to 
her tone when she pleads for a sign, for something to point her in the right direction.  
But Nora is not so different from any one of us. I know the furniture inside these rooms, 
the chambers we create with thick curtains and old snow packed into the corners. I too have 
rested with my shoulder folded under the weight of my body wondering where I might find the 
door. These rooms are for mouthing prayers, and hoping that our hearts won’t fall out of our 
mouths, for sticking pins into jaundiced flesh and awaiting the spark of nerve. Nora must quit her 
hungry sucking at these wounds and squint for slits of light, because this kind of dark is 
murderous. 
XV 
When Nora runs and knocks on the door of a first floor apartment, her pleas are frantic 
and she drums her knuckles on the door until they sting. She drops her garbage and the broken 
hair dryer in a nearby planter. The tenant won’t come so she just screams until her voice is 
hoarse, and moves to the next apartment to continue her knocking. By the third, a man cracks the 
door so she can see a few inches of his face. She points, and starts speaking jumbled Japanese 
from her phrase book. When he doesn’t respond she starts gesturing and the man follows her. 
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She jogs ahead and then she points to Tomoko’s crumpled figure. His face turns white and he 
runs back to his apartment to call for help.  
Nora folds down Tomoko’s skirt so some sense of dignity is maintained, but the legs are 
crumpled. Her nylons are tattered wisps that pattern her disfigured limbs like spider webs. 
Tomoko eyes her, but her eyes cannot focus or lock on Nora.  
The truth is Tomoko can’t see Nora anymore. She looks through her, because Nora is just 
a flesh-toned mirage that she isn’t sure is real.  
Somewhere off in the distance Nora starts to hear the faint whine of a siren. It’s the 
promise of this help that makes her start to cry. Engorged tears gather at her lids and she’s 
suddenly overcome, but mostly she can’t stop thinking of that moment before the jump. After 
that long second she recognized the sound of a human body splitting on concrete. And there was 
a brief flicker, a second where Nora wished it had been her. It was the type of thought that 
moved like water, it couldn’t be grasped, but if enough of these thoughts collected they could 
amass and support the weight of a ship. 
She wished she could be the kind of person who had the gumption to take that leap. The 
thought passed quickly, but it was a barb lodged in her memory all the same, that alluring desire 
for it all to be over, to be obliterated in a second. Upon this she muses the most, why a God 
would make there be so much hurt in a life so long.  
The tears are falling rapidly now, and Tomoko is watching Nora. Tomoko’s mouth 
blooms like a cut, and beyond Nora’s head she sees the scattered punctures of the far stars. She 
remembers Yoshi. 
One time Yoshi took Tomoko to a love hotel when he was feeling particularly generous. 
The room’s theme was outer space and had a circular bed made to resemble the moon. When he 
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made love to her she was distracted by the glowing Saturn hovering behind his head. 
Constellations flickered and a rotating lamp cast shadows and points of light on his shoulders 
and chest.  
To Tomoko, Yoshi had never looked more beautiful. But even as the moment was 
happening she knew it was already over. It was not the kind of thing she could cling to and so 
she pushed it from her, knowing he could never be who she needed him to be, knowing that he 
was never hers to begin with.   
The howl of the siren grows louder, and Nora is wiping the tears from her cheeks. 
Tomoko is still breathing, but her breaths are shallow and labored. She senses dust settling into 
her veins, and all she can feel is exhaustion as the night sits heavy above her. For a while she’s 
felt the beating wings of a bird on her breastplate, but the feathers only tickle her ribs now.  
Tomoko has spent years squeezing herself into the nooks and crannies of this life, but tonight she 
has been kneaded down into crumbs, fine particles scattered on concrete.  
Nora reaches for Tomoko’s hand. She sandwiches the cold palm between her hands, 
though it twitches with sluggish spasms. It is a scratched layer of muscle, bone and tendon. 
Tomoko starts to wiggle her fingers, and with effort curls them around Nora’s. Her fingers move 
slowly as if she is searching the skin for braille, as if she can’t process the sensation.  
Tomoko wasn’t making much sense of the world at this point, and if I’m really honest, 
the hand-holding was nothing more than the erratic, final firing of nerves sensing skin. But Nora 
doesn’t know this, and she assumes it’s a quiet plea. And this is how Nora makes a ghost of this 
stranger, of this woman whom she will never know. Nora swallows her whole. At this moment 
she doesn’t realize Tomoko is an intruder and so she eats her up. She’s never been any good at 
distinguishing larks from lions and so she takes Tomoko into the bowels, into the place where 
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she deposits all her anxieties. In here Tomoko will live alongside Nora’s mother’s cancer, 
alongside the accumulated hours of Nora’s time in Japan, and just beneath Laura’s suspicions 
that she might never belong anywhere. And if Nora’s not careful the weight of all these anxieties 
will rot her from the inside out. It will snuff her out as it chokes her cells one by one. This is 
where Tomoko will live, no longer twisted and with her skull crushed in, but sleeping soundly in 
the stomach of a stranger.  
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Pipe People 
It is only three months after the death of her Mother that Maggie hears the first voice. On 
a rainy Wednesday the teakettle whistles and Maggie catches a murmur. She pulls the kettle from 
the flame and sits in the middle of the checkerboard kitchen. There is nothing but dead air. Just 
to be sure, she returns the kettle to the heat and stands with eyes closed, straining for sound.  
A week later, she hears the hum of “Can’t Buy Me Love” while the washer spins. It is 
that afternoon that the rain starts. Henry is at work, his annual review is at 2:00 and at 2:01 the 
skies open up and release the storm. When Maggie goes to crack the slider, as the kitchen has 
turned muggy—she hears it, the calm voice of the Narrator. 
She's opening the door. 
Maggie looks around, but there is no one. The clarity and decisiveness of the woman’s 
comment is unmistakable. Her hand drops to her side and she looks around the room. She then 
slides the screen door open and looks outside. Fat raindrops wet her hairline.  
Maggie feels anxious, unsettled. She moves to the front room to lie on the sofa. 
Eventually she grows calm, a bit bored and walks to the kitchen for a drink of water. She grabs a 
glass from the cupboard, something she’s done a thousand times before, and holds it under the 
tap. When she turns the faucet on, the voice speaks again.  
She’s turning on the faucet. 
There could be no mistaking the voice. Maggie turns the valve off. The room is silent. 
She sets her glass on the counter. Her hand betrays her nerves, and with a tremble she turns the 
valve a second time. The Narrator speaks, perfectly enunciating.  
She is turning on the faucet, for a second time. 
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Maggie swallows hard. The water rushes toward the drain. The voice is throaty like a 
bassoon, and kind, though direct. It’s unfamiliar, though Maggie can’t be sure.  
 She turns the water off, and cranes her neck to squint into the grimy mesh of the faucet. 
After patting her hands on a dishtowel, she crosses the room and opens the pantry. Nothing. She 
closes the pantry and opens it again. The room is silent. She closes the pantry and walks to the 
mudroom where she flicks the switch of an overhead light on and off, on and off, on and off. 
Nothing. She sits on the bench and slides her feet into rubber rain boots. Silence. She stands, she 
sits. She looks to the ceiling. She takes deliberate steps and waits, but there is nothing but 
silence.  
Her rubber boots screech on the linoleum as Maggie walks toward the dining room 
sliding glass door. She grasps the handle and opens the door wider. Again the Narrator orates.  
She opens the door wider.  
Maggie is pleased and opens and closes the door a few times with the Narrator’s audible 
declarations.  
She opens the door. 
She closes the door. 
She opens the door for a fourth time.  
She steps onto the deck and the narrator observes: 
  She steps outside, taking bold steps into the backyard. The voice is louder. The rain has 
turned to a steady drizzle and Maggie’s blouse is quickly soaked. She paces in circles on the 
deck.  
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Maggie paces in circles, but fails to see what’s right in front of her. At this she stops 
abruptly. In front of her is the corner of the house; at its base the gutter produces a steady gush of 
water.  
There is comfort in the rain as entire rivers spout from the house and retreat back to the 
earth. 
Maggie quickens her pace.  
There’s a lesson in the rain, a pulse felt in the arteries of the house. 
And just like that, the Narrator’s voice is the splinter lodged in Maggie’s brain. It is 
neutral, passive, and mirrors Maggie’s expression. In spite of the benign nature of the voice and 
the comfort that it brings, Maggie instinctively knows that she cannot share the news of her 
audible companion with Henry.  
* 
When Henry watches Maggie, he tries to see her as he first did that day at the swimming 
pool. She had stood on the high dive, and he remembers her strawberry blonde hair glowed.  She 
looked like she was on fire. Her braid hung like a thick rope between her shoulder blades. To 
him, she looked like a siren, like someone he had to meet.  
It was only one month later that they broke into the community pool after hours to make 
love. When Henry thinks of this he remembers her skin, how she felt smooth like a dolphin and 
her shoulders were freckled from months of swimming in the sun.  
Maggie’s hair has darkened with time. As her brain’s synapses stall and fire erratically 
the hair on her scalp deepens, turns ashy with age. Grays congregate at her temples and her 
freckles give way to blank sunspots, so white, each pale speck an absence of color. But in these 
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empty spots he tries to remember the way she glowed, how the water diffused the light onto her 
skin and hair. She was luminous, and this is how Henry chooses to think of his wife.  
* 
The thing that attracted Maggie at first was the way the hair on the back of Henry's calves 
simply stopped. His knees and ankles had accumulated thick curls, but at the back of his calves 
the hair was rubbed bare from the flesh. A tiny vein protruded on the left, which reminded 
Maggie of her grandfather's legs. It’s strange how the memory of one person can present an 
immediate kinship for a new one.  
On their honeymoon they went to the ocean. In the mornings Maggie swam. Henry 
stayed in bed, while she moved through the waves without pause, never flinching at the autumn 
chill. Her lips were two blue worms when she came in for breakfast. The ocean aroused her and 
she’d climb onto a barely waking Henry. He'd grab her hands and place them along his ribs to 
warm them. Her hair would splay on the pillow, a damp spot forming. He'd peel her swimsuit 
like he was tugging at the skin of a rabbit.  
She knew Henry could sense the cold deep into the muscle of her thighs. Her skin like 
that of a chicken, pocked and nubbed to hold in each iota of heat. The peach fuzz on her 
forearms was a raised carpet of newborn hair. But once Henry was inside, he found the warmth 
of Maggie, the tucked away pocket of heat. Her breath would quicken and the warmth slowly 
opened until the cold melted from her entirely.  
* 
When Henry returns, Maggie’s hair is frizzy and the front of her clothes are slathered 
with mud. The dog, Wally, follows close behind a pacing Maggie. Muddy boot and paw prints 
stitch patterns on the kitchen floor. Her eyes are wild, and Henry is stricken. He drops his 
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briefcase at the door and advances toward Maggie who doesn’t notice him. She paces around the 
dining room table and then walks to the patio. Henry follows her outside.  
“Mags you’re a mess. What’s going on?” Maggie stops dead. She pivots on her heel and 
turns to Henry. 
“Nothing,” Maggie says.  
This was not the first time Maggie lied to her husband. 
“Why are you all muddy?”  
Maggie looks to her torso and attempts to wipe the mud cake at her waist.  
“Where’s Beth?” Henry asks. 
“She’s not my keeper Henry.” 
“She didn’t show?” 
“That’s not what I said. She came. She complained about the Democrats. She went on her 
merry way to terrorize some children.” 
“So why are you muddy?” Henry asks. 
“Leaves. The leaves were clogging the gutter.” Maggie points toward the gutter which is 
now surging with water.  
Maggie had never been a very good liar.  
Maggie scowls at the gutter.  
“Looks like you fixed it,” Henry says and reaches for his wife’s dirt stained hand before 
leading her toward the mudroom. He removes her boots and strips her of soiled clothes. Maggie 
tries to rub the dried mud from her thumb and Henry removes a small slug from her redgray 
curls.  
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Maggie watches Henry remove her clothes and sees that twinge of pity on his face. She 
had never really loved him as he loved her. She once thought she loved him, or told herself she 
did, but eventually she just came to need him.  
Maggie is the kind of woman who’s hard to find, but easy to lose. 
* 
After her shower Maggie sits perched on a dining chair, where she wedges her heels back 
toward her sit bones. She pushes a green bean into her mouth, but derives no pleasure from it. 
Henry asks about her day, but she talks about what Wally did, and bemoans the neighbor Beth’s 
constant check-ins. 
When her mother died suddenly six months before, Maggie started going to early 
morning mass. She sat in the same pew every week and there was something quaint and simple 
about her faith. Occasionally Henry accompanied her. He was an atheist, but went anyway. She 
went through the motions, reached to her pew neighbors to deliver the peace-be-with-you’s, and 
she used her thumb to etch a tiny cross on her forehead, lips, then heart. The motions had 
become ingrained, the words her lines in a play. The routine helped, grounded her even as she 
withdrew from Henry.  
* 
When Maggie’s memory started to trickle away, it began with small things like names, 
and items left in strange places, but then there were things she'd wholly forgotten, wide gaping 
holes: the baby, the week in Acapulco, Henry’s pitted fruit allergies. There were moments that 
went beyond lapse, moments when she would tell someone a story, a story constructed of 
refashioned memories. Henry would attempt to trail her synapses, but would find himself more 
and more puzzled.  
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At the office holiday party she told Gerald’s wife that one time when camping Henry 
backed the car into a tree.  
“Oh you should have seen it, he was cursing like I’ve never seen. His face turned this 
lovely plum-red shade,” Maggie said. 
“That’s hilarious!” Gerald’s wife hooted. 
Henry grinned with a tight jaw. The truth is that it was Maggie who backed the car into 
the tree. When these memories are altered, they’ve re-etched and mapped themselves new routes 
along Maggie’s brain. They shift, digress and forge new paths until their jagged trails are only 
recognizable to Maggie. And while she can be brought back or oftentimes reminded of the 
original story, other times the memory has morphed beyond recognition.  
She didn't fade slowly in minute shifts, the way one deteriorates with age, but there were 
bits of her that were missing, gone as if they'd never existed in the first place. Henry wasn't sure 
what was worse, her deterioration or the anticipation of her deterioration. Awaiting the tug of a 
string on a loose tooth, the lurch of a rollercoaster, awaiting the worst occupied the bulk of his 
time, and it wasn't long before he was forced to ask the neighbor Beth to check in on Maggie 
regularly.  
If Henry is being honest with himself, he lost Maggie years ago. Then again maybe he 
never had her to begin with. He cannot explain it, but even when they were dating there was a 
part of him that couldn’t believe his good luck, that a girl like Maggie could love him.  
These days he is not so much a husband to her, as a glorified babysitter.  He accepts his 
role for the most part without complaint. For weeks after the death of her mother when Henry 
went to work, Maggie would stay in bed all day. As he left he’d try to give her tasks, or make 
lunch dates, but Maggie stayed only half-conscious and spent her days in between naps.  
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One time he came home to find canned soup boiling over on the stove. Burned potatoes 
and carrots hissed at the base of the pot. Maggie was curled up asleep on the sofa, her face 
swollen shut by another day of tears. Henry couldn’t bring himself to scold her. Instead he took a 
sponge to the stove and spent the evening scouring the kitchen while Maggie slept.  
There were days when Henry thought she might actually die from grief, when she'd ask 
for her mother, forgetting entirely. She barely spoke for weeks and Henry prepared himself for 
the worst.  
Everything changed when Wally showed up. Maggie was half drowned by her grief when 
Wally wandered into the yard. Wally was a mangy mutt whose coat was colored with dirt. He 
couldn't be identified as any particular breed because he was composed of far too many to 
discern any one. His hair was coarse and bloomed in tufts at the places where his bones 
protruded most. He was a runaway, and when a Volvo turned into him twenty blocks away, he 
bolted. His paw pads were split raw and speckled with dried blood at the cracks, and for 
whatever reason he stopped in Maggie and Henry’s yard. Perhaps it was exhaustion. Perhaps it 
was Maggie. He took to her immediately and let her rub olive oil into the worn pads of his paws, 
and rake scabs from his coat. He slept in the crook behind her knees that night and for every 
night thereafter. No one ever turned up to claim him, and after awhile it seemed like he'd always 
been Maggie’s dog. 
Wally turned the light back on in Maggie. He needed her. She needed him. It was as 
simple as that. He refused the bowl of kibble whenever Henry gave it to him. When Maggie fed 
Wally there was pomp and circumstance, the routine of heating it in the microwave, the splash of 
chicken stock and her "Mmmm" noises. That's what made it taste good. Every night before bed, 
Maggie would climb onto the carpet to lie with Wally. She would begin as the big spoon and 
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called it "tender time" where she would hug and scratch him to his heart’s content. She traced the 
scar along his belly and knew the black spot on his gums, tugging gently on his ears his eyes 
closed instantly. He even flipped over onto his back so his barrel chest pointed toward the 
ceiling, his paws curled over and his entire body splayed on the rug. She dragged her fingernails 
along his splotched stomach and buried her face in his neck.  
On one occasion Maggie wrapped her arms around Wally’s neck so tightly he groaned 
with pleasure. When Henry looked at the two sprawled on the carpet he saw a tear at the corner 
of Maggie’s eye.  
“Are you thinking of her?” he asked.  
Maggie was quiet. She rubbed her nose into Wally’s collar.  
“Can you hear the waters in his gut?” she asked. Maggie moved her head toward Wally’s 
belly. 
“No,” Henry said.  
“We might need to lay off the Snausages,” she said. 
Most nights after dinner Henry and Maggie would take Wally for a walk. This was 
perhaps the best part of Henry's day. They rarely said much, but instead walked the 
neighborhood allowing Wally to sniff at the swamp’s tall grass where a bunny darted, and stop 
by every oak he ever saw a squirrel ascend. This was the only time Henry could really forget 
Maggie was gone to him. She remembered the routes; she walked on the same sidewalk every 
night leading the way. The walking was regimented, never faltering.  The routine remained 
lodged in her brain no matter how many other fragments of Maggie were lost. 
*
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The Narrator continues as Maggie’s companion for nearly two weeks before Riddle 
arrives. Maggie comes to love the Narrator on some level. The Narrator even dictates a recipe for 
Pasta Bolognese.  
The water should be as salty as the sea. Maggie liberally adds salt to the water. 
She narrates her morning shower. 
Maggie applies her conditioner, but she is careful to avoid the roots, only the very tips of 
her hair. 
At first Wally barks at the Narrator’s presence, but he too grows accustomed to her in 
time. Maggie is grateful for the companionship and she even teaches Wally to play dead with the 
help of the Narrator.  
A good dog is merely the product of a great owner.  
And somehow between the Narrator and Wally, Maggie feels almost complete. 
Maggie starts taking afternoon baths. As the garage door groans shut after Henry’s lunch 
break she fills the tub.  
Today she hears the whispers of a new voice and swivels her head toward the faucet. It’s 
a voice that sounds familiar even the first time she hears it, though she cannot make out coherent 
words, only mumbles.   
When Henry comes home, Maggie is lying in the chilled water of the bathtub talking to 
herself. Her hair has been sucked down the drain. There’s no way of knowing how long she’s 
been here.  
Maggie’s hair is too entangled. Her neck muscles flex until a hollow space forms at her 
clavicle as Henry attempts to free the clot of hair. He plunges a warped coat hanger into the 
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mouth of the drain, but the pipe maintains its grip. He wiggles the hanger, but the pipe only 
utters metallic clinks and scrapes. 
“Go get the scissors,” Maggie insists, “it’s just hair.” Henry frowns, but knows it’s too far 
down the pipe to salvage, so he retrieves scissors from the junk drawer and gingerly snips at the 
drain.  
"I used to be afraid of the water you know," Maggie says. 
"Really?” 
"When I was little.” 
“Hmm.”  
“The neighbors were a Japanese family and the little girl told me about this Japanese 
water demon. A kappa." 
"A water demon, eh?" Henry raises his eyebrows. 
"Mina said it was a kind of river child, it was slick like a salamander and would grab 
wading children with its jaws and pull them beneath the surface." Maggie widens her mouth and 
chomps down to pantomime.  
“Sit still,” Henry says, tugging at a chunk of hair. “Well, a water demon seems more 
reasonable a fear than turkey vultures, nosebleeds or say the telephone.” 
“Phobias aren’t rational Henry, I didn’t choose—” 
“I know, I know. A water demon just sounds like a scary thing for a child.” Maggie 
relaxes. She examines her pruning fingers. 
"We used to look at these illustrations. He wore this little cap, and his fingers and toes 
were webbed. He always looked sinister with these pointy little teeth. I was afraid of the water 
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for weeks. I even hovered over the toilet seat in case he could travel the pipes." Henry smiles and 
cuts the last section of hair to release her from the drain.  
“Well, we’d better skip the baths for now. The kappa seems to have a thing for human 
hair.” He hands her a bathrobe.  
* 
Maggie returns to the tub the next day, and this is when the voice of Riddle becomes 
resoundingly clear. She fills the tub until water sloshes over the lip, and she’s submerged. She 
goes under the surface and pushes the air from her lungs until her head sinks to the bottom. With 
her skull pushed to the ceramic and her hair splayed like a starfish around her, she hears the deep 
plain voice of a man.  
You shouldn't let the turkey vultures bother you. 
Maggie erupts from beneath the surface, water sheeting off her until the bathmat is 
sufficiently soaked. She gasps and swallows bathwater down her windpipe. The trickle triggers a 
coughing spell. She coughs until the water is expelled. Strings of her saliva tangle on the water’s 
surface.  
And the voice continues.  
They're not worth being afraid of. 
"Do I know you?" Maggie asks while craning her neck toward the showerhead. 
Does it matter really? Maggie they're just birds resting on the air stream. 
She has never cared for the vultures. They congregate above her house whenever an 
airstream pushes north, and hover with wings wide, feathers splayed. But they’re inert, and 
peering down at Maggie, so she usually leaves the garbage for Henry to take out, and asks him to 
get the mail on windy days.  
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"But their bodies go limp, they're not even flying, just coasting like they’re dead. And 
always over our house," Maggie says.  
It can be nice to just coast. 
“They still creep me out.” Maggie lies back in the tub and spends the rest of the afternoon 
chatting with Riddle. Her fingers prune, the tap water goes cold after cycles of heat, but she is 
alert. Under the water the voice is deeper, a gurgling bellow from the pipes. Wally comes into 
the bathroom to occasionally growl at the faucet, but more or less leaves Maggie and Riddle 
alone.  
Later that day when Beth checks in, Maggie’s head is submerged entirely so she doesn’t 
hears the squeak of the door. Beth realizes that Maggie is in the tub and listens for a bit, and 
fiddles with her hearing aid. When she calls Henry at work she tells him, “Maggie’s in the tub, 
and I can’t be sure but I think she’s talking to a man. I don’t know who, but they are laughing it 
up.”  
How many drops of water does it take to fill an empty cup? 
“One's enough, after one it's no longer empty.”  
Henry dismisses Beth and says it’s probably talk radio, but he comes home early. Maggie 
has wrapped her hair in a towel piled upon her head. She kisses his cheek and asks him if he’s 
ever been to Alaska, because she wants to see the northern lights. It’s a new gap. A new hole in 
Maggie, a memory displaced, a vacation wiped from her. 
He feels the loss of Maggie as a sharp pain under the ribcage. It is the kind of pain fused 
with breath—the kind where it could be nothing, it could be a passing moment, acute and sharp, 
but it could also be something brooding beneath, something awful, something that could kill you. 
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It could reside there for a fraction of a second, or for years as a dull throb that you grow 
to ignore and live with. A muted ache with time.  
* 
Truth is, they had both been to Alaska. Henry likes to remember Maggie there. A few 
years into their marriage they traveled north and spent a week in a cabin. Henry remembers the 
way her hair smelled of campfire, and when they went outside the burning scent became sharper, 
more pronounced.  
They bundled in layers and took walks as the sun descended beyond the mountains. One 
night Maggie walked ahead of Henry while he attempted to take pictures of the sun dissolving 
into the horizon. Maggie didn’t see the moose blocking her path. The dark shape towered maybe 
twenty yards in front of her, but she sensed it before she was upon it. She stopped abruptly. 
“Henry look!” Henry lowered his camera and his body stiffened.  
It was a cow. Little peaks of snow had accumulated on the slump of her back. She took a 
lumbering step toward Maggie, who compensated with a small step backward. The moose eyed 
them.  She stretched her neck toward Maggie, her snout searched the air for a scent. Maggie was 
still, but watched the moose’s black nostrils exhale the two-part surge of breath.  
After a minute a calf appeared at the edge of the brush, but the mother moose stood firm, 
her eyes locked on them. The calf ambled toward its mother. Its backside barely skimmed her 
wide belly.  Her ears perked toward her calf, two scrolls of fur moved like satellite dishes 
attempting to decipher a signal. They stood like this for a time.  
This is when Henry noticed Maggie was crying. She had a distinct cry, like that of a 
child. She took quick, shallow breaths and he could hear her clearing her nose.  
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The moose blinked, her eyelashes fell in waves. The muscles of her neck loosened, and as 
she moved toward the woods, her calf followed. Their gangly toothpick legs struck the ground, 
each hoof clomping fresh snow. Maggie was rooted in place watching the pair disappear from 
her view. Even when they were gone, Maggie stood lodged in the snow. Flakes accumulated on 
the shoulders of her parka.  
When Henry approached Maggie, he saw her eyelashes were frozen. They were coated 
with the white crystals of her tears. When she saw him she beamed at him and he knew these 
weren’t tears of fear or panic.  
“You okay?” he asked. 
“God she was beautiful wasn’t she?” Frankly, Henry had only really thought about where 
he could run, or which spruce they might climb if the moose charged. But Maggie was overcome 
by the sheer presence of the creature.  
And while Henry didn’t always understand his wife’s experience, he appreciated that 
even after years of marriage there were parts of Maggie he’d never know. He would persist and 
attempt to access these murky depths—these places where he could only hope to dip his paddle 
into the surface. Still he’d relish the pitch of the waves, and forget his need to penetrate them. He 
would grow fond of the paddling, of the attempt itself, and even of the bucking waves that tried 
to toss him from his boat. 
* 
After the Narrator and Riddle, new voices appear. Soon the voices chatter with regularity. 
They are foreign limbs sewn to Maggie’s very being, limbs she cannot sever from herself. What 
to others might feel like madness to Maggie feels like comfort. To her they are complete citizens 
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sprung up overnight. Some days they are too loud, too boisterous when she is attempting to 
sleep. She lies awake and they chatter away as she watches Henry breathe.  
Over several weeks the voices multiply, distinguish themselves and come to fill Maggie’s 
afternoons. She laughs with them, argues and seeks them out often. She learns that The Analyst 
finds the act of publically cleaning the wax from one’s ears loathsome, the Translator has been to 
Malawi and The Rememberer loves language and finds occasions to use words like “hullabaloo,” 
“rapscallion” and “chortle.” When the Translator sings love songs in Spanish Wally barks at the 
air, and circles the room looking for the sound.  
One evening Henry finds Maggie asleep in the tub. She is clammy and confused. She 
cries and fights him when he tries to get her dressed. When she rebels and continues her baths, 
he’s forced to install a high lock on the downstairs bathroom.  
When the routine bathing is drawn to a halt the voices dull a bit. Sometimes the voices 
grow so quiet Maggie is certain they’ve abandoned her. These are the longest of days. She stands 
soaping her hands in the kitchen sink until her fingers have numbed, but all she hears is the 
silence. She dallies in the shower awaiting a voice until Henry tells her she is going to make him 
late for work.  
Then the drought comes. In the mornings Maggie sits on the front stoop watching the 
sprinklers. The pipes in the basement chug, whistle and gurgle, but nothing. The voices are gone.  
The sun turns the grass ochre and each blade pokes the arch of her foot when she walks toward 
the mailbox. So in the mornings she sits watching the lazy wave of the fan of water.  
Henry says, “A little rain is bound to fall this week,” and kisses the top of her head as he 
leaves for work. Shortly thereafter the sprinklers shut off, Maggie’s coffee has gone cold and she 
begins to water the garden bed.  
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Beth walks over. “Your trumpet bush is really taking off this year Maggie,” she says.  
Maggie ignores her, doesn’t turn her body and instead stares at her garden clogs. She didn’t have 
any opinion about Beth until Henry assigned her as Maggie’s keeper. Beth scowls at Wally 
because Maggie lets him on the furniture, and Beth’s more of a cat person. 
The Caretaker perks up. 
Hose her. 
Maggie becomes aware of the blood pulsing in her arms, the weight of the garden hose’s 
nozzle. She lifts her head and looks at Beth for the first time. 
Riddle speaks.  
Drown the bitch.  
Maggie holds the hose in her hands and stacks her thumbs alongside one another at the 
spout. The water spurts as a fan. Pointing it out over the hostas a squat rainbow forms. Maggie 
waits, but if the voices are there they’re quiet again.  
Beth continues talking in spite of Maggie’s silence. She mutters on about her aster. 
 “This drought is just frying my poor monkshood,” she says. 
At this Maggie places one thumb firmly over the swell of water at the hose’s spout, and 
she points it full blast at Beth.  
Beth is screaming, “That’s enough Maggie!”  
The Narrator speaks.  
Beth believes she is the mothering type. 
Riddle adds. 
But dead mothers are of very little use nowadays. 
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Beth curses, “You’ve gotten water on my hearing aid!” Beth retreats from the yard, 
sopping wet and Maggie walks inside. She locks the doors.  
* 
It has been thirteen months since Henry and Maggie made love. He has stopped initiating, 
and instead looks at women in boots. Motorcycle boots, bitch boots, wedge-heeled boots, it 
doesn’t matter. At the Espresso Royale by his office the barista wears cowboy boots. A skirt and 
cowboy boots. They are molded into slouchy folds of stitched skin at her ankles, their curves 
arching at her mid-calf. Maggie, he thinks, doesn’t own boots outside of a pair of green rain 
boots covered with daisies.  
* 
It's a Tuesday when Henry comes home late from the office. When he pulls in Beth is 
outside edging her driveway. She doesn’t wave; she’s still miffed about the garden hose incident.  
Henry hears the water before he sees it. The pipes are churning out gallon after gallon. In 
the garage he hears a piercing whir as the pipes labor. He grasps the doorknob but it’s locked. He 
fumbles for his keys and watches a sleepy vein of water pulse at the mouth of the doorframe. He 
is standing in a forking stream. He pushes the door open and a soft flap of water splashes his 
loafers.  When he steps inside, the linoleum is covered with two inches of water. He yells for 
Maggie, but receives no response. He walks through the kitchen and nearly slips on a floating 
kitchen rug. Wally is on the sofa whining, the arch of his spine is as tangible as a question mark.  
He attempts to wedge himself in between two cushions, barks for Henry, paces the length of the 
sofa. A lone slipper bobs at the corner of the coffee table.  
Henry yells for Maggie again. He sloshes through the kitchen and twists the sink valve 
closed. Outside the bathroom there’s a chair, and above it a bended hairpin protrudes from the 
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high lock. Henry reaches for the doorknob and hears Maggie’s low moan over the surging bath 
water. He knocks, but she doesn’t hear him. All bubbles have trickled from the cartilage of her 
ear canal and her head is completely submerged in bathwater. Her eyes are closed beneath the 
line of water, but her nose and mouth are exposed and pull sharp breaths.  
Maggie has scooted her ass to the base of the tub, toward the drain, and the stream from 
the faucet runs over her. Water bubbles at the slit between her legs. Her toes point toward the 
showerhead. Her moans are those of pleasure. Maggie gasps and tips her chin up, though her 
eyes remain closed. Her bangs float back, and her skin looks porcelain, even creamy in the din of 
the baby blue tub. 
Henry doesn’t stand there long, only long enough to marvel at her pleasure. It’s been so 
long since he’s seen her face like this. He has almost forgotten how beautiful she is. 
He retreats from the bathroom. He closes the door silently and his loafers trudge along 
the spongy carpet. Maggie’s eyes flap open and she lifts her face so the bathwater cracks and 
trickles from her ear canals.  
"Are you there?" she asks, but there is only silence, nothing but the echo of her own 
breath. 
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The Phantom Limb of the Mulder Women 
On the southwest corner of my Gran’s cottage there is a bush that bleeds. It has bled for 
the whole of my life, as well as my mother’s. When grandma passes, the bush will begin the 
process of dying.  
Just after dawn Aunt Petra finds Gran in her chair. Her face points toward the window 
like she’s looking for something, but her eyelids are closed. Aunt Petra suspects Gran has fallen 
asleep for a morning nap. We catch her like this from time to time, though she swears she cannot 
sleep a wink, and complains she gets no rest between her aching hip and her sciatica. But when 
Aunt Petra arrives she does not hear the faint whistle of Gran’s snoring.  
Gran’s cottage is the house she was raised in. It’s tucked precariously into the side of a 
hill and resembles a patchwork quilt, assembled from mish-mashed parts that are only held 
together by fine threads of moss. But it’s the place where she resides until the wind comes down 
the slope, swallows her up and takes her in her sleep.  
Grandma Else and Grandpa Emil had four girls, no boys: Petra, my mother Camille, 
Margit and Linnea. Grandpa was outnumbered from the start. Even the dog was female. I never 
got to meet Grandpa Emil, but I am told we have the same sweet tooth.  
All of the Mulder women are more un-alike than alike, with the exception of two defining 
qualities. First, they are all tall framed and all have crooked pinky fingers that point inward. 
Second, all of the Mulder women bleed stones, calcified pebbles that work through narrow 
passages only to be spat out at the opening between their legs. I’ve heard my mother’s groans 
and seen her tears, but she tells me this is the burden of the Mulder woman. Someday I too will 
push stones from my belly, and maybe someday even a baby of my own. I don’t have the heart to 
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tell her that I might be content with just the stones. I don’t want for a baby in the way that my 
little cousins place their dolls’ mouths to their flat chests. But to say this aloud is a jinx, a wish I 
must beg my mother not to hear.  
Outside of the stones and crooked fingers my mother and her sisters could be strangers. 
Aunt Petra is loud and booming, Aunt Linnea mumbles whispers and can barely be heard unless 
she is speaking directly to you. My mother is allergic to the milk of cows, but Margit’s specialty 
is making cheese. They choose different sorts of men, wear different sorts of clothes, and have 
differing opinions on just about everything. Though they would never admit it, there is one trait 
that links them that is neither a digit or stone. That is that each has been looking for something 
for the whole of her life. The kind of item so specific that its identity is singular, but not the type 
of item you can articulate until you see it. At least not until you uncover it from where it’s been 
buried all these years. While Margit traveled to far-off humid continents, Petra had children for 
six years straight, and my mother taught herself Russian. There’s always been the sense, or some 
lingering pang where a limb might have existed, but none of the Mulder women would ever say 
this out loud. Because each seems to believe it’s merely a world untapped, and if only she’d pull 
back the curtain she would see it plainly before her. So instead they stumble through, opening 
curtains wherever they find them. I’ve seen this kind of yearning in my mother’s face late at 
night, and I recognize it in the mouths and brows of my aunts. And while I’m willing to accept 
the fate of bleeding stones, the idea of always looking but never finding seems exhausting. I’m 
daunted at becoming the type of woman who is always yearning, but in truth, a great many 
possibilities daunt me.  
After Gran’s body is taken to town for burning, we tend to her cottage. The bush is 
shrinking, hunching in upon itself, making itself smaller as if to apologize for the space it 
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occupies. The older I grow the smaller her cottage becomes, but when Gran drifts off during her 
sleep the cottage feels even tighter, as if the walls are collapsing in minute shifts. I suspect 
they’re encroaching upon us in small fractions of space. This is the business of growing older, 
the wide spaces of childhood collapse in upon us. While this might be true, I cannot believe it. I 
cannot find solace in these shrinking spaces. I am not fully-grown yet, but there’s a part of me 
that wants my life to grow outward, to watch earth unfold before me. These tiny rooms are all I 
know, but surely there must be something more than these finite spaces.  
We begin by scrubbing the walls. I sniff Gran’s soap, and rub her lotion between the 
webs of my fingers. Once the cottage has been cleaned we tend to the outside, rake leaves and 
sweep her path.  
The bush is haggard, duller somehow in Gran’s absence. My brother and I help mother 
attempt to revive the bush. We prune it and collect the syrupy red clots in our palms. Mother lifts 
the branches and pours a pitcher of water at the base of the bush. As she does this, the bush 
slumps even more, retreating in upon itself. It slips inward, a motion that seems natural, 
preordained somehow. I wonder if this is a motion it has prepared for all along, if this is some 
ingrained way of dying, perhaps its ancestors have coded into its very being. The bush senses the 
shift, detects the loss of Gran and maybe feels that it too must die.  
But no one will really mourn the bush. The only one who might have would have been 
Gran, and she’s already dead.  
The bush has always been unruly. It’s been the only plant on the corner of the house 
because anything placed in the earth next to it is almost instantly depleted of life. It cannot afford 
shared space, and instead siphons nutrients from the soil and chokes the neighboring plants. This 
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plot of earth can only support this one bush, because anything that nears is suffocated, and fed 
upon bit by bit. 
In the spring, the bush produces blossoms so spiked that they resemble barbed planets. 
I’ve never seen a bush like it in all my life. Though the trees provide solid shade, the plant 
thrives. It creeps around the corner, stretches and expands until there is nowhere left to go. It fills 
all space until the cottage’s corner softens. The edges have been wrapped with thorny blooms of 
golden brown.  
But now—now the bush retreats. It senses a shift in the air and can detect the rot of Gran. 
Something is altered. It knows she is gone, and it is slowly peeling back its feelers. It’s allowing 
the house to go and slumps toward the ground.  
Grandma wished to be dust. When her dying friends marveled at wooded coffins, or 
fingered fabric for their shrouds, she never worried over which bit of earth would be hers. She 
knew she wasn’t the type of woman who could be confined to any one rectangle. A few years 
ago she got sick, the kind of sick that dripped in her lungs, and I’m not sure any of us thought 
she would live into the New Year.  
So when she felt up to it, I’d stop by after school and we’d play cribbage and sip tea. At 
first I didn’t care for tea, but Gran placed cubes of sugar and a petite carafe of milk next to the 
cribbage board. I was grateful for the time with her. Though I was only ten, I appreciated being 
treated like an adult. 
One afternoon she struggled to play, drifted off and stared through me, or her eyes would 
wander to the space above my head.  
“It’s your deal, Gran,” I said. I passed her the deck of cards, but she didn’t move. 
“Sweet Greta, do you know I will someday be earth?” she asked.  
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“Do you mean like dirt?”  
“Yes, just like the dirt.”  
I blew at my tea and pushed a sugar cube between my lips.  
“No one will place me in a fine box, or plug me up with fluids so that my waters won’t 
flood out. As if my pungency is too much to bear,” she said. I shifted in my seat and pushed 
saliva between my teeth to soften the cube.  
This conversation made me wonder if I had dirt on my insides, swishing between my 
organs. I knew she was talking about coffins, because I remembered the grainy oak box at the 
front of the church the year prior. But for a ten year old the practice of tucking one’s family into 
ornate boxes was rather terrifying. I did not to meet her eyes.   
 “The truth is the sweetest of perfumes are not made from petals. Yes, the petals are there, 
but if you inhale deeply you’ll smell the rot. The rot is always there, though masked. We could 
all use a little rot,” she said.  
I was quiet. While a minute ago I’d been contemplating whether I could swipe another 
sweet cube, now I wondered what it would be like with Gran in a box. I pushed sugary saliva 
between my teeth, and imagined lying at a headstone whispering into the grass. It occurred to me 
that this box she refused probably wasn’t all that different than her little cottage, but I bit my lip 
and re-shuffled the deck.  
“Gran, is Grandpa Emil dirt too?” I asked. 
“He’s been dirt for a long time now,” she said. She drummed her fingers on the table, and 
while I knew she was trying to tell me something, I didn’t know what I was supposed to say. It 
was the kind of secret that an adult could tell a child, and the child would never clutch its mass: 
some blood clot she’d collected, or some nameless wonder wrapped in linen. But as a third-
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generation recipient, I refused to inherit it. I couldn’t cobble the pieces together, and instead bit 
into my sugar cube.  
“Don’t be dirt today Gran, it’s still your deal,” I said. 
The day of the feast, the whole family turns up at the cottage. Gran has been gone five 
days now, and these feel like some of the most lonesome days in the whole of my life. I am 
reintroduced to distant cousins whose existence I’d forgotten. I mostly sit with my brother Finn, 
the twins and Sofia. My mother and her sisters gather to make the soup at dawn. They pad in 
thick socks around Gran’s kitchen and assemble the ingredients. My mother wears an apron over 
her nightgown.  
The recipe is stained with mug rings and splatters. The pencil marks are so faded they’re 
nearly translucent. But Aunt Linnea holds the parchment to the windowpane and is able to 
decipher the loops writ by a hand generations ago.  
It’s so early there are still pillow creases on my brother’s cheeks, and a cousin I do not 
know has climbed beneath the dining table to sleep some more. My Aunts wrap their hands 
around one another’s waists, and kiss the cheeks of the baby. I start to ask Margit and Linnea 
about their life up north, but my mother shushes me.  
“What do you want with the north?” she asks.  
I have no answer for this, and instead mutter, “I was just curious.”  
In an iron pot we begin with two onions sprouted in the south. My father drove three 
hours to the coast to collect them at the market. His eyes are now rimmed a fine red, and he and 
my uncles collect kindling for the fire. Aunt Petra chops the onions. Aunt Margit chops leeks 
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into quarter moon matchsticks. They toss the leeks and onions into the pot with a glug of oil. It 
sighs and sizzles.  
For a moment we listen and wait. We’re all in the kitchen now. One of the twins leans 
with her elbow on my hip, and Aunt Linnea nurses the baby. After a few minutes we all begin to 
cry. The aroma of the onion stings the wet of our eyes, it burns and wicks the tears from us. The 
tears stretch the length of our faces and we pass tissues until the onion is soft, almost see-
through. My mother pulls me to her side when she sees my tears are falling thick. I am grateful 
for the closeness of her body. We peer into the pot and my mother whispers into my ear.  
“Sweet Greta, cry out all your tears, not even one can remain,” she says. I tip my head to 
her shoulder and let the last of my tears pool at the neck of her nightgown. I cry, but it’s not for 
Gran. Sure, I miss her. Still, more than anything I think I am sad for her. I mourn because she 
spent entire years in this kitchen. And I feel guilt for wanting something more, for hoping the 
soles of my feet will know many different continents. Because while I may be a stone-bleeding 
Mulder, I don’t want to spend my life yearning or perched on this hillside. I don’t want to reach 
the end of my days and find my eyes have grown sad like my Gran’s. And the notion of living 
and dying in this airless stone kitchen makes me cramp with worry, makes me imagine scaling 
its walls. 
When we have dried our eyes we wash the root vegetables my Aunt Linnea carried from 
the north. My mother helps me peel thick ribbons of skin from the parsnip, and the twins chop 
carrots into knobby coins. We toss them into the pot and wait for them to soften. While we wait 
for the heat to tease out the sugars, my father adds a lopsided log to the fire.  
Aunt Margit grabs a stool from the closet and stretches to the top kitchen shelf. She 
retrieves a small wooden box. Inside is a stone wrapped in muslin. Opening the folds of the 
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cloth, she exposes the rock. It is smooth, shaped like the heel of a foot. It’s grey with flecks of 
white. She pulls the rock from the box and places it to her lips. She kisses it and passes it to Petra 
who kisses the same spot, before it’s passed to the twins. The rock circles the room and we all 
place our mouths to it and feel its grit along our lips. When it’s my turn I can see a wet spot is 
forming at the stone’s center, it looks faintly like a snail. When it has been around the room 
Great Aunt Bente takes the stone and places it in the pot with a smack.  
One of my uncles uncorks a bottle of wine coated in a filmy dust. He tips the bottle until 
its neck spouts a white current. The twins carry a bouquet of nettles, hounds tongue and thyme 
for the soup. My Mother uses a mortar and pestle to grind roots, and hands me a colander of 
lentils. My job is to rinse and pluck small stones hiding among them.  
“Please Greta, your eyes are much better than mine,” she says. 
She pounds rosemary and fennel seeds until the room is filled with currents of spice. I 
find three pebbles, very small, but three all the same. We continue on like this and the air turns 
aromatic, the kitchen clouds with steam and we busy ourselves with our tasks.  
Once we’ve allowed the wine to cook down we add the most important ingredient. Aunt 
Margit climbs back to the stool and removes Gran’s urn from the shelf. The urn is a robin’s egg 
blue, and in the interim she has been resting next to the cardamom pods and meat tenderizer. 
She carries Gran with great care and looks to her sisters. Petra nods. As the eldest she 
removes the lid, and reaches inside. This is what’s left of Gran; she has been ground into fine 
silt. Her fingernails, navel, and jaw have been grated by fire until she is nothing but the residue 
of her parts. Nothing but dirt.  
When Aunt Petra draws her hand from the urn, it’s shaped like a fist, clutching the 
particles of her mother. She holds her hand over the soup pot and releases Gran’s parts in a fine 
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mist over the soup. As she does this she whispers something I cannot hear. Next is my mother 
who only grabs a pinch of Gran between her forefinger and thumb and sprinkles her into the pot. 
The ash falls in a thin curtain, and then Margit and Linnea follow and whisper to the dust of Gran 
as they drop her into the pot. I strain to hear these whispers, but they are not for me to hear. The 
secret murmurs they share are for them alone.  
And now we wait. It will take six hours for the soup to finish cooking. It puffs in half-
completed coils, and waves of heady steam lap over the edge of the iron pot. While we wait we 
lie in the grass in the backyard and organize games of cribbage. It’s strange because at times I 
forget why we are here. I almost forget that Gran is not dozing in the chair next to the fire with 
her sister Bente. 
This is just as she would have wanted it. This is as it must be. Gran’s cottage is now full, 
bursting so much that the moss holding this place together threatens to split. Her daughters have 
returned from the north, and though my Mother has salt granules forming on her eyelashes, and 
Aunt Petra complains of a knot in her forehead, the Mulder women are reunited.  
At lunch we pray and fill bowls, mugs and any vessel we can find with the soup. When 
Aunt Petra ladles my helping into the bowl I inspect it, attempting to spot Gran in some spice or 
particle, but all I see are knuckles of vegetable and the vapor of broth. We sit on the grass outside 
and slurp the soup. I’ve never tasted anything more delicious. When I swallow I can feel it 
humming inside me, a warm zephyr in my gut. I can’t help but take the next bite eagerly. I feel 
its heat buzz along my teeth, on the soft insides of my cheeks. I am electric and consume the 
soup without speaking. Once I’ve finished I notice that everyone is quiet, except for the baby. 
My uncle tips the bowl at his lips so he can suck down the last drops, and Aunt Linnea gives the 
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baby sips from a spoon. In between each sip the baby cries, grows irritated at the pause between 
spoonfuls. But the rest of us are silent. 
When everyone has completed their portion we assemble our beds. We stretch hammocks 
in the shady spaces between trees, align pillows along the floor of the living room and place two 
cots in the kitchen. Once we’ve collected all the blankets we lie down to sleep. The energy is 
palpable. We know what comes next, and are still buzzing with the soup in our bellies. But sleep 
comes with relative ease.  
This is where we dream, and where we meet with Gran. We curl around the bodies of our 
mothers, brothers and cousins and drift off to find her. In my dream, I am alone with her. Gran 
pulls the cribbage board from the shelf.  A routine we have enacted for what feels like one-
hundred years.  
But before she places it on the table she says, “Would you like to see the ocean?” 
“Yes, someday I want to go,” I say.  
My Gran offers her crinkled smile and in a blink we are on a beach. I am looking out at 
the blue green, a wide expanse of color so bright that it rings in my ears, and burns my pupils. 
We stand there like this, with eyes squinting toward the blue. I am overwhelmed by the surge of 
air that presses on my face, but when my Gran clears her throat the air slows to only a slight puff 
at my ears.  I hear her voice. 
“Greta, you must know there is a kind of hurt in this world that cannot be fixed. You will 
arrive at the other side a bit bruised, but trust that this side exists,” she says.  
“I know that Gran,” I say. 
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“I’m afraid that you don’t. You’ve not been knocked down just yet, not really anyway,” 
she says.  
“But have you?” 
“More times than I would have liked,” she says. 
“When?” I ask. 
 “That doesn’t matter now. Close your eyes,” she places her hands on the sides of my 
face. I close my eyes and see flashes of images, pieces that don’t make sense: a house burning to 
the ground, a pile of rusty nails and thick blue veins on swollen feet. 
She continues, “There will be times when it seems the rain will never come, when 
everything will be lost to the licking flames of fire, but rain is one certainty upon which you can 
rely.”  
“Gran, what’s going to happen?” I ask. I can feel a burn climbing my throat. I open my 
eyes, but she draws her fingers down my lids so that they closed again. I see more flashes: a 
dilapidated barn, a pen scratching onto paper, a thin-lipped Priest and a child hiding in a cabinet 
under the kitchen sink. 
“Really they’re nothings, a series of nothings, but when they arrive they will be disguised 
as bigger than they are. You can’t spend your life smelling for smoke. I’ve seen the way your 
face screws up, the way you absorb everything and carry the weight of it all in your belly just 
like your Grandfather. But you should know that you cannot worry yourself to a place where you 
are prepared for these fires. No amount of fear, or practice will prepare you and you will be 
knocked down all the same,” she says.  
“I know, but I can’t help it. I worry until my stomach turns sour, it’s all I know,” I say. 
Even now, I sense the burn of this anxiety. I worry for how quickly this time with her is passing, 
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for the day when I will lose my mother and father, for my first heartbreak, for the darkness that 
smothers me, and for the possibility I might never find the will to leave. Gran’s hands are cold on 
my face, and the flashes appear faster now: the black face of a child looking up from a sink hole, 
a hairline crack in the leg of a kitchen chair, a swarm of bees, a bicycle missing its tires. 
“But you must stop this Greta. It’s no way to live,” she says. 
“I know no other way, it’s how I’m built. I want to not be like this, but it just seems like 
I’m not made from the stock you are,” I say. 
“Trust that this world is assembled from sugar cubes, but that regardless of your attempts 
to hold the teetering stacks together, they will always crumble at your feet, and there’s not a 
damn thing you can do about it,” she says. 
I nod, but cannot think of what to say. And I worry for this vacancy where the words 
ought to be, for some final thing I might say to her. 
“Then stop pinching that lower lip of yours, and don’t waste these hours you do have on 
the things you cannot prevent from falling. And if you want to go to the ocean, then you must go. 
You must go to the desert, to the ocean, to the moon,” she says. 
“I will try Gran,” I say. 
“No, you will do. And when you do, remember that you are a Mulder and you are built to 
withstand blows. Because while you might not want to be your mother, might worry about being 
forever rooted in a little cottage, you are the only one who can help yourself,” she says. I begin to 
cry. 
“And there’s one more thing, I need you more than anyone to take care of your mother, 
and to tell her I’m sorry,” she says.  
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“Why, what’s wrong with her?” I ask. Gran’s hands are locked into my jaw now, her 
grasp is firm, stronger than I’d expected. I see a blood stain on a barn floor, the chair by the fire, 
the face of a man I do not recognize, the bush bleeding, I see the bush gushing thick ropes of 
blood.  
“She will need you in a way she has never needed you, okay?” 
“Yes, Gran, but why are you sorry?” I ask. I can’t help it. My eyes flap open. And this 
time she doesn’t tell me to close them, instead she looks to the beach.  
She tucks her face under her scarf and won’t look at me, but I can see her eyes are ruddy. 
“That’s enough for today,” she says and wraps her arm around my waist. 
We walk along the beach prodding at jellyfish, and stroke the starfish resting in the tide 
pools. Gran holds my hand and when I start to cry again, knowing this is the last I will see of her, 
she gives me a scarf to wipe my face. Once I have wiped the salt from my eyes she is gone, and 
it is time to wake.  
As my mother and her sisters wake they are wild eyed. While everyone stretches and 
attempts to wipe the sleep from their eyes the Mulder women stand, trip and make for the front 
door of the cottage. The first outside is my mother, and her sisters are not far behind. They are 
frenzied and run to the southwest corner of the house toward the bush. I chase after and see my 
mother collapse to the earth. She begins to sob and Aunt Petra places her hand on my mother’s 
shoulder.  
“Camille, it’s okay,” Petra says. 
But my mother leans forward and begins to dig at the soil. The bush is now shriveled, just 
a clump of leaning matter, no more than a tangle of branches. My mother’s fingers hook and 
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claw at the dirt. Aunt Linnea grabs a shovel. My uncle, her husband, reaches for her but she hits 
away his hand.  She is red, so red she’s almost purple. She thrusts the sharp corner of the shovel 
into the dirt and steps on it so the handle is tight to the inside of her foot. She digs. As she digs 
the bush releases blood. Petra and Margit squat and begin to dig alongside my mother. When 
Linnea’s shovel connects with a root it cuts clean through. The roots are wide tubes, each cut 
reveals a hole that seeps blood. Pools form at Linnea’s feet and the other three sisters bloody 
their hands until their forearms are stained. By the time her shovel connects again she is standing 
in an inch of blood, and her socks are soaked through. Margit grabs at the base of the bush and 
uses her weight to tug at it. It doesn’t give so they keep digging as the fluid fills the divots 
around them.  
This is not a red juice, it is not the work of berries, but it is a thick blood. A syrup that 
gushes, that gurgles and sloshes at their feet. Still, Aunt Linnea continues to cut, to hack at these 
bits of matter. She severs several rows of roots at a time. My brother and cousin support the 
weight of Great Aunt Bente and help her outside. She hobbles toward the flowing bush, 
muttering to herself.  
“So now you know,” she says to my Aunts, but they hear no one. 
We all stand back and allow them to work. They’re all crying now, and it’s hard to tell if 
they’re making progress because the blood is thick and obscures any holes they make. After 
awhile Aunt Margit and my mother attempt to tug the bush free again, but this time they count 
off and throw their weight into their backs. The bush gives, releases its clench from the earth, 
and they heft it onto the walking path, and return to digging. Aunt Petra scoops up the fluid with 
a soup bowl, and they get another shovel.  
It isn’t long before they find him. 
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Great Aunt Bente says, “Ah, the one who came before the eldest,” and my mother and 
her sisters look to her in disbelief.    
Bente explains to us that he is the still-born brother they only learned of in their dream. 
Petra is no longer first-born, but really she never was, she just didn’t know it. Because long 
before they existed, when Gran was just a girl herself she clothed her body in billowy fabrics as 
it swelled. Still a child in her parent’s house, she tucked away the growing boy in her belly. 
When her labor began she walked for an hour to an abandoned barn and waited for her waters to 
break. When the boy arrived he was silent, and so she severed the cord that linked them and 
buried him on the southwest corner of the cottage. She told no one, but Bente had always 
suspected and saw the lines of dirt under her sister’s fingernails.  
The bush began its bleeding the following day.  
My mother and her sisters are feverish. It’s Linnea that yells out.  
“Here,” she says, pointing her finger toward a gap in the earth. They lean forward and 
wipe the loose dirt from their brother. His bones are small, no bigger than twigs. But they 
excavate his slight frame and know that he too must be burned. He must be made to dust, or dirt, 
or some fine particle that will scatter like a billion spores. And these pieces of him will be 
inhaled.  
He will enter the bloodstream and we will feel him floating behind our eyes, and in the 
push of blood at the throat, and the wrist. When he resides here the Mulder women will find a 
kind of quiet, a calm where they previously throbbed. The pang of that phantom limb will no 
longer ache, and they will want for less. The one who came before the eldest will fill them, will 
be inhaled completely. And if they stroke the meat of their tongues along the pallet they will 
taste that little bit of rot.  
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A Flesh Like Ours 
This is for my sisters who were slick with mud, poking the dead baby chick with a 
crooked branch. This is for the nineteen year old calico cat who crawled beneath a bush to die. 
For the men whose calluses have softened, whose hands have grown as useless and arthritic as 
Pappaw’s. His skin yielded into crinkled folds for warming our fingers, a supple tissue both 
familiar and strange.  
At any given time these elderly bodies will be lost to us, existing only in the memory of a 
former life. But one day they will appear within our own features: a knee turned knobby, a faint 
pleat along the brow, the minute purple rivers mapping the backside of a thigh. Skin will melt 
and loosen as if preparing to be shed, disentangling itself from the meat of our arms and legs. 
And as we gather these loose folds in our palms, a memory will percolate into cognition.  
A memory of the wobbling pocket of skin at Pappaw’s neck when he smacked my sister. 
His hand imprinted red-hot across her cheek, as the half-squished baby chick struggled at her 
toes.  
This is for Pappaw’s heart medication, and the kissing sounds he made when looking for 
the missing cat he would never find. For the wife who had died eleven years prior, who told him 
she’d never loved him in the first place. Because some secrets fester, they feverishly squirm until 
released. And when they sting a flesh like ours, they bury barbed stingers that we can sense, but 
will never work loose.  
This is for the half-deflated basketball that half-crushed the chick. To a creature so small, 
it must have looked like the flash of an incoming planet, a circular dark, or the charge of night.  
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 And maybe it’s better this way, snuffed out before she knows any better. Before we ever 
realized it was never really about a dirty old bird. Before Mom picked us up. Before she scooped 
all the things she loved into the back seat of the Chrysler. I didn’t have time to grab my shoes, 
and for this I cried for ten blocks. Ropes of tears wiped the dirt from my cheeks.  
This is for my sisters who scratched their elbows, who fed Mom’s fury with half-truths 
about Pappaw and distracted her with “What’s for dinner?” but who never cried, though they 
wanted to.  
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Fat Camp 
Sometimes I dream of losing all the weight, and attending a ten year reunion. Letting 
people search my face for familiarity, looking on with a pleading need to know where on earth 
they remember me from. I can keep the secret to myself, refuse a nametag, and wear some 
skimpy black dress that clings to my breasts. Yes two, as in plural. Not the uni-boob roll of fat 
where bosoms ought to be. My mother has been making me wear sports bras since the seventh 
grade. I wore a training bra for maybe a week, while mom teasingly called it my "pebble packer" 
since there wasn't much there, just two olives of soft tissue. Within a month’s time I required the 
"over the shoulder boulder holder," and by the end of the year my cup size had grown larger than 
my mother’s.  
While the girls at school were raiding their mother's closets for knit sweaters or skinny 
gold belts, I could only fit into my father's loose flannel shirts. Even by twelve years old, I felt 
gargantuan next to her—wide and bulbous.  
I know that I will be more or less forgotten, just another fat girl, the one with frizzy black 
curls, the one who resembles a linebacker. There’s nothing more tragic than seeing yourself for 
the first time through a stranger’s eyes. To see yourself being sized up, to see a person attempt 
not to eye your body, and pretend they don’t notice the way you slump to apologize for your 
frame—that’s the worst. The pity as they note the slick of sweat on the forehead, or the way their 
eyes search for a collarbone. 
At night when everything is dark I sometimes cup my breasts. I really grab at them, 
clawing entire palmfuls of dead weight. I imagine the hand is not my own and wonder what it 
feels like to let someone else know this shape. No matter how hard I try, I have trouble 
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imagining someone loving these parts. The idea of letting a man trace his fingers along the 
stretch marks of my ass, his fingers marking the pale lilac tracks where the skin has been pulled 
so taut its very foundation has split.  
It seems like such an impossibility, even in the dark with my eyes closed, I cannot 
imagine someone could love these parts.  
This is why I am funny. I'm not a comedian, but my wit is sharp. I once made Aunt 
Shelley pee from laughing so hard. I don't say much at school. The most vocal I've ever been is 
in Spanish where Señor Johnson looks to me when the class is without an answer. Spanish is my 
best subject, and I think I might be able to live in a place like Spain. Maybe as "the American," I 
can be a novelty. My hair would curl to tight ringlets in the humidity, and the billowy patterned 
dresses might hide my shape on hot days. Maybe people wouldn't even notice I am fat, or maybe 
by then I could be merely pudgy.  
Pudgy is infinitely better. A little vanity weight makes skinny attainable. It says to the 
world “I could lose. I am choosing this. I am choosing these few pounds of indulgence. I'm the 
kind of woman who savors cheesecake, wine—I don’t even know if I like wine—and the 
occasional one night stand.” Vanity weight tells the world "I don't give a flying fuck!" My 
current trunk makes me invisible because of its sheer girth, but pudgy, pudgy could be nice.  
At fat camp I still eat the least of anybody. When I’m at home I go to the trouble of 
feigning a diet. I consume rabbit food, and when I go out I go through the drive-thru at 
McDonalds. I sometimes order a super-sized meal, a dessert and a kid’s meal. Once I drove to 
Burger King and got a chicken sandwich, then I went to Arby's for the sides. I always eat in my 
car. I like Al’s Hardware because of their parking lot. There's a good deal of shade, and if I am 
sitting in my car with my shame, no one else has to watch. It seems like a courtesy to avoid 
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consuming like this in front of others. When I’m done I place the crumpled, greasy bags into 
Al’s dumpster and chew gum. 
At camp the hunger pangs don't seem that bad. I am able to deal because I can go for long 
stretches at home before I go on the drive-thru circuit. Still, even in the camp cafeteria, I can't 
bring myself to gorge on fruits and salads, or lean proteins. I apologetically nibble, even as the 
rest stuff produce down their gullets.  
I've never had a boyfriend, which isn't unheard of at sixteen, but it would be nice. My 
mom is always a little foul when Homecoming comes around each fall, because I’ve never been 
asked to go. I tell her this is just because I am an underclassman. This isn't entirely the truth. 
There just doesn't seem anyone particularly interested in asking. I'm not a prude though. I've 
kissed a boy. Or I was kissed rather. It was the youngest son of my Mom’s best friend, Gloria. 
The eldest goaded him into copping a feel or making a move or whatever. It was mostly a tongue 
darting into my mouth. I was pissed. No one wants a first kiss to be a drive-by mouth raping. I 
bit down hard. He didn't try it again.  
Today when we are swimming, Tampon yells, "Enough floating Helen, remember the 
goal is exercise. You should be treading water!" 
I hear my gurgled name and begin the backstroke. “Tampon” is what we call our 
counselor, whose real name is Tamara. Girls like Tampon haven't been overweight a day of their 
lives. Maybe there was that one time when surely after some Thanksgiving dinner she said she 
was going to "explode," but Tampon hasn't ever chafed her thighs while walking on a hot 
summer day, and no grandpa ever called the child Tampon “a sack of potatoes” when hefting her 
onto his lap. Tampon sports perfectly coifed sandy blonde bangs and uses catch phrases like "a 
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moment on the lips, forever on the hips," and “the most important weight loss muscle is the 
brain!” 
Tampon love, love, loves to exercise outside. Just this morning she had us planted on a 
grassy hill beside the cafeteria, lying on our backs attempting to hoist our hips into the air. I'm 
not sure I felt anything other than a lung collapsing under the weight of my pelvis tackling my 
top half. When she demonstrates the position she bends her elbows and is able to balance herself 
so easily she can peddle her feet, "you know, like I'm riding a bike!" When we attempt it only a 
few are able to manipulate our lower halves to balance. A couple manage the feat, though some 
are so focused on hefting the lower part over their face that their legs fall behind them, and they 
snuff out the remaining air in their diaphragms. 
Tessa has a coughing fit. Cigs. I keep telling her to quit, but I must admit even I need a 
smoke now and again. Sometimes Judy joins us when she needs to smoke, but most others are 
disinterested. I know Judy would never rat us out, she has far too much food hidden beneath the 
corner floorboard to tell on anyone.  
I am here at Camp Wynona because I'm entering my junior year and because my mother 
found that smiling bitch “Little Debbie” in my sock drawer.  
"Enough is enough," she said after she’d rallied my dad. 
During afternoon Free-Choice we're allowed to do whatever we choose for an hour. The 
time is intended as “free choice exercise,” but the campers usually congregate around the picnic 
tables to flirt, or feign lunges. Mostly it’s just banter. 
“Did you hear the way Tampon squealed when Mark scooped her and pretended he was 
going to throw her in the pool?” Judy asks. 
“Christ it was positively orgasmic,” Tessa says. 
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“I wish they'd just bone already,” Jean nods. 
“Yeah, she needs to get nailed!” Tim says. 
“What and you're gonna give it to her, Tim?” Jean says. 
“I didn't say that,” Tim’s face is flushed hot. 
“Her aerobics lessons getting you hot and bothered?” Jean sniggers. 
Tessa touches the inside of my elbow and tips her head toward the woods. We're going 
on another one of our "nature walks." We meander toward the trail, because we’re the loners of 
the bunch. When we're under the canopy of trees I am careful to mind the tree roots, all I need is 
a twisted ankle. My Mom would be livid if I got injured. I am down only one pound from last 
week, and her frustration is palpable over the phone. I can hear the diatribe now: “I just don't 
know about that girl. I am spending good money for her to be there. How do you turn an ankle 
while walking, and not get injured during an actual activity that makes you sweat? If she's going 
to lose three pounds all summer I could have saved my money and wired her mouth shut!”  
When we are out of earshot Tessa plucks a cigarette and matchbook from her bra, and 
lights up. She takes two long drags and offers it to me. I take a puff, but don't inhale. Food is 
enough of an addiction. The last thing I need is another habit. Tessa is quiet, but this is how she 
gets whenever she gets a letter from her boyfriend, Wes. She read one hastily over her egg 
whites this morning, and has been sullen all day.  
As we come around a crop of trees, a shot rings out. Tessa ducks and drops her cig. A 
squirrel drops to the ground maybe fifteen yards in front of us. He is limp, and flops like a doll. 
His curled feet twitch twice before he goes still. A gangly boy approaches from a stretch down 
the path. He’s wearing an old army jacket and hiking boots. He lowers his gun and walks toward 
us.  
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"What do you think you're doing?" Tessa yells toward the approaching boy, her voice 
begins angry, but cuts out. He is tall, taller than my dad. He takes calm deliberate steps toward 
us, but doesn't acknowledge Tessa.  
"You can't hunt squirrel. That's not even legal." He seems to not hear Tessa as he swoops 
down to grab his prey by the tail. He picks the squirrel up with his bare hands and I swallow 
hard. I can faintly smell the lavender hand soap my mother has forced upon me anytime I've 
been spotted touching a restroom door handle, or even a worm.  
He holds the squirrel up and inspects it. When he grips it at its middle the head flops to 
the side. A small drip of blood can be seen at the corner of the squirrel’s mouth. He seems 
pleased with his success.  
Tessa looks to me wide-eyed and I shrug and return to watching him.  
"Hey—" Tessa's voice crackles. "Seriously, this is camp property you can't hunt here."  
He flicks a curtain of scraggly brown hair back so he can see us better. He eyes me first, 
and it's weird, but I feel him sizing me up. I hold all my air in, pull my head up by an invisible 
string. Pinch my shoulder blades together, and attempt to feel thinner, like there's somehow less 
of me. When he looks at me I can see he is actually somewhat attractive. Not in the conventional 
way, but he has cream-colored skin, a solid jaw and a cleft at his chin. His eyes pass to Tessa and 
he speaks.  
"You from that fat camp?" he asks. He sticks the squirrel in his right pocket as if it's a 
hoagie. 
"Yeah," I say speaking for the first time. 
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"It's a health camp," Tessa says. The squirrel’s tail dangles from the pocket of his coat. 
He readjusts his weight and sets about reloading his gun. He retrieves BB’s from the opposite 
pocket.  
"A health camp? What's the difference?" 
Tessa looks irritated. "Seriously watch where you're shooting, if you hit a camper with a 
bullet you'd be in some serious shit.”  
"There just BB’s," he says. He holds out his hand and a lone BB wobbles dizzily in his 
palm. "See?" 
I take a step forward. Tessa grabs my arm. I shake her off. As I look at the BB the corners 
of his mouth start to smile.  
"What's your name?"  
"Helen," I say. "And this is Tessa." I point a thumb toward Tessa who is now at my side. 
"Nice to meet you Helen," his eyes stay on me a moment and he nods. "And you Tessa. 
My name's Jeffrey." 
"Yeah, we should be going," Tessa grabs at my arm more forcefully this time.  
I comply and walk with her. Jeffrey looks toward the ground where Tessa's cigarette is still 
smoking. He grinds it with the toe of his boot. 
"See you around," I call over my shoulder. 
We walk back toward the cabin in silence. Tessa lights up again. She doesn’t offer me 
one. She smokes, but doesn’t inhale. There’s a small sound of voices, not far off. Someone on 
the path is walking toward us. 
“Fuck,” I say and look to Tessa. I grab her arm and pull her off the path toward a cluster 
of trees. We walk. Prickers weave into the laces of my tennis shoes and when we’re a safe 
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distance away we crouch behind some low shrubs. The voices are closer now. I can hear the 
movement of feet. We are silent, but I can hear Tessa’s breathing. 
The approaching voices are counselors. I can distinguish the turquoise polo shirts—it’s 
Tampon and another counselor. I don’t know the name of the guy, he’s the 8th grade boys’ 
counselor I think? He’s says something funny, and Tampon’s laugh is piercing. She touches his 
forearm and throws her head back as if she can’t control herself.  
“You’re joking, fourteen and still wetting the bed?” she cackles. 
“I’m totally serious.” He bends down to tie his shoe.  
“I thought I had it bad,” she says. 
“Oh c’mon, I’ve seen your cattle. Your girls are packin’ heat.” 
“I know right, how did all the losers end up in my cabin?” she asks.  
“At least you’re not dealing with rubber sheets.” 
The two continue on the path and I can hear their laughter fade as they walk further. 
When Tessa and I get back to the cabin we don’t talk about Tampon, and instead start the 
routine: deodorant, teeth brushing, and an after-shower spray on our shirts. Once complete we do 
a sniff test. I smell Tessa first.  
"You're good," I say. “Wait, I think it's still in your hair." 
Tessa takes out her ponytail and sprays a tall aerosol can at her curls. She flips her head 
upside down and assaults it with the canister. 
"Better?" she asks, tilting her head toward me. Tessa has always known that she's pretty. 
Her hair falls in long blonde mermaid waves. She has a family of all girls. Her older sister is thin 
and married to an engineer. Tessa is just going through a "phase." Her fat pictures will be tucked 
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away, and by her wedding day Tessa will look just like her sister: a thin Greek goddess, 
something romantic and very Aphrodite.  
"Better," I say re-sniffing. She puts her ponytail holder on her wrist and attempts to pull 
all the loose pieces upward. 
"That guy was creepy! He gave me the heebie jeebies," Tessa says. 
"Oh c'mon he wasn't the bad," I say. 
"Please, just wait he'll be on Dateline—” 
“Yeah, right.” 
Two summers ago was the Diet. Discussion of the Diet began in the end of middle 
school. A high school counselor came to Mr. Henson's history class. She wore a skirt suit and 
spoke about how crucial the high school years could be. Colleges look at these grades and 
determine our success, which in turn determines the kinds of jobs we get, the kinds of houses we 
purchase, what kinds of adults we become. I went home and told Dad about the counselor and 
planned to enroll in Honors Biology, Honors English and he offered to get me a math tutor to get 
me placed into pre-calculus a year early. Mom overheard the talk and came into the den and said 
it wasn't all about grades, those kinds of things are important, but why not do it right? Why not 
start school off on the right foot—why not surprise all those high school boys as a leaner Helen. 
Dad looked to me with a tight but encouraging smile.  
Mom said, "Honey, why not give a diet a real wholehearted try?" When I agreed she was 
delirious with plans. The whole family went on a diet.  
My little sister bellyached for the first two weeks, "I'm not fat, why do I need to eat all 
this health food?"  
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"That's enough Hillary," my Dad said, but I heard him tell her about his secret stash when 
Mom and I were doing the dishes.  
That first morning, June 13, Mom put a brand new scale in her bathroom. I was called in 
to remove my bathrobe and step on the scale only in my undergarments.  
188.3lbs. 
Mom wrote this on a yellow legal pad. Downstairs she gave me a tall glass of water, an 
apple and petite bran muffin. The muffin had the consistency of the concrete oatmeal when a 
bowl is left in the sink for too long.  By 10am I was ravenous. Mom took me to the health club 
and a muscled-out guy taught us how to use the machines. He used words like “ripped,” “toned,” 
“yoked.” When we walked on the treadmills Mom kept reaching over and increasing the incline 
on my machine. I was flushed and out of breath in fifteen minutes flat.  
For lunch I was given a chicken breast on a bed of iceberg lettuce with a wedge of lemon 
as dressing. Even when I finished eating I was still hungry. I thought I was going to die those 
first few days. I stayed under mom's regime for a solid two weeks before I broke. The yellow 
legal pad tracked my measurements and marked those first eight pounds I lost. As a celebration 
Mom took me to Estée Lauder to get some makeup. I got blush, lipstick and mascara. The 
salesgirl taught me how to apply lipstick with a little brush and demonstrated blotting.  
I realized at this moment that I actually like my face. I mean yes, it's wide, and often 
shiny, but the features aren't terrible. It's funny how I'd never realized this. I've so long just 
thought of myself as fat, not fat-pretty. But I'm kind of fat-pretty. Maybe someday I might be 
pudgy-pretty.  
Anyway, Mom was positively giddy on the drive home. Talking about how if I keep on 
this path we just might be back in a few months shopping for Homecoming dresses. It's not her 
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fault really, but a week later I lost my nerve. Mom had bought me a floral skirt from the Gap, it 
wasn't that much smaller, just one size, but enough that I was willing to wear it. I went to meet 
Lynn for coffee. I got my coffee black, she got a cookies-n-cream latte with whipped cream and 
chocolate sprinkles. 
I got up to go to the bathroom and when I returned a young mom stopped me and 
whispered, "your skirt is tucked into your underwear." I grabbed at the fabric and felt a snap 
when it released. I knew I had put my ass on display for the whole cafe. Everyone had seen the 
dimples, the stretch marks, the lumpy swath of flesh, and the tent of stretched cotton between my 
butt cheeks. That taut space was wide enough small children could have camped there. Lynn 
looked up, and I retreated to the table and made a joke. On the way home I stopped at Taco Bell, 
The Custard House and the gas station where I got a box of glazed donuts.  
When I gained a pound at the next weigh-in Mom said, "Well muscle weighs more than 
fat!" and came at the cardio harder that following week. Still, no amount of cardio could 
counteract the calories I was consuming. When I gained the again Mom raided my room. She 
found the Ding Dongs in my backpack and the fritos in a Rubbermaid bin under the bed. I heard 
her crying when arguing with Dad that night. In the morning everyone returned to normal eating. 
The Diet was over, and that fall when I began Honors courses I ate chex-mix mindlessly while 
studying at the table.  
At camp, all the fat girl “types” are represented. There’s the Friendly fat girl—she usually 
has a pretty face. Food-baby fat girls are irritating as all fuck when they unbutton their pants only 
to reveal the slightest of paunches. Fuck-me fatties typically play wind-instruments, they’re the 
girls who hate their bodies, but let the boys love those bodies. They like the lights off, and resign 
themselves to being vessels of someone else’s pleasure. The Binge and No-Purge fat girls are a 
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relatively common occurrence at my school, non-bulimics with the best of intentions, but who 
never really could trigger the reflex at the back of the throat. There's the Trashy fatty—poor sod 
never had a chance at being thin with a mother who hasn't left the sofa except by crane.  
There are also the Fat Hobbyists: the girls who are uncomfortable with their wholeness, 
with being full mooned and swollen. As such, they half themselves into halves, and half those 
halves until they’re consumed by an array of extra-curriculars. There's the "I'm just tall" fatty, the 
girl who has muffin top and an inch of ass crack at all times, she’s usually a jock. The hobbyists 
are often into manga, or horses or cosmetology. I guess I’m just the funny one. 
Of all the exercises we have at camp, swimming is my favorite. It's perhaps the only 
place where I feel truly weightless—nothing hurts, nothing is heavy. I like to dive and hover at 
the bottom of the pool. When the sun is overhead I like to put the goggles on and watch my 
shadow swim across the squiggly lines of sunlight that mark the waves’ shadows. My shadow 
doesn’t seem as big as I am. I can see the outline of my fingers, my arms spread wide. I look like 
I’m flying. When I float on my back the sun is too bright to keep my eyes open, my ears crackle 
as the water tickles into the ear canal. When my eyes close I see electric worms, these noodley 
sunspots suspended on the insides of my eyelids.  
On the first day I felt awkward. There's inevitably the skinny girl at fat camp. Jean is 
ours. She bitches the loudest about being “such a lard-ass.” The truth is, she's short and carrying 
maybe fifteen pounds. Vanity weight. I look like a behemoth next to Jean, like cattle bumbling 
around, missing my herd. While her body resembles a squat pear, I am instead a beefsteak on 
two spindles. My torso is stout, devoid of evidence of where a waist might exist. I still have my 
father's chicken legs. It's not that they're terribly tiny, they're strong, but they're muscular in 
comparison to the meatloaf that is my torso.  
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Some girls swim in T-shirts and running shorts, which seems like a more reasonable 
solution when you're big, but you can't really swim in that. And when you get out of the water it 
makes the cotton cling to you anyway. Every roll is on display. The jig is up: you're fat. You're at 
fat camp.  
I tried the t-shirt, but couldn't swim well in it so I went with the violet one piece my mom 
bought me. It was the largest one at Marshall Fields, so it's the one I got. Mom made me try it on, 
and said she wasn't going to waste sixty dollars on a suit that doesn’t fit. She made me come out 
of the dressing room. I was sausage squeezed and sealed into casing. The elastic at the leg 
openings cut into me as if it was holding my entire torso where it ought to be. The pock parked 
thigh to butt transition was squeezed until the roll protruded like a lip. The criss-cross lycra 
carved out my back tits, a spare set beneath the shrill fluorescents of the changing room. 
In spite of the goose-pimpled flesh from the air conditioning, I still burned as the blood 
rose in my neck. I didn't make eye contact as my mother attempted to smooth the violet straps on 
my backside. Her fingernails sliding under the stitching, she sighed. 
"For the love of God, Helen, stand up straight," she muttered under her breath. I stretched 
out, but my reflection still revealed a hopeless beefsteak. 
"Thank you," she added. "You know good posture can make a girl look ten pounds 
slimmer."  
"So can an amputation," I said. 
"Don't get smart!" She snapped the strap on my shoulder. 
"Ow." 
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Before I left for camp my mother bought me new clothes. She went out and purchased a 
new denim jacket, pants, skirts…the works. The catch though, because there’s always a catch 
with her…is that everything is one size too small. It’s supposed to be “incentive,” but when my 
dad saw the tears welling in my eyes he grabbed the bag and stuffed it full of the clothes that 
didn’t fit, and dropped it at the base of the stairs.  
He said, “I don’t know what you’re trying to prove, Deb.” It was the only time I ever 
heard him raise his voice to my mother.  
At camp there are connections forming. People are having an experience and something 
is happening around me that I can’t explain. It’s the sensation that a memory is being created, 
one that has supposed weight or narrative pre-loaded. The friendships are springing up and 
there’s even a girl who brought her recent class picture, Evelyn. She writes little notes on the 
back of these tiny rectangles and writes out her phone number with a “Call me!!” The double 
exclamation serves as the eyes for a smiley face.  
I just can’t seem to rally. I can’t seem to click into the energy of the place. Maybe it’s the 
adrenaline, or the perpetual exercise but people seem to get off on being here. They like it. 
Relationships are announced during Free Choice with the perpetual lap sitting, or the wrapped 
arms at waists, or the hands in the butt pockets of the other person’s jeans. There’s a part of me 
that envies that. Not the butt pockets. I suppose it’s just the quintessential experience of summer 
camp, even if it is for fatties. When the sun goes down and it’s dark there’s a heightened sense of 
the space, a jitter when the flashlight beams bob toward the bathroom. There’s a sense of 
memories, or like I’m supposed to be paying attention at this point, but I’m not. How is it that 
I’m still an outcast at fat camp? I should have tried harder those first few days. If I’d have gotten 
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past the nerves, if I’d have let my guard down for just one second I might not be saddled with 
Tessa.  
Tessa is a temporary chunky, and she’s not terminal. She won’t be back next summer. 
She won’t be back ever. Still, I made the mistake of telling Tessa that I felt like I’d become the 
outcast and she used it against me. When we got invited to play volleyball with the Presby 
Fatties I declined the offer. I had wanted to just laze on my bunk. 
She said, “C’mon Helen, you yourself said you didn’t want to be an outsider at fat camp.” 
A couple chirped up to encourage me, but I just swallowed hard and said I had a 
headache. I walked back to the cabin and attempted to keep the tears in as best I could.  
Tessa had a way of doing this, “Helen thinks such and such, but I think…”  
I’m always set up in every conversation so that I have to defend myself. Tessa has grown 
tired of my company, or she’s just looking for fresh empathy when talking about her boyfriend. 
I’ve heard her renditions of the tales, I’ve seen the promise ring, I can only say so many “uh-
huh”s before she loses interest in me as her audience. 
Today I just can’t deal with her anymore. I'm not sure I can articulate why I go into the 
woods alone. Maybe I just don’t want to spend another minute playing dodge ball. I am always 
out within minutes. I can't throw a ball to save my life, it's more of a lackadaisical roll that 
someone inevitably catches and what do you know? Helen’s out! Then I usually flop on the grass 
and weave dandelions together.  
Tessa's grumpy and I’m woozy with hunger. So I wander off, start Free Choice early, and 
by myself.  Along the way I come upon the blackberries, clusters of bushes just off the path. I 
march into the wild, pluck the black bundles of sugar and pop them into my mouth. I pluck until 
my palm is full and the warm juice has stained the line of dry skin on my lips.  
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I hear something on the path, maybe an animal? So I grab a couple more berries and 
squat down, hoping it’s not Tampon. 
I see Jeffrey before I see the cat. 
Jeffrey walks on the path and makes a clicking noise with the side of his tongue. I hear 
him and angle my neck above the bush to see what he is doing. An orange tabby is slouched 
against a stump, methodically licking her crevices with her hind leg pointed toward the sky. 
Jeffrey slinks toward her. She seems indifferent as he nears. When he crouches down a few yards 
from the stump her head swivels and she rights herself. He crinkles a Safeway bag to retrieve a 
can of tuna fish. He curls the lid back like a segmented tongue and places the can between them. 
The cat’s chin juts forward, and the sour aroma of tuna is too much to ignore. She 
approaches cautiously. Her belly wobbles from left to right and she quickens her step. 
Barely chewing she ravenously swallows the can's contents. Jeffrey inches closer until he 
can touch her. He must know this cat, or must have done this before.  Her tongue slurps at the 
salty fish and she flicks the flakes of tuna from her whiskers.  
He reaches for the hindquarters, an inch or two in front of the tail. As he scratches her ass 
rises. She makes excited loops and rubs her body along Jeffrey's knobby knees once she’s 
finished eating.  
"Atta girl," he says. 
At this I feel like I've seen something I shouldn't, or like I've walked in on someone 
crying, something private. I'm not sure why, but I start to walk away, while maintaining my 
crouched stance. With my frame hunched over, I try to veer away from the path and Jeffrey. 
Twigs snap beneath my feet and I watch him to see if he hears me. But I’m so busy watching 
him I neglect to notice where I’m stepping.  
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I feel the vibration of the hive a moment too late. Before I realize what’s happening I feel 
a sharp pinch at the soft crease behind my knee, then another stab on my shin. When I look down 
I see the toe of my tennis shoe rests in a small hole, and bees are crawling over my laces. They 
fly at my ankles and as I start to run I feel several more hot pinches. I cry out and stumble 
upward into a half run. I smack my hands along my legs and feel a heat, a flash of coals at the 
surface of my skin. There’s a pinch at my wrist, then two along my forearm.  
“Ow,” I yell. I am cursing, running and swatting at my limbs, but when I slow the stings 
are sharper, faster. I run and can no longer tell the difference between the stingers and the 
prickers scraping my legs raw.  
When the bees are gone I am winded, my tongue is dry and even my eyeballs feel hot. I 
am nearer to the path now. I see Jeffrey running toward me, but I don’t see the cat.  
“Are you alright?” He asks. 
“Yeah, I just. I stepped on a nest,” I say.  
“Stay on the path,” he says. Jeffrey turns and walks back toward his empty can of tuna 
fish, and an empty pillowcase dropped in the dirt. The cat is now gone. 
"What were you going to do with her?" I ask. 
“With who?”  
“With the cat?”  
Jeffrey frowns at my question. 
"What do you want?" He leans down to pick up the empty tuna can. 
"Nothing," I say.  
"Where’s your friend?" he asks, scooping the pillowcase. He holds it near to his body. 
"Oh, playing dodgeball. I ducked out." 
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We stand looking at each other for a little bit. He tosses the can into the pillowcase. I start 
to feel awkward, like I've done something wrong, but I am not entirely sure what.  
"Well, okay then. I guess I'll let you get back to it," I say. I turn on my heel and move to 
walk toward the camp.  
“Wait, come with me. I’ve got Benadryl.” Jeffrey raises his arm and gestures down the 
path. 
“It’s fine, I’m fine,” I say, but there’s a crack in my voice. Everything feels fuzzy and 
hot. 
“This way,” Jeffrey says, and he begins to walk in the direction away from camp. And I 
can’t say why exactly, but I decide to follow him. Maybe, I’m curious. Maybe, I just can’t bear 
to deal with Tessa’s sympathetic looks, or Tampon taking me to the nurse, so I follow.  
Just through a patch of trees we come to a clearing where there’s a trailer and an old barn. 
We approach his home from the barn side, by way of a half-forged path. The trailer doesn’t look 
like much. There’s a rusted Chevy truck to the left of the trailer where tall weeds stretch toward 
its side mirrors, and moss grows on the passenger window. On the trailer’s right side there are 
stacks of pallets, chicken wire, animal crates, a claw foot tub and a small barn with a roof 
threatening to cave. Because the weeds and grasses are so high I cannot make out anything until I 
am stepping on it.  
“This way” Jeffrey leads me toward the trailer. I keep my eyes on where his feet land so I 
can mimic the spacing of his steps.  
As we near his home, the toe of my shoe hits something, maybe a rock, and I stumble but 
catch myself. When I rush toward the ground I hear a rustling at my feet. A cage rattles. I pause, 
lean and squint toward the noise.  
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“Just a rabbit,” Jeffrey says. He helps me stand and we head inside the trailer. 
I don’t think I’ve actually ever been inside a trailer. Jeffrey’s is clean, though dated with 
faux wood paneling and thick curtains. It smells of Pine-Sol and old cigarettes. Everything looks 
thirty years old, but it’s tidy, low frills. He takes his army jacket off and places it on a hook near 
the door. He’s wearing a Ramones t-shirt. His arms reveal the slightest farmer tan, a stripe of 
white cut at the sleeve of his shirt.  
“Have a seat.” Jeffrey points toward a Barcalounger and goes into a tiny kitchen.  
“Do you live alone?” I ask. 
“Yeah, mostly. This is my uncle’s place, but he almost never stays here.”  
“Must be nice.” 
Jeffrey retrieves a glass, and I have a seat in the chair. I survey my legs which are now 
blotched with puffing welts. He comes into the living room and hands me a Benadryl and a glass 
of water.  
“Thanks,” I say and swallow the pill. He squats before me and shakes a bottle of 
calamine lotion. 
I don’t know what I would have done if the stingers were embedded at the spare tire of 
flesh along my waist, or in the rolls at my back. I’m grateful for the legs, grateful this is the only 
affliction. I wouldn’t dare insinuate beauty with regard to something so insulting as this body I’m 
saddled with, but my legs, my legs are pretty normalish looking. If you’d just seen me from foot 
to knee you might even think I’m suitably fuckable. But above the kneecap the skin pulls tight, 
and parts of me thicken until there’s just too much of me.  
“We’ve got to get these stingers out,” Jeffrey says. He places his hand on my leg and 
wraps his fingers around the back of my calf. I flinch.  
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“Sorry,” I say.   
“It’s okay, just try to sit tight.” 
Jeffrey places one hand on my leg and uses the other to remove stingers. At the first, he 
drags his fingernail along the skin and hooks it at the gap between his nail and fingertip. It 
releases and slips from my flesh. At the next he attempts to scrape the stinger from my leg, but 
instead pushes it further into the flesh.  
“Shit,” Jeffrey says. He stands and goes to the kitchen. When he returns he has tweezers. 
He grabs my leg again. He focuses on the next stinger and his hand feels firm, and I can’t 
tell if his hand is cool or if it’s just that my skin is abuzz with histamine. His head is tipped and a 
mess of dark hair obscures his face. And it’s here, with him holding my leg like it’s a sacred 
vessel that I start to wonder about what it would feel like to be loved by a skinny boy, how I 
might fit into the space next to him.  
I tend to leave wide gaps between the boys my age, entire continents between us 
whenever I can, but with this one perhaps I could practice attraction. Jeffrey strikes me as the 
kind who doesn’t appreciate girls with bones so jagged they hurt. He isn’t the sort who would 
expect me to hijack my digestion until my eyeballs are filled with popped blood vessels, and my 
hair dry as straw. He’s the sort who would ask me what I ever had to starve for?  
My freshman year I ate lunch in the bathroom stall because at my new school none of my 
new friends had second period lunch. During lunch I heard a girl come in and fill the toilet with 
toilet paper before she purged. I pulled my feet onto the seat and listened to her spew onto a mass 
of wet tissue. I don’t know who exactly she was, and when girls smiled I looked for missing 
enamel along their teeth. I wondered who among us was regurgitating traumas, who wasn’t 
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content with the weight of those calories they didn’t feel entitled to? After having been fed her 
flaws she rejected their weight, and found herself just a little too heavy.  
I remember thinking that I could never be this girl. I would rather tuck my flaws into bed 
each night than fake this smallness. Inside these bags of skin we will all go bad, no matter what 
we do. Some will go bad sooner than others, and by the muffled sound of her bile, she was 
already turning bad inside her skin.  
Jeffrey removes the stinger from my wrist. He drags his nail across my searing skin and 
places a cotton ball at the mouth of the calamine bottle. He dabs pink clouds along my stings. 
The last person to touch me was my mother, but his hand doesn’t feel like hers. His is a bit 
courser, but he also is gentle when he twists my arm to locate the swelling ridge of an elbow 
sting.  
This boy holds my arm like it’s a goddamned treasure. 
I suspect with someone like him I’d never have to grow stomach ulcers from my gun-
barreled fingers, or contemplate breakfasts, lunches or dinners. I’d never need to avoid a 
horizontal stripe or choose between being greater or lesser.  
“How do you like camp?” Jeffrey asks.  
“Oh, it’s fine,” I say. I refocus my eyes from the part of his hair to the splotches of pink 
along my legs and arms. 
“Yeah, I see you guys running sometimes.” 
“If by running you mean animated walking then yes, we do that.” 
I can see a smile curling at his lips.  I smile too.  
“There’s something funny about that place,” I say. 
“Funny how?” He asks.  
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“I dunno. Have you ever been to a Catholic mass?”  
He shakes his head.  
“Ah, well it’s weird. There’s a lot of kneeling, chanting, taglines, so on and so forth,” I 
say. 
“Health camp is the new Catholicism?” he asks. 
“Fuck health camp, it’s fat camp. Tessa deludes herself. Anyway, it’s this unified body of 
people all in sync. If you’re not a regular you’re stumbling along looking for the kneeler thingy, 
or halfheartedly muttering something about peace two seconds too late. It’s kinda like that.” 
“Well the Catholics did invent Fat Tuesday.” Jeffrey twists the cap back on the calamine 
and walks it to the counter. 
“True, maybe they want their parishioners less mobile,” I say.  
“Maybe.” 
“I’d better go.” I stand.  
“You could stay,” he says.  
“Thanks for the drink,” I say. I grab my drinking glass from the table. 
When I approach him a statue catches my eye from the shelf of a baker’s rack. It’s a tiny 
white figure. I squint and walk toward it. Up close I can see it’s a field mouse in a nun’s habit. 
It’s a real taxidermy mouse with a wired open mouth. Its teeth are almost translucent, and the 
ears thin like paper.  
“Woah, what’s this?” I point toward the mouse. There is an entire choir of mice all in 
plain black gowns and habits. Each holds a tiny songbook.  
“Oh, I made them,” Jeffrey says. He doesn’t meet my eyes. 
“Really?” I turn to look at Jeffrey.  
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“Yeah, I did it when I worked for my Uncle Jim,” he says. 
“This is amazing.” I look to the mini-nuns with their noses pointed toward the heavens. 
All their faces look as if they’re straining for the right note.  
“Thanks,” he says. “Actually, I have more.” 
Jeffrey walks toward the hallway and flicks a switch. The faux paneling glows and he 
opens the door to a spare room. He walks inside and gestures for me to follow. The room is 
empty of furniture, and the carpet is beet colored and has grease stains that look older than me. 
Around me shelving stretches from the carpet to the bowing ceiling tiles. The shelves are 
congested with taxidermy, each piece squeezed into a small fragment of space.  Though the room 
is small, there must be one hundred different creatures. There’s bride and groom rats, her veil 
falls in uneven folds behind her, and there’s a duckling with a beer belly who’s got a tiny cig at 
his beak, a fortune telling squirrel and a family of raccoon chefs. I stand in the middle of the 
room and spin around, attempting to take all of the creatures in. But my eyes lock in on some 
formaldehyde jars at a bottom shelf. I crouch and see fetal kittens inside the jars. Their eyes are 
pinched shut and their paws curl toward their bellies.  
“Oh wow, kittens?” I sit with my legs folded beneath me and reach for one of the jars. 
The kitten is white, and its head bumps into the edge of the glass when I lift it. Its weight feels 
heavy in my hands.  
“Yeah, its mom was hit by a car,” Jeffrey says.  
“So you took them?” I ask, looking up at his face between the shag of his bangs.  
“Well, I tried to save them.” 
I look up to all the animals. They’re all humanized. They have quizzical faces, and their 
bodies are placed into scenarios reminiscent of a sitcom. Still their eyes are hollow halves of 
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marbles. They are dead, unfocused moons of glass. An older cat has its face contorted into a hiss, 
but it looks ludicrous as it’s wearing a bonnet and prepared to pounce on a troupe of banjo-
playing squirrels.  
“So where do they all come from?” I ask.  
“Here and there,” he says.  
These are the animals no one will miss. These creatures are parasitic, impregnated, and 
no one will come to look for these kittens, because they shouldn’t have existed to begin with. No 
Animal Control employee will even think twice about a meticulously cut slit at a cat’s belly, 
especially when that cat is road kill.  “Here and there” is really no different from this trailer, from 
my camp. And those who reside here are the sort who dawdle on the periphery. Sure, no one’s 
coming to knock on doors for unborn kittens, but it seems they ought to get more than a 
formaldehyde mausoleum.  
I don’t know why it happens only now, but suddenly I feel sick when I think about 
Jeffrey’s hands touching my legs. The hands that stretch animal muscle, that have gone digging 
for babies, that have fingered the skulls of small vermin, they are the same that plucked stingers 
from me. These hands I imagined on my backside, I imagined them belonging to a different kind 
of boy. But they are probably more familiar with the practice of submerging animal traps in full 
bathtubs. They must be expert at pressing down even when the creatures fight toward the slosh 
of light at the water’s surface. 
I feel a static buzzing in my ears, and sense my pulse in the bites along my legs. My 
hands start to shake as I place the kitten back on the shelf. My stomach hurts. 
“I have to go now,” I say. I stand and walk past Jeffrey without making eye contact. 
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As I leave the trailer, the screen door slams shut. It’s a bullet at my heels which makes 
my whole body lurch forward into a jog. The sun has dimmed, or maybe the woods are thicker 
here. My feet move independently from the rest of my body, they keep a quick pace before I 
eventually break into a run. I run through the clearing. I run until the trailer is out of sight, until 
my sticky face collides with a swarm of gnats. When I look back, I only see trees. My lungs are 
pricking, and I feel sick. My mother would tell me that’s how I know I’m burning calories.  
But I don’t want to burn. I don’t want to continue to grow inward. I’m sick of learning to 
absorb. I’m sick of trying to roll my eyes back into my head so that I might understand this 
body, and really get a good look.  
If I should have a daughter she will be the child allowed to grow out, but never in. She 
will never be the stomachache I’ve learned to live with.  
I swallow, slow my pace and collapse at the base of a tree. When my breathing slows I 
lean over my knees and blow on my legs. I pucker my lips and puff air, so that I might calm the 
swelling.  
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Rosemary on the Day of the Flood 
Rosemary loses the baby sometime before sunrise. Just before dusk, a Parrish blue seeps 
into the line of spruce on the horizon. Her husband Bill is running the plow at the break of 
morning. She loathes this time during the winter when he's forced to depart without warning. 
Leaving his side of the bed smooth and vacant, she absentmindedly reaches her palm to the space 
where his shoulder might rest. The swoop of her arm is defeated mid stride. The snowstorm has 
ventured to the interior. It plunks itself down, sit bones colliding with earth.  
* 
In Rosemary’s dream she finds herself on the living room sofa, with Bill cradled in her 
lap. The cat purrs at her feet and Bill’s head is balanced in the crook of her elbow. His mouth is 
attached to her breast, he feeds, takes her in hungry gulps. His eyes are wide, not like the 
intimate moments in their bedroom, but his breathing is rhythmic. The passion is gone. He is 
simply feeding. Two brown orbs blink up at her. The hollows of his cheeks flex to the rhythm of 
his consumption. Breast milk bubbles at the corner of his mouth. He releases his latch and it 
trickles into the wiry brown stalks of his beard. Rolling deeper into Rosemary's chest, he 
smashes his face into pads of her flesh and brings his weight onto his arm. His fingers work into 
the folds of her stomach and he re-latches. 
Rosemary senses his fingers prodding. He works his hand at the underside of her 
stomach, feeling the firm pouch where the fetus rests inside her. His palm cups the underside of 
her belly. He looks for something while he sucks at her engorged nipple. His eyes flutter as if 
nearing the afternoon nap hour, before he finds the zipper.  
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He sticks his fingers beneath a smooth band of skin, and runs his index finger along the 
strip of metal teeth embedded in her flesh. His fingernail drags along each nub, causing a 
vibration at the base of Rosemary's spine. He finds the tab at the crest of her hip, and begins to 
carefully unzip the flesh, splitting her at the middle. Once unzipped, he plunges his hand into the 
cavern of her womb. It’s not long before he finds the gelatinous pouch. Rosemary tucks a lock of 
his hair behind his ear while he fondles the baby inside her. Though small he is able to hold the 
infant within his palm and roll its weight between his fingers. He gives a contented sigh and 
Rosemary leans into his body to smell the top of his head, her nose looking for a trace of sour 
milk.  
Bill continues his fondling of the baby. Rosemary knows he enjoys the sensation of it 
within his palm, because after a time he drifts off. Though he has stopped eating, his mouth 
remains latched, and his chin shivers in waves. His beard prickles the soft flesh of her breast. 
Rosemary finds the experience of breastfeeding calming, and she sweeps a lock of hair from 
Bill's forehead and smiles as his mouth tugs at her nipple. His eyes fall in waves of contentment, 
and she looks around the living room, but her eyes are unable to focus. She squints and the 
corners of the room blur. 
Suddenly, the cat jumps off the sofa. Bill's eyelids flap open, he is startled. Rosemary 
redirects her gaze to his upturned face, but before she can soothe him she feels it. His palm 
closes around the fetus in a tight fist and he bites into her nipple. She senses the loss of the baby 
before the pain registers. The sack bursts and the water dribbles at the mouth of her belly, 
leaking between the zippered teeth of her stomach. She screams, but her scream is cut short as 
she detects no air in her lungs. She cannot produce the agony. Her breath cuts off, just as the 
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baby's life force is severed. Clots of blood and clumps of tissue, catch at the mouth of her belly. 
The warm pink sheets off her as she stands. Bill rolls to the floor.  
* 
Rosemary wakes in a panic, she can’t breathe and she feels hot tears splotched at the 
corners of her eyes. Her whole body is warm, and she knows that the baby has died. Plunging her 
hand beneath the sheets she cups the underside of her belly and feels the knot. It is firm, a stone 
lodged just beyond the abdomen. It is then that the tears begin. She starts to gasp, panicked 
inhalations of breath, knowing the baby is gone. It is an ugly cry, with snot and tears rolling 
along the pillow’s creases on her cheeks. She emits dry sobs, and as she heaves they catch in her 
throat.  
The still baby inside her feels heavy, parasitic and tight in her gut. It sloshes inside her, 
careens within the basin of her hips. Clear bile rises in her throat, a sour warmth that climbs her 
esophagus.  
She wants it gone. 
This isn't the first time Rosemary has lost a baby. There was the time she had a baby 
sucked from her, but she was too young to mother anyone back then. When she and Bill got 
pregnant she worried that her body would attack whatever was growing within her, a mutinous 
hostility at the idea of her procreating. And she knew she couldn’t tell Bill, because that was the 
kind of sin for which she would be forsaken.  
When the news came of this pregnancy, he was ecstatic and cooed in conversation with 
her stomach every morning.  Truly she’d never wanted to be a mother, and when she met Bill she 
told him about the accident, about the hairline cracks in her pelvis. She was damaged, though he 
never minded their hypothetical life sans children. When she learned of the foreigner inside her 
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she imagined her womb as acidic, a keeper of memories, the kind of place to reject each tenant. 
The walls of her insides were possibly pockmarked, scarred with a gristle that clings to the walls 
of the uterus. Sinewy fibers from the life that once latched there, pulsing with promise. Perhaps a 
strand of hair stuck in a crevice or a band of nubby tissue, or the impression of life left in the 
folds of her insides. No amount of cramping or blood could wash away the scraps of former 
lives.  
Between her sobs, Rosemary remembers the pinch of the needle on her cervix, and the 
acute pain deep inside her. A flap of flesh she wasn't aware of until precisely that moment, the 
first time it was ever directly sought out and touched it was by the prick of a needle. Then there's 
the suction, every trace of life being drained out until her insides are irrigated and raw. The 
cramping, twisting of flesh, wringing it dry.  
Rosemary attempts to stand, but she is light headed. As her knees wobble to attention, she 
inhales, counts the breath. She veers toward the cabin’s door having decided what she needs is to 
move. She bundles for the arctic air, wipes her sleeve with the saliva on her lips, and grabs her 
coat from the hook. Tucking her body away from the elements she goes outside. She pulls her 
scarf taut, her hood snug and all that is left exposed is a rectangle of flesh from temple to temple. 
Eye, nose, eye. The air is sharp, it burns the puffs of flesh at her eyes, pulls at the wet of her 
eyeballs until it crystallizes on her lashes. She thrusts her hands into her pockets and hunches, 
dropping her face from the churning flakes. Her boots crunch snow down the driveway. 
She's thinking about Bill, what she will say, how he will call Dr. Stone. Rosemary 
wonders if Bill might be able to smell the death on her, detect the carrion inside her womb. Its 
inert body crumbled, folded and buried. Perhaps her pores now release more than salt, perhaps 
she smells of ash or tin cans.  
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When she cries he will assume it’s about the loss of the baby, and while it is that, it is 
also the fact that she is overwhelmed by his loss, not her own. She cannot tell him that this 
interloper is not a person she wants to meet. And it’s not about her pelvis or maternal instincts or 
lack thereof, it’s about a gift she never asked for. He will hold her until she sleeps and when he 
thinks she has finally nodded off he will allow himself to weep. She will feel his hot tears 
forging paths between the hairs at her cowlick. And she will pretend to be asleep so she might 
avoid his grief. Because the truth of it is that maybe an unwanted baby knows that it’s a walking 
miracle, but its value is no greater than a paperweight. It was an accident, and perhaps it knows 
its existence is attributed to filament and circumstance.  
Flakes have started to accumulate on the shoulders of Rosemary’s parka. She closes her 
eyes, listening to the staccato thump thump thump of her heart. It whispers “you are still here.” 
She breathes, inhaling the air first at the diaphragm, then the lungs, then her heart’s rhythm fills 
the whole of her torso. She hears the throb in her ears, a pulsing thump thump thump. When she 
opens her eyes, she feels the pink flood slosh from between her legs. A sticky wet dribbles onto 
her boots.  
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Conversing with Whales 
During her few hours of sleep Laura snores and inhales the stench of the corpse. She 
dreams of the butcher’s shop and snotty innards dangling from a meat cleaver, tinged with that 
metallic scent of death. She dreams of cages of meaty ribs, and the hollow bones that entomb 
spongy cores of marrow. In the morning she wakes with mouth parched, and ragged after a night 
of mouth breathing. She tastes copper pennies. Her tongue is now grey, like that of the beached 
corpse.  
For a time she lies in bed and plays out the morning negotiation wherein she convinces 
herself not to call into work feigning illness. She’s already missed three days this month: once 
for pinkeye, another for strep throat and a third for overwhelming apathy. The thought of facing 
another day at Kid Kare makes her guts wring and coil. On Sundays she wallows in the anxiety 
of going back, but each Monday morning she finds herself swiping her card at the entrance. She 
hits the alarm's snooze button for the seventh time before showering. She uses the hair dryer to 
remove the wrinkles from her Kid Kare polo. When she passes through the kitchen she mumbles 
a “good morning” to her mother.  
“Do you want toast?” her mother asks. 
“I’m not hungry,” Laura says while she slips her feet into her work shoes.   
This is their routine. She’s never been one to eat breakfast, still her mother always 
inquires for the sake of motherly obligation. 
At nine o'clock the cause of the pungent aroma is found, but it isn't until morning recess 
that Laura learns a deceased humpback whale has been tucked into the cove during the night. 
The cove is shaped like a crescent moon, planted on the southern coast of Washington. Slack 
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jawed it swallows the whale. A female humpback has come to rest at the cleft of the throat like a 
dangling uvula. Steep ridges carpeted in algae and calcification cup her body.  
Laura’s students have little interest in the playground jungle gym, and for once Laura 
doesn’t need to convince Nick that worms are not edible. The Fours have their faces smashed 
into the chain-link fence to view the distant busybodies at the cove. Though they cannot see the 
flaccid beast, they can smell her, taste her rot on the back of their tongues. The cove is not a 
quarter mile from their playground, and they squeal as the local news crew parks in the school’s 
parking lot. Alex attempts to scale the fence, but Laura hooks her arm around his waist. Joey and 
Katerina continue their nonsensical gibberish, his language Princess, hers Russian. Her eyebrows 
ascend her forehead as she tells Joey a story then pantomimes an explosion. Laura smiles at 
Katerina, the petite girl with soft brown eyes and a page-boy haircut who has swallowed a 
gravel-voiced Russian man.  
The children are a bright spot for Laura, but the job itself leaves something to be desired. 
The director Bev likes to go out a couple times during each shift for smoothies, tanning or the 
occasional three-hour workout. Even when she is there, her blinds are always drawn and she’s 
surfing the web. She doesn’t volunteer to help or do much of anything if the parents aren’t 
dropping off or picking up their kids. It’s at these bookends of the day that she’s active, alert and 
playing the role of director. Otherwise she’s relatively useless, and hides in her office.  
After lunch, Laura begins the battle of the afternoon nap. She and her co-teacher Meghan 
place cots around the Fours classroom, and play the Sleepy Time CD. Bailey climbs into her 
pillowcase, to lie on top of the pillow. She becomes a rectangular lump with feet protruding at 
the slit, while Jack smuggles chicken nuggets into his cubby and Joey tucks his Dorothy doll 
under the covers. Gabrielle is most in need of a nap so she violently resists each afternoon. Laura 
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returns her to her cot five times before Gabrielle stages her usual attack of removing her 
clothing.  Biting her tongue, she jerks at the elastic waist of her leggings.  With her bare butt 
exposed, Alex bursts into a fit of giggles. Laura looks sternly in his direction, but he burrows 
deep under his power ranger sleeping bag to avoid her gaze. Gabrielle wags her nakedness at 
Laura, and insists on her dominance, but Laura jerks up her pants and lays her on her cot. This is 
their routine, naptime is Laura’s daily battle.  
Once nine are asleep, the Threes teacher relieves her so Laura can take her lunch break. 
She swipes food from the kitchen, a bowl of lukewarm canned peas and chicken strips in the 
shape of dinosaurs. She walks to the rim of the cove.  News has spread, and a throng of locals 
congregates at the cliff to steal glances of the decaying treasure rejected by the sea. Laura moves 
close enough to hear their discussion, but far enough to not be implicated and invited into it.  
Down the rocks, the sheriff circles the perimeter of the whale, with his jaw cocked to the 
side. The lifeguard crouches with his digital camera at the whale’s mouth. With mouth agape, 
she reveals some stagnant water that has taken form in a weighty tide pool. A local news crew 
attempts to maneuver a jagged path to the cove, but they give up halfway down and determine 
that vantage point “close enough for basic cable.”  
When someone attempts to talk to her or catch her eye she eats another dinosaur nugget 
or pretends she doesn’t see them. An older woman wearing purple from head to toe approaches 
Laura. She stands alongside her and smiles.  
“Oh that stench! Who would have thought it could produce such a stink?” The woman 
says, looking to Laura for a response. But Laura wedges a spoonful of peas into her mouth and 
only gives a slight nod.  
“Must have died ages ago,” the woman tries again. 
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Laura keeps chewing her peas and focuses her eyes on the whale, screwing up her brow 
like she’s in intense concentration. She keeps to herself and socializes with a measured 
indifference that is provisional at best. The woman in purple gives up and wanders toward a bald 
man that’s closer to the cliff.  
 This social apathy has always stirred pangs of wordless concern from her mother. Even 
in the midst of this group, faces beaming at the carcass she avoids their eyes. They watch the 
lifeguard on a jet ski with a long rope dragging behind him. The rope is looped into a whale-
sized noose, and one of the deputies uses a ladder to clumsily lasso the forty-foot nuisance. 
When the moment is right, he revs the engine and pulls the noose taut. The whale doesn’t even 
flinch, not a quiver or budge before the Jet Ski tilts to the sky. After a couple minutes of 
animated buzzing, Sherriff Randy waves the lifeguard down, cupping his hands around his 
mouth he instructs him to stop. This whole charade makes Laura uneasy, the violent yank of the 
tail, the clucking hens at the scene attempting to chat with her. It all seems like some sort of 
abuse, some desecration in the name of olfactory convenience. No attempt to heave her into the 
sea will prevent the whale from returning to land. Laura walks back toward Kid Kare.  
After the afternoon nap, around snack time Gage is dropped off. Gage is not four years 
old like the others, but there’s not a higher-level classroom at Kid Kare. Gage has severe Downs 
Syndrome and a slew of other issues that have never been explained to Laura. Before he was in 
public school he came to Kid Kare. He’s technically eight years old now, but his parents don’t 
know what to do with him from 3:40 to 5:00pm each day, so his bus drops him here. Laura is a 
bit resentful. He has a wheelchair, though his use of it depends on the kind of day he’s had at 
school. He can walk and run, but it’s more of an awkward stomping akin to a toddler’s first 
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steps. And he looks drunk when he walks, but it’s just that the momentum of his weight is 
sometimes too much for him to manage. When Laura played “The Last Train to Clarksville” last 
week, Gage got excited and shuffled the length of the classroom while flapping his arms and 
squealing. He ran three times, then collapsed in a beanbag chair. For the most part he prefers to 
lie in the block area. 
Gage made Laura uncomfortable at first. When she was six, a boy in her subdivision, 
Joshua Barnes, drowned in the reedy shallows of a marsh. She remembered him because he was 
the first person she’d met with Downs Syndrome. The first time she saw him in the grocery store 
checkout she had stared at the worm of saliva dangling from his lip. Her mother made a 
“ttssskkk” sound, and reminded her it wasn’t polite to stare. The sense of awe never entirely 
wore off. He was two grades ahead of her, and spent most of his time in the resource room, so 
she had very few interactions with him. Though she does remember one time he had a seizure on 
the playground and the children placed their winter coats on him. They stood in a shivering arch 
while they waited for the recess lady to come. Joshua laid on the ground. His lips turned blue and 
his arms were folded at his sides so that his open palms convulsed at his shoulders like flapping 
rags. Laura was terrified at the sound of his grinding teeth and the way his eyes rolled back 
toward his buzzcut. His eyelashes blinked, but where his pupils should have been there was only 
white, two eggshell moons pointing toward the sky.  
Laura hadn’t shared her coat. She was too young to know Downs Syndrome wasn’t 
contagious.  
A year later Joshua’s mother found him floating face down among patches of cattails. 
When she pulled him from the water a family of muskrats dove, shooting deep into the reeds. A 
disoriented baby muskrat bumped into Joshua’s shoulder, but Joshua had long been dead.  
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Mrs. Barnes’ grief could be heard eight houses away. 
Laura’s discomfort around Gage crystallized into full-blown anxiety. Whenever his bus 
showed up during those first few weeks at Kid Kare, she felt that her heart might crack her ribs 
from all its pounding. In truth, she was even afraid to touch him and sometimes left his diaper 
soiled so she wouldn’t have to negotiate his erratic movements and squeals. She has no training 
for special needs children, but the director doesn’t mind. The teachers used to be able to carry 
Gage off the bus and place him in the classroom, but as he gets older his muted mobility 
becomes more pronounced. There is something tragic about a grown boy pulling himself around 
the carpet like a walrus, so Gage gets a wheelchair.  
Once Gage has been lowered from the bus, Laura brings him a snack. He is not interested 
in vanilla wafers today and drops them on the carpet. 
“Gage you don’t want your cookies?” Laura asks. He ignores her entirely and takes a 
couple heavy steps toward the block center while Laura collects his wafers from the floor. The 
first thing he does is place a triangle block in his mouth.  He rubs the corners on his gums and 
squishes his nose to a pyramid block to inhale the woody odor. Laura makes a mental note that 
the block area is overdue for sanitizing, but she’s forgotten by the end of the day. And by the 
time she leaves school the whale’s aroma has drawn her to the cove again.  
It’s darker now, and the walking path has been marked with caution tape. No one is there, 
and if it weren’t for the tape the whale would look like a natural fixture within the cove. The wet 
rocks glisten with twilight, but the whale is now nothing more than silhouette. The sunset is 
earlier these days, and the moon ascends quickly, as if it too wants a better angle to observe the 
whale. Beneath Laura the whale lies inert, but she stares as if it might shimmy toward the tide at 
any moment.  
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When Laura gets home, her mother has taken her brother to Tae Kwon Doe, but she has 
left cash for takeout and a note about putting away her laundry. Laura removes her shoes, curls 
her toes, and kneads each foot into the linoleum until the joints pop. She makes a bowl of Corn 
Pops and turns on the kitchen television. The six o'clock news leads with the rotting whale. A 
local news anchor perches on a slick rock and narrates from the scene. The hood of her jacket 
rises, puffing up like a deployed parachute she’s neglected to detach.  
There’s no audio. After some awkward pauses the anchors instead cut to footage of an 
exploding whale in Oregon, from the seventies. Faced with a similar predicament, the town of 
Florence decided the best solution would be to blow up that whale. The old footage shows 
townspeople lugging Technicolor beach towels, and crinkled sacks of tuna fish sandwiches to the 
beach for the mid-day fireworks. In a final act of indignity, the rotting whale would be reduced 
to clods of flesh. The explosion—though it didn't have the mushroom quality of Hiroshima—was 
eventful by Florence's standards. Voyeurs were kept a quarter mile from the scene to avoid 
injury, and yet, it proved to be not quite far enough. With a great sandy boom, a beige cloud 
materialized. Everyone held their breath, but it was a matter of seconds before gravity tugged the 
whale scraps to the earth, and lumps of blubber peppered the crowd. The curious were 
handsomely rewarded like those in the Shamu splash zone.  Aside from a caved-in Buick 
crunched beneath an enormous flap of flesh, there were no injuries. Though blubber pelted the 
ground, the explosion had frayed minimal tissue. Once the sand settled, the animal remained 
mostly intact. Laura chases a few remaining corn pops with her spoon, before she turns off the 
TV.  
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It is only 6:30, but Laura decides to climb into bed, where her mother can’t complain and 
talk to her about applying to state college after this semester, or remind her to rotate her car’s 
tires. Laura allows herself this nap, because if she doesn’t take it now her mother will ask her if 
she has mono when she goes to bed early. Her mother makes Laura’s bed because she believes 
there is no graver sin than an unmade or haphazardly-made bed. Laura peels back the comforter, 
but is careful to slide under with minimal intrusion so that in an hour she can smooth the 
wrinkles back out.  
When the Coast Guard arrives on Tuesday, the whale is a shade whiter with 
decomposition, the tone of a freezer-burnt beef shoulder.  A television news helicopter drones 
overhead like a metallic insect. It weaves, loops and vies for the best angle. From the playground 
the Fours can hear the Coast Guard rescue boat’s twin diesel engines snarl in an attempt to 
dislodge her. At first tug she gives the crowd a flick of her tail. The small flinch is the first and 
last movement she makes. It is one minute before she snaps the towline, refusing her earthly 
grave in a county landfill. The Fours hear the snap. Alex tells Joey it is probably a gun; they’re 
probably shooting the whale! Joey gets a very worried look on his face, and Laura hollers for 
everyone to get in line to go inside.  
Once inside the co-teacher Meghan starts to feel sick.  
“I think I might need to leave,” Meghan says. 
“What’s up?” Laura asks. 
“My throat is awful, it’s making me tear up when I swallow.” 
“Okay, go tell Bev,” Laura says. Meghan leaves the room and returns with Bev in a few 
minutes. Laura can hear Bev advising Meghan. 
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“Get a strep test, but get two doses of antibiotics in you so you can come in tomorrow,” 
Bev says. Meghan nods and retrieves her purse from the teacher’s cupboard.  
“Feel better,” Laura says. 
“Laura I’ll be right back to cover. I just need to make a call to Jimmy’s dad,” Bev says as 
she and Meghan exit the Fours room.  
But Bev doesn’t come out of her office and an hour passes while Laura wrangles a class 
of twenty-four which is twice the legal ratio. Like dogs the Fours sense Laura’s anxiety at being 
alone, they can smell her irritation. As such Bailey has an accident in her last clean pair of pants, 
Audrey gets one of her severe nosebleeds and turns the art area into a crime scene, Robert jerks 
the mouse free from the computer and the Olivias come running to tattle.  
By the time Bev shows up Robert is in an all out meltdown. Laura has to sit behind him 
and wrap her body around his limbs. She envelops him crossing her ankles over his legs, and 
holds him in a bear hug. He fights her the more she restrains him.  
“Robert, let’s calm down,” Laura says. Robert’s eyes are wild and when Laura holds his 
arms tighter he growls. He flails his whole body.  
“Miss Laura what’s wrong with him?” 
“Robert’s alright, he just needs to settle down a bit,” Laura says. Robert is able to jerk his 
head to the left and attempts to bite Laura’s hands. She can hear the chomp of his baby teeth. 
“Biting’s not nice right, Miss Laura?” 
“Sometimes my brother bites.” 
“Alex bites, but only a little.” 
“I do not bite!” 
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“C’mon bud, it’s okay we’re just taking a break,” Laura says. Laura’s able to use her chin 
to pin Robert’s forehead to her chest so he can’t bite anymore. At this Robert screams with all 
his might. Laura can feel the screech rolling through his torso. She feels his forehead warm under 
the weight of her chin, and he screams until the breath is depleted. His voice turns hoarse and 
peters out. Laura wants to cry, she is using everything inside her to keep from screaming for Bev. 
“Guys, go back to playing. Robert’s going to be alright,” Laura says nodding toward the 
reading nook. The Fours disband and leave Robert and Laura.  
“I know you’re very upset Robert, and your friends are sad for you—” 
Bev enters the classroom with a smoothie in hand. She looks to Laura and Robert and 
asks what’s going on. When Laura tries to speak Robert’s head wiggles free and he lunges with 
mouth open toward her wrist, but misses.  
“Sorry, he just lost it when he had to share the computer,” Laura says.  
“I see,” Bev nods. “Robert, are we having a bad day?” She squats at Laura’s feet. Robert 
spits at Bev, but his saliva doesn’t reach her and lands on Laura’s chinos. Laura can’t meet Bev’s 
eyes because she knows with two of them in here this could have been managed.  
“Well let me take him into my office. We’ll be back.” Laura releases him from the 
restraint and Bev ushers him to the door.  He’s weak and the front of his shirt is wet with tears. 
He wipes his snot on his sleeve. 
“Thanks, and hey Bev, when you have a minute can you send someone in?” 
“Yeah, sure.” 
“Great, I haven’t peed in three hours so—” Laura says.  
“I’ll ask Marlene.” 
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It takes another twenty minutes before Marlene is able to break from the Toddlers, and 
when she does Laura runs to the bathroom and locks it. She sits on the toilet, and without even 
meaning to she starts to tear up. Hanging her head between her legs her tears drip onto the tile. 
She won’t allow herself to really cry though, just a tear or two. If she loses her shit now 
she won’t make it back to the classroom and it will become a full-blown panic attack. And Laura 
refuses to cry in front of Bev, in front of the other teachers, in front of the Fours. Though a part 
of her wants to fall to the floor and just sob she knows she can’t, not here. These are the kind of 
tears reserved for the drive home, the kind she has in the shower on Monday mornings.  
If she were to allow that release she would cry until she was sputtering and gasping for 
air. She would cry for reasons she can’t articulate, for reasons that are heavy in her gut, that feel 
like rough-cornered bricks pinning down her tissues, and folding her organs in on each other. 
The sensation reverberates, there’s a thick heaviness to it all—a weight in her hair, the soles of 
her feet. If she could she’d let her shoulders slump forward, and let the tears push through her 
like waves. 
The truth is she could cry for a lot of things, because she knows Robert’s mom will 
inevitably call another meeting wherein Bev will smile and assure her Robert is improving, in 
spite of all evidence to the contrary.  For her friend Natalie, who went to BYU. She was only 
eight hundred miles away, but the distance between them now transcends physical distance. 
They are separated by continents, years, and Laura can’t process just how happy she sounded 
through the phone line the last time they talked. Because while Natalie was really just a casual 
friend she sometimes talked to, she somehow became more when her skull parted the windshield 
of the car. And Laura can’t help but think of her as something more now that she’s gone.  
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In between the hiccups Laura might even cry for Joshua Barnes, the boy she was too 
afraid to give her coat. He always wore a Detroit Lions sweatshirt and had spit bubbles at the 
corners of his mouth.  She saw him the Saturday before they found him in the marsh, just forty-
eight hours before they would find his body. He and his little sister were arguing and when he 
looked up he tried to catch Laura’s eye, but Laura feigned obliviousness and couldn’t meet his 
gaze. She stared intently at a page of stickers and let him hover at the periphery, but her cheeks 
burned and she went looking for her mother.  
But this bathroom is not the place for those tears, so instead she flushes the toilet and 
splashes her face with cold water until her eyelids grow numb.  
By the time Laura returns to her room Gage has rekindled his relationship with his penis. 
Whatever sense of calm she acquired while splashing water on her face is immediately gone 
when she returns to the Fours. Two students have been picked up since she left. Though the 
room seems calmer Laura sees Gage jab his chubby fingers beyond the band of his pull-up 
diaper. His sweatshirt is pulled taut at his navel, revealing his paunch, a soft bottom lip of flesh 
protruding above his diaper. He has a far away look, not one of pleasure but distant 
concentration. And Laura can’t help but see Joshua Barnes in this look, the far off focus he had 
at the start of one of his seizures.  
Laura thinks Gage looks as if he is attempting to communicate with the dead. His eyes 
widen, focus and then he blinks twice while holding his breath. Laura pulls at Gage’s elbow so 
that his fanned right hand is once again outside his pants. She attempts to distract him. She walks 
to the backpack on his wheelchair and retrieves his stuffed owl. When Gage feels stressed he 
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recovers with the owl, rubs the frays of the worn Mattel tag on his cheek while sucking his 
thumb.  
With owl in hand Laura returns, but Gage is open mouthed with his hand in his pants 
again. Laura tugs at Gage’s elbow, and he squawks. He doesn’t speak, but it’s clear he’s 
displeased with her interruption. She places the owl in his right hand, but he drops it and veers 
toward the waistband of his sweatpants. This game continues on as Laura thwarts his efforts, 
using her calm teacher voice. Laura tries redirection, but ultimately just holds his wrist. Gage 
whimpers low then high. She can hear his nostrils pulling in air, releasing it. She hears his 
breathing even above the clamor of the Fours. 
Then Jack dumps blue paint on the tile floor. Convex bubbles pepper the syrupy blue 
blob and Jack stands frozen. Katerina looks worried, and Joey stops singing “Somewhere Over 
the Rainbow.” Laura releases Gage’s wrist and heads toward the mess.  
Sometime between the smearing of blue paint and the shift to the music room, Gage’s 
dad arrives. Laura is washing Jack and reaching for the light switch to initiate clean up time. 
When he walks in Gage’s hand is thrust deep into his diaper. With his hand clamped by the 
elastic waistband he doesn’t notice the two blocks under his back. He is perfectly still, gazing at 
the ceiling tiles. Joey and Katerina are snickering at his sides. They flock him. Joey giggles and 
announces that he is touching his pee-pee. Katerina slips into Russian and covers her eyes. She 
shakes her head and points her finger at Gage’s diaper in disgust.  
Gage’s father is gruff, embarrassed. He pulls Gage’s hand from his pants and hefts him 
into a standing position. Laura is walking to the block area, but Gage’s father is avoiding eye 
contact. Pink surfaces between the wiry stalks of his beard as he wrestles with the wheelchair. He 
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won’t meet Laura’s eyes. Gage is oblivious, his face joyous when he sees his father. He reaches 
his arms wide to touch his face, but his father doesn’t stop.  
He tunes out Laura’s hellos and her comments about Gage’s day, but mutters “you too” 
when she wishes him a happy holiday weekend, as he leaves the room.  
In the early morning hours of Wednesday, Laura ventures to the cove to see the whale. 
This is not a conscious decision; it is just after midnight when she starts sleepwalking. She 
departs her bed and leaves the back door ajar. In her holey wool socks, she navigates the jagged 
rocks with caution, and cuts a path down the slope of the cove.  
She is navigating the worn stones when her head begins to swim. Refracted triangles of 
light peel open her vision, tugging at the peripheral like a blurred kaleidoscope. For a moment, 
she thinks she is falling, but the hem of her flannel nightgown skims the surface of the rock and 
grounds her feet. Her knuckles whiten as she claws and grips a rock for balance. She regains her 
composure shortly, having found herself in situations such as this before. As a child, her mother 
discovered her squatting in the kitchen pantry pissing on a family-sized bag of rice, mistaken for 
a toilet in her slumber. Another time, she wandered into the neighbor’s yard and was woken by 
the morning sprinklers. Sometime during the course of the night she had relocated and curled 
around a statue of a shepherd in their lawn nativity scene.  
She inhales twice, steadies herself. The thuds in her ribcage boom, but soon the sensation 
passes. She continues to make cautious strides toward the beach. Even in the dark, the size of the 
whale startles Laura. In the moonlight, the humpback resembles a gargantuan slug. She appears 
translucent in the inky black of night, a polished onyx. She reflects the dark back into the sky and 
is only visible in the hairline sliver of her silhouette. Laura thinks about how coarse the sand 
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must feel to her. Miniscule shards of glass and rock grating flesh, a flesh grown accustomed to a 
lifetime of smooth water. She stands a safe distance from her, and though the waves are far away 
she feels their rhythm in the soles of her feet. Her socks are now chilled and spongy as she 
ambles at the cove’s perimeter.  
With tentative steps she ventures toward the whale. She peers into the mouth, the 
cavernous space large enough to hold a double bed. Laura considers Jonah and how a whale 
belly might not be such an inhospitable place after all. When the whale is within an arm’s reach, 
she pauses. She raises her hand to touch, but hesitates and recoils with a flinch. It’s probably the 
ingrained instructions from her mother to never touch dead animals. Or perhaps she remembers 
the time she cut herself on the scales of a trout. In spite of the pause, she starts again, reaching 
forward until her palm is pressed to flesh. She fingers the grooved tread of the humpback tissue. 
It is filmy white, splotched with constellations of parasites. She wants to use a wallpaper scraper 
to loosen the hardened barnacles. They make her itch, clumps of tight buds, insects rooted in 
meaty tissue. She stands there attempting to detect a pulse or a twitch, but is unsure what she 
expects to happen. 
Her fingers reach to unwind the kelp that the whale has collected from the frothy tide. 
Laura crouches at the lip of the ocean, working the knots of tangled seaweed from the fins. 
Unwinding the beaded net from the whale's side she tugs, loosening the taut ribbons, shaking 
loose chattering shells. She removes fat purses of seaweed that have collected on the whale. The 
lap of a wave catches the backside of Laura’s nightgown, but she ignores it. She shivers, and the 
cold is now granular, dribbling from her forearms. The ropes of kelp are as thick as her wrists, 
but she works them, negotiating their tangles she continues until her fingers turn numb. She 
cannot remove it all. She grows frustrated with the knots. She huffs and tugs at a substantial limb 
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of kelp. With heels planted she leans back until her backside grazes the sand. The mound of 
sandy wet gives way and Laura loses her balance, falling to the beach.  
She gives up, walks to a piece of driftwood and sits at the mouth of the whale.  
When her breath returns to its usual pace she considers how she got to the beach, how she finds 
herself sitting here. She wants to climb inside, to hide, to see what lies beyond, deep in the belly. 
Laura wants to feel the walls of the whale’s insides folding in on her, the weight crushing her. 
Staring into the hollow of the whale, she imagines the emptiness.  
Laura asks, “Whatever happened to you anyway?” 
The whale answers, The body knows when it’s time.  
“So it just gave out? Natural causes and all that?” Laura says.  
Learning how to die isn’t easy which is why the body leads. It taps into something you 
never knew was there, a response intrinsic to our very beings, a blueprint for termination. 
“How old were you?” Laura asks.  
Almost forty-seven, the whale says.  
“I suppose natural causes are better than drowning,” Laura says.  
How so?  
“I don’t know, it seems like drowning is a very long way to die. If you shout no one hears 
you. If you gasp you only take in more water.” 
It’s not very long. I’ve even heard it can be rather peaceful. 
Laura has heard drowning can be peaceful, but when she imagines suffocating, watery 
inhalations, she senses a mass in her chest, a dull twinge takes shape even at the imagined fight.  
Laura exhales and eyes the darkness of the whale’s mouth.  
“What lives inside the belly of the whale?” 
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The whale answers, The pricking bones of fish. Boys named Jonas. Hills of salt. The 
groans of abandoned houses and the ghosts of old men who die in prison. The dreams of the 
comatose and the padlocks with forgotten combinations. Men whose beards are made of 
honeybees. The tears cried for onions and the insistent push of repelled magnets. 
“Sounds like there’s a world in there,” Laura muses at what’s just beyond the slick of 
flesh at the throat.  
A world? I’m not sure about that. It’s a place for the runaways, for forgotten towns, sea 
gods chiseled from stone and for the bloated body of Joshua Barnes. For the grinding sounds of 
glaciers’ square shoulders, and for the forgotten tree-houses that stretch, that lift with open palm 
toward the sky. It’s for your echos. For your screams into the cavern of my stomach. For the 
yells into my mouth, so that you might hear the sound of your own voice. You can yell if you 
want.  
Laura closes her eyes and imagines the bloated belly of Joshua Barnes all those years 
before. A belly filled with algae, liquefied goldfish crackers and minnows. His eyelids were 
probably waterlogged, puffed to a close.  
The people who reside at the periphery are sometimes the hardest to lose, Laura. The 
death of a person whom you’ve had very little regard for is often the most startling, the one that 
feels like a fist to the gut. Maybe it’s because their presence has always been taken for granted, 
and we don’t often stop to consider how our little worlds might exist without the persons on the 
periphery.  
Laura exhales, and shakes the sand from her nightgown. She tugs another limb of kelp 
from the whale and begins her ascent from the cove. 
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By the dawn of Wednesday, the whale is gone. The sea that had once rejected her, sought 
her out for a proper burial.  Water lapped around her body and once she was buoyant the tide 
retreated, and carried her to a burial at sea. It was as if she had never existed at all. The waves 
raked the sand, not even a depression in the sediment to mark where her body had rested.  
Laura arrives early at Kid Kare. As she locks her car, she notices the current of the 
whale’s rotting stench is lesser. Inside the class is a mishmash of students, some absent as they 
start Thanksgiving break early, and others are teary with the grief of Mom or Dad leaving. When 
she slides her card and enters the classroom she’s greeted with a careening “Miiissss 
Laaaauuuurrraaaa” running toward her. Payless shoes speckle red light on the carpet with each 
stomp. As she wades in the Fours, Alex marks her fleece jacket with a snot streak she’s grown 
accustomed to.  
Because there is no school Gage will be joining the class for the whole of the day. When 
Laura walks in she detects his sour smell, a combination of thumb-sucking and bologna. Once 
she’s rubbed the tiny backs of the children she places her purse in the teacher cupboard, and asks 
Meghan about the newsletter.  
Gage needs his diaper changed. Laura pulls his arm long so he stands. She guides him to 
the bathroom and lays down his changing mat. When they are done, she directs him to the sink to 
help him wash. She checks the water’s temperature and stands behind him, soaping his hands, 
weaving her fingers between his. They are limp, compliant. Gage makes faces in the mirror. He 
mimics an under bite and blows air onto his forehead. Fine chunks of his bangs puff upward, 
splaying like a sunburst. Laura considers the softness of his palms, the way his fingernails 
resemble pale seashells. As she pats his hands dry Gage reaches up, and presses his thumb into 
Laura’s cheek. Its dampness streaks her jawbone before he comes to rest on a freckle on her 
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forehead. He stares at her, through her, like he’s never considered her before. Laura wonders if 
he can see the ones she’s lost, the Joshuas and Natalies no longer at her peripheral. He traces the 
arch of her brow, sensing the tickle of fine hairs beneath his pointer finger. His breathing slows, 
and Laura takes his hand in hers. She separates his thumb from the others and holds it so it 
hovers over her eye. She blinks quickly, letting him sense the tickle of eyelashes. His laughs 
sound like the tinkling of seashells.  
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On Butchers 
As the first child you came ripping out of our mother, turning her insides out. You almost 
broke her, but there you were streaked in vernix and blood. Next came the afterbirth, and still 
more blood. The doctors stitched quickly, but sometimes I wonder if this is when you first tasted 
blood and liked salt on your tongue.  
You were never an easy child, but certainly not one we thought to worry about. In your 
wake there are scorch marks, urine stained sheets and the bird with the broken wing. Harmless 
entities, but now it all seems so obvious. And on the news you are a monster, a sicko, a 
psychopath, and no one is digging up your science fair posters, or the photo of your baby face 
gleaming above birthday candles. Instead there is the ritual of picking your history apart and 
looking for triggers, for quantifiable evidence of blood lust, sexual depravity, for all the signs we 
missed. 
One time after church, I peeled off my white stockings and a bibbed watercolor dress and 
threw them in the corner of the room. I was almost-five, and you were almost-eight when I 
helped you disassemble the old telephone. We gutted its circuit board, a thicket of wires and 
screws small as baby teeth. For our next project, we cracked the shell of a radio and tugged at its 
insides, though we were unsure what exactly we were looking for.  
Tell me, brother, when did you switch from broken objects to broken humans? When 
were you no longer sated with fuses and started to long for fleshier parts? Perhaps you thought 
no one would miss these discarded people. After all, you picked them off and rarely did someone 
think to come looking for them. Maybe they all had that same sheepish look about them, the look 
your pubescent girlfriends had. Those girls always seemed to beam at you. It was a kind of awe 
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really, like you were too much to be contained by any one room. And what did you find on the 
inside of these discarded women? Was there faulty wiring, or pieces of them that had wiggled 
loose, pieces that made these wandering souls more likely to follow you? Maybe it’s because 
you’re my brother, but I just didn’t see it. Maybe when you jacked off to them, or what was left 
of them, you imagined those hands weren’t yours. Or in some way it might have seemed 
beautiful to you. But maybe I’m not supposed to get it, because I am not the type who will ever 
know the rush of a brick connecting to a skull. 
There are flashes of you that follow me these days. Remember when you tumbled off 
your bike and your knee rubbed bare? You pinched the skin between your fingers and sucked the 
blood clean from the wound. I can still see you hunched over this fold of raw skin. When I 
recoiled you said, “What? It’s just blood?” But for me “blood” was never “just.”  
Another time I came home early and saw you licking the vertebrae of a girlfriend’s spine 
like they were rosary beads. She lay flopped like a fish over your bed. I closed the door and 
knew that was an intimacy I couldn’t understand yet.  I remember watching these early 
girlfriends feed off you. The only other time I had seen you like this, trembling in quiet 
concentration was when you came to the front porch with that crumpled sparrow. The broken 
wing and the bird’s splayed feathers were assumed to be the work of a tomcat, but you caged it 
with your dirty fingers. You were breathless, and what I took for alarm I know now was really 
arousal. But how could we, any of us, have known the frenetic sensation that charged through 
you? 
I sometimes wonder how we could be born from the same body. How we could have 
occupied the same cavity, wicking away nutrients from our mother. I knew we were not cast of 
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the same mold, but surely a person like you needs some marker, something written on the body 
to warn the rest of us. 
When you went off the grid we missed you more than you could have known. Mom still 
put your gifts under the tree each year and left your chair vacant for dinners. The first time I 
brought a boy home from college she made her famous lemon bars. Now I know that while we 
were sipping decaf to wash down the sugar of that Christmas, you were with the red head from 
La Jolla. You were disassembling her: scooping out her kneecaps, splitting her tongue, tossing 
her ears into a box where they shriveled like sliced fruit. She was your fourth kill.  
We figured you’d return someday, but you’d always been a “bit of a loner” as Mom put 
it, you’d turn up eventually. And by then you’d only been gone a few years. Dad had softened, 
and we assumed you could too. The fight was more a point of shame for him. So we waited it 
out. I got the occasional collect call, but your words were manic then, and eight months could 
pass between calls. Those breathy exchanges were the kind that kept me in at night. For those 
first few years, almost no calls went unanswered. And even all these years later, the ring of the 
phone snags my breath. 
As they collected the pieces of all those women I was sick. Stomach acid singed my 
throat. For weeks I couldn’t get clean, I scoured my body raw in the shower and scraped my 
fingers with the firm bristle of a toothbrush. It was as if I had done it myself. As if my own hands 
were responsible for severing those girls, peeling them back until they were just an assemblage 
of their parts. Do you remember their names? They ricochet inside my skull: Regina, Clare, 
Imogene, Mary, Jenny, Susan, Erin, Kimberley and Rosalind. I hear the rhythm of them in my 
breath, women whom I will never know, but carry with me as if they are mine. 
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I’m married now. To be honest, I was desperate to be rid of the name we shared. Mom’s 
gone. Dad retired to North Dakota where he’s waiting to die. And you are gone now too, washed 
clean from the earth.  
How are we to resolve the Dahmers, the Bundys, the Raders? Needles and nooses and 
death row, these are our methods for healing wounds, and yet they are only comprised of salt. 
And the thing is brother—I miss you still. 
I bullshit myself that I could have pulled you through the bowels of it, might have 
cleaved it from you like an organ, or used a brillo pad to wash the taste of blood from your 
tongue. Sometimes I dream that my brother is the boy I left to disassemble used electronics. If 
we were the lucky sort, maybe that boy would have been hit by a car and never would have made 
it to adolescence. Maybe he might never have come to know you. While that curious boy who 
loved taking things apart would have been missed, his death might have been a miracle in its 
own right.  
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The Black Volga 
This year our mothers grow weary just after the first frost, when the children of Bolgar 
start to die. Most nights we play kickball as the light drains from the sky, until our mamas come 
looking for us, until hunger gnaws at our bellies. Our group is rarely more than thirteen children, 
unless it’s spring when all the children of Bolgar flood the yard. It has always been this way. No 
matter how many grow up or move on, children swarm the yard after the school’s final bell.  
The yard isn’t much to look at really. It’s flat, and mostly a grey brown. Patches of 
concrete mingle with clumps of weeds that have pushed through its fissures.  The only color is in 
the graffiti, though there are two weeks each summer when the yard is consumed by dandelions. 
For those two weeks it’s a yellow that hurts the eyes, but it will singe and burn beneath the sun 
soon enough.  
Tonight when it’s Pavel’s turn, I help him. 
“Pitch it more slowly for my little brother this time,” I yell to Yanik, who nods.  
“I’m not little!” Pavel huffs.  
“Yes, you’re not really little.” 
“I’m big Ilya.” 
“If you’re smaller than me they call it a ‘little brother.’” 
“But I’m not—” 
“Okay Pavel, just kick the ball.” I move to the back of the kicking line. Pavel kicks and a 
sharp thwack reverberates as the ball bends toward the trees.  He runs as fast as his legs will 
carry him, and when he makes it to the base he is breathless and grinning. My baby brother was 
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born before he’d fully grown in my mother’s belly. He’s always been a bit small, so I try to keep 
the big kids from picking on him too much.  
Anton is next. He wears his hat backwards, and we wait for the pitch. He gives a soft kick 
that sails high over Yanik and when he runs, his legs scissor through clouds of dust. 
“Go Anton, go!” 
“Don’t stop! Gogogogogo!” 
Just beyond the chain link fence there is a long black car idling. A man wearing all black 
gets out of the car, and walks past the yard. For the most part he is ignored, until Anton’s kick 
sends the ball bouncing toward him. He stops, and catches the ball on its third bounce. He walks 
toward us.  
Anton runs to first, and then second, then he pauses to see the approaching man. We see 
he is not just wearing all black, but that he is a priest. He is a priest like Father David, but he 
doesn’t look like him. His shirt is high at the neck, and a gold cross rests at the slump of his 
belly.  
But as he grows nearer, we wince when we see his skin. It’s red and shiny, flushed as if 
scalded, or burned until the blood has bubbled and foamed at the surface. He smiles, and the skin 
pulls taut like the whole of his face is a tight blister threatening eruption. 
“Excellent kick son,” he says, rolling the ball to Anton. When I see his hands I notice 
they’re covered in warts, or maybe boils? They’re patches of cells growing out, too ugly to be 
tucked into flesh. On his shoulders there are flakes of skin from his scalp. In spite of his ugliness 
he smiles wide, until I can see all of his teeth. 
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Anja sneezes hard. The man reaches into the breast of his jacket and pulls out a 
handkerchief. He hands it to Anja. She hesitates and eyes the boils and the white hairs sprouting 
from his knuckles, but he smiles and she accepts.  
“I’m Father Serge,” he says. “And who are you?” 
“Anja,” she says, dabbing her nose.  
“A pleasure Miss Anja. Do you know the time?” he asks. Anton pulls a heavy pocket 
watch from his trousers. 
“It’s almost six,” he says. 
“We’d better go,” I say. The game starts to disband and we scatter to the edge of the yard. 
“Me too,” Anja says, handing back the handkerchief to Father Serge.  
“Please keep it Anja, I have a drawer filled at home.”  
Anja blushes and mumbles a ‘thank-you’ before stuffing it in her pocket.  
On the next day we assemble at the yard and argue over a tag.  
“He tagged her out!” I say.  
“I didn’t feel it,” Anja insists.  
“I saw!”  
“It doesn’t matter, it’s 7-3,” Yanik says.  
“No it’s 6-4,” Anton says.  
Anton, is a boy whose skin shines white, though he is not. And at 5:52 he falls face first 
onto the court, after arguing over a score. We flock to his crumpled figure. When we see blood, 
his nose crunched by cement, seeping snot and crimson, we erupt from the yard. Anja stays with 
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Anton. As we sprint our voices turn hoarse, our gums, tongue and lips turn to paper. We peal 
toward the street and shriek en masse, a cacophony of panic.  
Our throats are where the words go to die. Syllables collapse in upon themselves before 
folding and retreating down the corridors of our throats. This fear smells of halitosis and bile. It 
turns our cheeks limp, and stifles the few syllables that do reach our papery tongues.  
When we attempt to speak, we sense the intervals between the push of blood inside our 
veins. But it’s no matter how fast we have run, because we will be told by our parents, and by 
Father David that Anton was “too good for this world.” We learn that “Nothing could be done,” 
and that he never belonged from the start. This is a secret we were never privy to, now told to us 
as if we might find comfort in his marked goodness. We will lie in bed at night and worry about 
our own goodness, and if we might be too good for the spaces we occupy.  
At home I sit with Mama in the kitchen. I don’t complain when she asks me to set the 
table, and I let her kiss my forehead and cheeks without scrunching up my face. I don’t want to 
be too good, too good like Anton. I want to be just good enough, because I’m not ready to die.  
Anja is the second child to pass. She has no siblings and lives West of Ulitsa Lenina. At 
dinnertime we filter at the yard’s gate. She goes left; my brother Pavel and I go right, as we have 
always done. She hooks the kickball under her arm. The last view we see is of her scarf waving 
from her shoulder. She grasps the flapping fabric, and wraps it around her neck as she walks 
through a faint cloud of exhaust. I hear the slam of a car door, but ignore it because Mama 
threatened grounding us if we’re late again. 
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When Anja doesn’t come home, the Bolgar Mamas bury our faces in their breasts, and 
make us swear to never walk alone. In a week Anja’s scarf will be found, crusted black with 
blood and dirt. And in another week her body will be discovered in the ravine. 
Anja’s Mama wails at the service; her gutteral sobs hush us all. The people of Bolgar 
kneel in the pews and go quiet. Our bones cease their popping and we stop fidgeting when her 
howls fill us, ricocheting off the walls of our insides.  
In December the snow sticks and turns the whole of the world still. Sound is snuffed out, 
and Bolgar goes mute. It’s too slippery for kickball now, so we retreat indoors. On Thursday 
nights Pavel and I stay with Babushka while Mama works the late shift.  At bedtime Babushka 
bundles us for the walk home. I can barely open my jaw because she has double knotted a scarf 
under my chin, and all that can be seen of Pavel is a rectangle of pale skin between his eyes. 
Babushka attempts to walk us at first, but her cough is so ragged she bends at the waist as if to 
expel organs from her throat. A speck of blood shoots from her mouth and lands in the snow.  
We insist we can walk alone just this once. We assure her we can make the journey 
alone, we’ve done it a thousand times.  
“A thousand million times Babushka,” Pavel adds. 
And so she wrenches our layers tighter and turns back. I take Pavel’s hand in my own, 
and it’s much smaller than mine. I feel the bones within the mitten, and hold him tight enough to 
roll his knuckles.  
We walk for two blocks, but have to stop twice to tie Pavel’s boots—first the right, then 
the left. While I tie the right Pavel removes his mitten and streaks his finger along the dried mud 
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of the butcher’s window. He drops his mitten in the snow. I retrieve it and wedge my brother’s 
hand back inside.  
“Ow, Ilya you’re hurting me!” 
“Don’t be a crybaby.” 
Pavel jerks his hand from me. He sulks and squirms out of reach.  
There is a crunch of snow at our backside. A car creeps toward us, a car as dark as the 
winter night. If it weren’t for the chrome outlining its curves we might miss it entirely. It’s long, 
almost as long as two cars, but probably it’s only a car and a half. Its wheels are white, two 
revolving parallel moons. The passenger side window lowers and a man’s voice slinks out.  
“Good evening my boys,” Father Serge says. We are silent. The sheen of Father Serge’s 
skin glows under the streetlight. When he smiles, tight creases fold and stretch and make my 
eyes water when I imagine burnt skin. 
“I’m not late am I?” he asks. Father Serge steps from the car and to us he is towering, 
taller even than our uncles. We step back. 
“Late for what?” Pavel says. I connect my elbow with Pavel’s shoulder. 
“Shut up!” I growl at my brother. Pavel rubs the knob of his shoulder, but is quiet.  
“Sir, we are not allowed to talk to strangers,” I say.  
“But I am hardly a stranger Ilya and Pavel. I am Father Serge, and your Mama has sent 
me to bring you boys home safely.” 
“How do you know our names?” I ask. 
“Oh I know lots of things.” Father Serge opens the door and stands alongside the car. He 
leans into the car so it supports his weight. “I know your names, I know your Mama. What a 
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sweetheart she is, a real generous woman. And I know Babushka is sick, and that Ilya, you’re 
going to be a shepherd in the nativity this year.” 
“Do you know Father David?” Pavel asks. 
“Sure.” Father Serge smiles wide, the skin pulls and he reveals a smile of more gums than 
teeth. His teeth are squat nubs and his gums glisten. He walks to the other side of the car, so that 
he’s closer to us.  
“But we don’t know you,” I say. 
“Of course you do, but we’d better get going so your Mama doesn’t get so worried.” 
Father Serge opens the car door, and reveals its insides. It’s so clean, and it gleams like the 
hollow of a clamshell. We lower our heads for a better look at the glossy leather of the backseat. 
Pavel steps toward the car. He places his hands on the frame and leans toward the light 
inside. 
“Pavel stop!” I say, but he’s already placed his knee on the seat for a better angle.  
“Is this car brand new? It’s so clean,” he says.  
“No, it’s not new,” Father Serge laughs.  
I step forward and pinch my brother’s elbow.  
“We must get going,” I say. But from inside the car there is a small cry. Pavel shakes off 
my grasp and leans further into the car. 
“Look Ilya, a kitten!” Pavel says. He reaches into a carboard box on the seat, and 
retrieves a small grey kitten that is mostly skin and fur. He pulls it into his chest and looks to me 
with bright eyes.  
“Do you like kittens, Ilya?” Father Serge asks. I reach to the cat and scratch between its 
ears. It lifts its face toward my knuckle and meows.  
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“What’s its name?” Pavel asks. 
“Well, I don’t know,” Father Serge says. “I’ve only just found her, maybe you boys can 
help me find her a home.” 
I scratch behind her ear and she tilts her head and begins to purr.  
“Such a sweet cat needs a good home, perhaps your mother will let you keep her?” Father 
Serge says. 
“Do you think she might, Ilya?” Pavel asks. I grab the kitten from his hands and place her 
on the backseat of the car. I tug at the sleeve of Pavel’s coat. 
“Our mother’s allergic,” I lie. I pull Pavel toward the curb, but Father Serge reaches for 
him and attempts to guide him into the car.  
“Won’t you take care of this kitten for me Pavel? Maybe you might warm her in your 
coat and take her home to meet your Mama,” he says. The color drains from Pavel’s face when 
Father Serge grabs his arm.  
“No, I—I can’t.” Pavel goes limp, leaning toward the sidewalk, dropping his weight into 
his hips. Father Serge holds Pavel’s wrist and places his other hand on his waist. I begin to kick 
Father Serge’s legs. I scream, but Father’s voice is gentle, certain.  
“Stop! We don’t know you!” I kick at the back of Father’s knees, but his legs are locked 
and immune to my boots.  
Father Serge ignores my screeching and continues to move my brother toward the car. He 
grabs for his belt loops, but misses. I hang on Father Serge’s arm and attempt to peel back his 
hold, but nothing works. I hollow out a space in my throat for his name, and no matter how loud 
I scream, Father Serge ignores the clamor of my pleas.  
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As Pavel is dragged closer to the car, I pause my screaming. I yank at the black sleeve of 
Father Serge’s jacket and sink my teeth into his forearm. The tissues give way, and the pointed 
bits of my bones sink until they reach a current. Father releases Pavel, and I can taste a dirty pool 
of blood at the base of my tongue.  
“Run Pavel, run home!” I yell. 
Pavel looks terrified as I wipe a string of saliva drawn between my lip and chin, but he 
runs. It’s not long before we cannot see him anymore. I start to follow, but slip. Father Serge 
grabs me as I crawl in the direction of my brother. 
“Boys don’t bite, only babies bite,” he says. Father Serge is not the least bit angry. He is 
calm though two ropes of blood wrap toward his fingertips. He grabs me from behind, hooking at 
my elbows. He pulls me toward the car.  
I kick, and howl until all sound has blasted out of me. Father Serge hoists my weight and 
tries to stuff me into the backseat, but my boots connect with the frame of the black Volga. I lock 
my knees and push back. I push his chest so hard I startle Father Serge, who tips over. When his 
backside thuds in a snow bank I hear his bones pop and creak.  
I am stacked atop Father Serge and scramble to disentangle myself. He is stunned, but 
reaches for my boot. As I stand, he fastens his hand around my ankle. I fall again and scrape my 
jaw on the sidewalk. I bite my tongue and my blood mingles with Father’s. My eyes fill with 
tears and I kick my foot to loosen the grip. Father Serge locks his second hand around my boot, 
but I am ready and stomp down. I mash fingers under the tread of my boot, and when his grip 
loosens I strike with all my might. Father Serge’s hands release and I claw at the sky until I’m 
righted and running. 
“Ilya please. You’ll only make it worse,” Father Serge yells. 
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I try to follow the path we were to take home, but can’t see any footprints in the snow. As 
I run I hear a hollow roaring in my ears, a sound like wailing. It drones louder until it’s deafening 
and I feel like I can’t breathe. I run until I am home, until the blood has dried on my mouth, and 
the pain in my chin has quieted. 
Scaling the front steps I tear through the house, desperate to find Pavel, but my brother 
isn’t home. I run outside and leave the front door open. I circle entire city blocks, though my feet 
are dead and numb. I can see they are clomping through snow, but can no longer feel them. They 
could easily be dead, or be feet belonging to someone else, some other boy. I am dizzy from 
running, but keep pace and circle again and again.  
I keep moving until the darkness devours me, and the snow falls so fast that I can only 
see so far as the next few steps. The streets become unfamiliar, and I lose my direction. I slip in 
the snow several times, but keep running until I collapse. I bury my face in a snow bank. I want 
to cry, but the tears won’t come.  
When I sit up and attempt to get my bearings I see the black Volga. The car is at the curb, 
puffing clouds of exhaust. Father Serge nods from the drivers seat, calm as ever. In the passenger 
seat sits Anja, whose face is distorted by the cloudy grime of the window.  
At the car’s bumper are Anton and Pavel. They are playing jacks on the trunk.  
“Cut the cabbage,” Anton says. 
“You always cut the cabbage, do sweep the kitchen,” Pavel insists.  
“Okay, but you need to pay attention this time.” 
Anton tosses the Jack and Pavel’s eyes follow the sweeps of his hands until he sees me. 
“Hello Ilya,” Pavel says. “Are you ready to go now?”   
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A Passenger 
Alice was impregnated as planned on Valentine's Day behind the dumpsters at Birdie's 
Crab Shack.  On a short stack of pallets draped with a picnic blanket, she and Hal set out with the 
intent of creating a baby during her fifteen-minute break. It was the only window they had for the 
next four days because of their work schedules, and after a year of trying Alice was determined. 
Their pace was hurried while a co-worker, Brandy, guarded the back door from any wayward 
voyeurs. Under the glow of a full moon and in the salty sea air Hal labored over Alice. The sour 
wafting of tartar sauce was overwhelming. Alice suspected her pores would forever excrete the 
tangy odor, but this interlude was pleasant all the same. Despite the strictly business nature of 
this engagement, Hal was gentle, still tuned to her pleasure. She was certain it had worked this 
time. Something about that full moon outlining feathery tufts of hair in Hal's silhouette, or the 
way her senses exploded when they finished, she knew she was creating a life.  
It would be three tests and nearly three months before the delayed implantation would 
take and a splatter of urine would confirm her status as "with child," but she knew it had worked 
as the rhythmic creak of wood pallets halted its echo. Hal collapsed in exhaustion, his task 
complete. He stayed inside her a moment, exhaling into the tangle of hair at her neck. Closing 
her eyelids she imagined the quest for fertilization in a fleet of twitchy swimmers plodding 
upstream inside her. Alice was elated; she pinched her eyes shut and imagined how their lives 
would finally change. 
The embryo floated aimlessly, ricocheting in her womb like a sluggish pinball. After 
eleven weeks, it would finally implant when Alice took the first of many evening baths. She 
filled the salmon-pink tub so hot the water steamed the porthole window before she had 
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discarded her uniform. Descending into the heat, her skin pricked with a scorching pain. She 
exhaled, determined not to stir, as even the slightest flinch might produce the lap of a scalding 
wave. Alice might have spent her whole night in the bathtub had Hal not knocked periodically to 
holler the usual "still alive in there?" or "give us a mercy flush Alice!" before his chuckle faded 
down the hallway. Perspiration dotted her temples, and within her womb that microscopic 
embryo determined her fit for birthing. It burrowed deep in the uterine lining as if hibernating for 
a momentous winter.  
Dissolving into the water she drifted to a familiar but constructed memory of Granny 
Pearl, her father’s mother. Having never met the woman, she fashioned a vision of her from a 
pool of black and white photographs, fragments of stories and the insistence they shared the 
same nose. As a child, her cousin Milton informed her that Granny Pearl didn’t die, but that she 
was in fact a mermaid. At six years old—and possessing excellent deductive skills—Alice called 
him a “liar.” With her arms crossing her chest, she threatened to reveal to Aunt Sara, his mother, 
how Milton had really burned off his eyebrow last month. In spite of her threats, he insisted 
Granny Pearl was a “real live mermaid.” Not only was she the fastest swimmer in four counties, 
but on the day of Grandpa Eddie’s funeral she removed her clothes, and went stark naked into 
the sea never to be seen again. 
Alice sprinted to the house. Inside, upon asking the grown-ups for the truth, their chatter 
halted. Conversations suspended and dialog dangling mid-sentence, their eyes darted round robin 
in an exchange of knowing glances. No one ever spoke the words to confirm it, but Alice heard 
the whispers from the natives over the years. She knew Granny Pearl was something of a legend 
in this little coastal town of Buckley. Alice engineered a memory of her own. She fashioned a 
muddled image of Granny Pearl discarding her black dress and blazer into the sand before 
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squeezing her shoulder blades together, and walking decisively into the sea. As water lapped at 
her feet, her flesh was transformed into luminous scales. The sea green armor began at her ankle 
then crept along the line of her shin, rounded the meat of her knee and crawled onward before it 
stalled at the hip. For a moment, she seemed to glitter from the glint of sunlight bouncing off the 
water’s surface. She appeared ethereal to the crowd gathered at the lip of the ocean. Without so 
much as a glance back, she plunged into the deep, and with a kick of her tail never resurfaced. 
No body was ever found, and there were a great many who claimed to have witnessed the 
transformation, though their accounts always varied.  
Though Alice returned to this fashioned memory often there are parts of her that worried 
about a Granny Pearl baby. She worried because mutations skipped generations, because a 
distant cousin had been born with webbed feet, another was tiled with scales—some kind of skin 
disorder. Alice wanted to have a baby with Hal more than anything. She’d always suspected 
herself to be a natural mother, but she worried about something tucked away in her genes. When 
Hal met her at the pallets both times she felt like she’d asked too much, like her want to love a 
child was drowning him out. But she couldn’t bring herself to stop trying.  
Alice’s boss Birdie had known Pearl. They had been friends for a time, but after Pearl 
had taken to the sea Birdie had claimed she’d always known something was “wrong with that 
gal.” Still, Alice had Birdie to thank for her job. And Birdie often invited Alice and Hal to dinner 
at her house where she would prepare cabbage rolls, lasagna and spicy pots of chili.  
Birdie was the owner of the crab shack. Her post was at Table Thirteen, positioned so that 
she might monitor the activity of the diner. She donned the title of "Manager" technically, but 
was more of the stationary type. She fussed with her word search magazine, pacing herself from 
cover to cover. The only time she ventured from the booth was to check on her son Thomas, the 
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dishwasher, or for a pilgrimage to the bathroom aptly marked "Lasses." She ambled with a cane; 
navigating the linoleum she was careful not to apply pressure to a diabetic ulcer on her heel. 
Birdie had never shied away from sharing her wound with others. The wound engulfed her heel, 
infiltrated the bone and was spreading to the arch of her foot when the doctor recommended 
amputation. With the help of Google, she researched maggot therapy and discovered a specialist 
in Eugene. She scheduled twenty-three visits, and on a day she was feeling particularly feisty, 
she tugged at her sock and revealed the bandages enveloping her right foot. With caution she 
discarded layers to expose the gauze where maggots stirred below gnawing at her flesh. 
Wiggling long-grains of rice, they feasted on gangrenous tissue while happily excreting healing 
juices. That was the day Alice first experienced morning sickness. She returned to the scene of 
the crime to empty her stomach behind the dumpster, clutching the frame of a pallet for balance. 
Birdie was delighted with the pregnancy. She provided her opinion on cloth diapers, co-
sleeping and was insistent breastfeeding was a necessity for the first three years of life. Brandy 
always shushed her tales of colic and insomnia. Brandy, a waitress like Alice, had a soft spot for 
her coworker. While Birdie fancied herself a mother figure, Brandy decisively chose her role as 
elder sister when customers were too rowdy or Birdie too nagging. It was a peculiar position to 
assume since most often she spent her break in the "Lasses" room scribbling messages on stall 
doors. Alice considered her best work to be in response to a drunken red-head scrawling, "Don’t 
hate me because I’m beautiful, hate me because I fucked your Dad" to which Brandy responded, 
“Go home Mom, you’re drunk!” It had never failed to elicit a chuckle from Alice when she 
washed her hands. Birdie would occasionally take a Brillo pad to the pea-colored stalls. 
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In a moment of glorious irony Birdie wrote in red sharpie block letters, "DONT WRITE 
ON WALL!" This naturally prompted a follow up of "For a good time call Birdie" followed by 
the number to the crab shack. Brandy insisted she hadn’t written it, but Alice had her suspicions. 
The first customer to notice her pregnancy was Patrick, one of the regulars. Patrick sat at 
Table Eight with Vern, Jack and Clyde—that is when Clyde was well enough to come to 
breakfast. Alice referred to them as 'the old man brigade.’ They chatted over plates of corned 
beef hash and ham omelettes every morning. It was an unspoken rule that Table Eight belonged 
to them. Occasionally, they got rambunctious when discussing the upcoming elections and Alice 
would have to ask them to quiet down. Or there was that time last Fall when Birdie vacationed at 
SeaWorld, and they held scooter races in the parking lot. Two wheels hovered over the asphalt 
for every hairpin turn as they made figure eights around the lot. Hunched forward in their seats, 
they careened past the front window to received hoots and cheers from the booths inside. If Alice 
ever called in sick or swapped shifts, they would bellyache for days at her audacity to leave them 
in another server's care.  
Amid obvious whispers Patrick announced to the table that he thought she was "in that 
way," while his rigid arm smacked the colostomy bag at his side. He often did this to rid himself 
of the audible gas that interrupted him. Shifting the bag he decided to inquire while the table fell 
silent. 
"'Scuse me sweetheart," he said reaching upward for Alice as if his hands might tangibly 
grasp her attention. "Are you and Hal expectin'?" Alice flushed, entirely surprised by his 
observation, using her free hand she placed a flat palm to her stomach. It made no sense, as she 
wasn't showing in the slightest bit yet, no swelling, nor any trips to the restroom to reveal a new 
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fondness for purging. With her jaw open, she spun on her heel, careful not to spill the pot of 
decaf.  
"How'd you know?! I’m only in my first trimester," she gasped. Patrick slapped his hands 
together smiling victoriously before he leaned toward Jack announcing, "Guess breakfast is on 
you this morning Jack!"  Jack gave a good-natured thump to the Formica tabletop, which cued a 
chorus of “Congratulations!” as the table erupted with blessings. Grinning at his own discovery 
Patrick said,  "Oh honey, I can always tell! It's not the belly to look at, you can tell a woman's 
pregnant by her backside, that's always yer first sign."  
Alice craned her neck toward her backside. 
“Though it looks like ya might be carrying twins, or maybe a giant squid if yer showin’ 
already,” he said.  
That night, Alice examined her flushed pink backside in the mirror after her nightly bath. 
She detected a slight difference? Her skin felt thick and rubbery, like that of a seal. Though, she 
wasn't entirely convinced of the transformation, as her bottom to thigh transition had always 
revealed a speckling of dimples and tiny puckers that made her turn away, never warranting 
proper investigation.  
The following day, Birdie’s was slow, as an ominous storm front skimmed the horizon. 
Brandy vacuumed under the tables, while Birdie worked through a thick volume of word 
searches. The fry cook, Martin, took his usual perch at the counter barstool where he consumed 
Stephen King novels and prattled on about autopsy shows he had watched on HBO the night 
before, until Brandy inevitably told him to “shut it.” This topic lasted for only five minutes 
before they set about discussing the new baby and wondered aloud what he or she might be like.  
“Maybe the baby will be… ya know, like Pearl?” Birdie surmised to no one in particular. 
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“Oh Jesus Birdie!” Brandy exclaimed, straightening up from her crouched position where 
she gathered crinkled napkins and French fries from a family of departed tourists. 
“Well, I’m just saying—” 
“She’s not having a mermaid baby! Your knees may be real good at predicting the rain, 
but your psychic prophecies are limited to weather,” Brandy said. 
“You never know, maybe it skips a generation or two?” Birdie said and gave Alice a 
wink. Alice flashed a nervous smile, but averted her eyes to feign preoccupation with a flock of 
salt-and-pepper shakers. 
“I still say she just killed herself,” Martin interjected, turning a page in his latest 
paperback. “No offense Alice.” 
“None taken, I’ve never met her,” Alice said. 
“Well, you weren’t there now were ya?” Birdie said to Martin. “You don’t know what we 
saw, but I’ll tell you one thing, whatever she was—she wasn’t human.” Alice returned to filling 
salt-and-pepper shakers and with an audible crack of a book’s spine, the conversation was 
dropped. Still, Alice, like Birdie had wondered the very same thing for weeks.  
It wasn’t until her second trimester that Alice felt she was really pregnant. With only 
nausea and a pee-stained pregnancy test as proof, she hadn't felt pregnant until her stomach 
distended beyond her waistband. Every morning before the sun rose she laid awake with Hal 
breathing rhythmically at her side. She admired his ability to sleep. It was almost childlike the 
way he could disappear entirely from consciousness. She hoped the baby would have Hal’s eyes 
and his deep sleeping abilities. She imagined miniature versions of Hal’s long toes or his square 
shoulders on the small wonder growing inside her. Though after a few days of watching his 
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unshakeable sleep, she grew annoyed. Flopping back the sheets to find her most forgiving 
swimsuit, she ventured to the community pool. The pool opened at 5:00AM, so at 5:30AM she 
could be found plodding along tile to the third lane. She expected the water to chill her in those 
early morning hours, but as she dropped her towel and approached the edge to dip her naked toe 
in, she was surprised by the pool's warmth. She slid into the water, submerging herself entirely. 
Like a frog, she kicked her legs in unison and propelled herself deeper. Her whole body felt alert 
as if only now had she woken, and perhaps her five-minute drive over and the clumsy shimmy 
into her swimsuit was merely sleepwalking. Every nerve buzzed with energy, jolted her awake 
with its electric hum. She twisted in tight circles before emerging at the surface. Her buoyancy 
eased the muscles in her back; she gulped a breath of air before surging below. After an hour of 
this she was reluctant to leave the water, but bobbed along to the ladder and prepared for her 
shift at Birdie’s.  
She returned to the pool the next morning, and continued for the remainder of the week, 
and the next and so on, before she began to near her third-trimester. She never missed a day with 
the exception of the weekends when the Synchronized Seniors classes dominated the morning 
schedule. In high school, Alice had been a swimmer; her specialty had been the breaststroke. She 
had enjoyed laps, but there was something different about these morning trips to the pool now. 
Alice found herself energized, teeming with adrenaline at the end of her hour. She never felt 
weak or tired. Her speed was unmatched as she shot to the bottom of the pool. Dispatching 
clusters of bubbles from her nose she was able to sit wide-eyed on the bottom, observing the 
other lanes. Though usually her only companions were Scott the Buckley High All-State 
contender and Bert, a retiree who took a great deal of pride in his fitness at sixty-three.  She felt 
such calm in the pool and would often imagine herself as a seal darting after prey. With arms 
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tight to her sides, she pretended to be a sleek, silver creature of the deep and her hour would pass 
in minutes. 
She discovered she could hold her breath for a long while. Nearing the close of her hour, 
she ventured to the bottom to sit lotus style and watch Bert lap. Industrial light sloshed on the 
surface as he practiced his backstroke. Alice found the bottom of the pool peaceful and so she sat 
watching him as he swam. Tucking his legs his body curled to launch off the side. His toes 
splayed like starfish as he shot out to resume his stroke. He maintained a leisurely rhythm before 
again he shoved his body from the opposite wall. He resumed a lackadaisical pace until he soon 
reached the wall near Alice. In an abrupt maneuver he broke his rhythm, rolling onto his stomach 
he peered through his goggles and spotted Alice. Alice thought, she probably looked rather small 
to him.  
It was then she realized she must have been down there for several laps. She felt no pain 
in her chest, no pressure building, and no clawing urgency for air. Embarrassed, she pushed off 
from the bottom of the pool, and emerged a few feet from Bert. He removed his goggles. 
"Quite a set of lungs you've got there Alice," he said. She smiled, gave a polite nod and 
mumbled 'thanks' in his direction before she swam toward the ladder.  
A week later Hal and Alice drove out to see the Buckley doctor, Dr. Leland Norris, who 
also moonlighted as the town’s mechanic. At the auto shop he could change a car’s oil before 
jogging upstairs to his medical practice. His wife Vikki filled the role of beloved assistant—part-
nurse, part-receptionist, part-mechanical apprentice. She even managed the occasional use of the 
tow truck, and fielded calls regarding both carburetors and fungal rashes.  
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Vikki accompanied the couple into the room and Hal offered his hand to Alice as she 
climbed onto the exam table. Vikki gave Alice a sterile cup for a urine sample. Nudging her 
glasses to the bridge of her nose, she took Alice’s blood pressure and pulse—“one-eighteen over 
eighty,” she announced. She inquired about baby names and asked Hal how his parents were. Hal 
was nervous. He grasped Alice’s hand within his own and ignored the gurgling of his belly. 
Vikki hugged a clipboard to her chest and said, “The doctor will be with you shortly.”  
When Doctor Norris entered, his hands were greasy black from a Subaru beneath the 
exam room. He had stripped from his mechanic’s jumper and was again in his oxford and khakis. 
His baritone voice congratulated the young couple while he scrubbed his hands with vigorous 
precision. When Hal thanked Dr. Norris he said, “Please Hal, it’s Leland. Hell, I delivered you 
myself some twenty years ago, and you calling me Dr. Norris makes me feel too damn old.” Hal 
nodded, “Yessir,” and produced his easy smile, blushing along the line of his jaw.  
“So I hear you’ve been swimming Alice?” Leland said. Nervous, Alice lightly squeezed 
Hal’s hand. 
“Yeah…” she said. She went silent for fear Leland might hear the waver of her voice, her 
anxiety was solidifying in her gut. 
“Bert told me,” he said looking up to Alice while he scrubbed the last of the greasy black 
from his fingernails. He appeared as if he was seeing her for the first time. His eyes dissected 
her, she felt like a limp frog on a seventh grade biology table. He could have folded back curtains 
of skin to reveal her very depths, if he had held her gaze but a second longer. Nodding, he rattled 
off his arsenal of questions. Symptoms? Diet? Smoking? Weight Gain? Exercise? Prenatal 
Vitamins? Nausea? Alice was distracted by her answers. He ticked off boxes on his checklist, 
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and she had hardly prepared herself when he asked her to lie back and roll up her shirt for the 
ultrasound.  
Squirting a clear worm of jelly onto her stomach, he placed the paddle to her uterus. 
Bending her arm, she tucked her hand beneath her skull and examined the screen to her left. She 
strained her neck as if she might detect something first, before the others—some mishap, some 
bizarre appendage or abnormality, though she was unsure what it was she sought.  
Leland squinted his eyes at the weather map on the screen. His tongue lolled to the side, 
and he bit it in place as if to prevent its distraction. He focused and inhaled shallow breaths. Hal 
and Alice’s eyes darted between the screen and his face, incapable of reading either.  
“Hmmmpph,” he said to no one in particular. He moved to the lower side of her stomach 
and leaned closer to the screen.  
“Holy shit!” he said. 
“What, what is it?” Hal asked.  
After further investigation and a long pause Leland announced, “Alice, it appears as 
though you’re not carrying a human fetus, but instead this critter is a Phocidae…”  
“Phocidae…?” Alice asked. 
“Yes…uh, more commonly known as an earless seal,” he said, matter of fact. His words 
made flesh; it was as if the seal materialized only when said aloud. Hal’s mouth dropped open, 
his breathing turned rapid, but Alice could not look at him. Hal hung his head, unable to watch 
any longer, his face now obscured as Leland began mapping the creature on the screen, pointing 
out fore flippers and evaluating the size. He spoke as if he had almost expected this might 
happen. Hal and Alice dissolved into the background, mere spectators watching the scene from 
the shadow of a theater. 
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“How did this happen?” Leland started, unsure what kind of answer he wanted, “Was this 
child conceived in the sea?” 
“No,” Alice said, as she remembered the pallets.  
“Well, any change to your diet? Dear God, you’re not consuming seal are you?” he 
asked. 
“Of course not,” Hal retorted, “I can barely get her to eat shrimp, besides who eats seal?” 
“True, true. Well, I suppose these things happen…let’s not panic just yet, I’ll make some 
calls and see what we can do about this critter,” Leland said. He gave a firm handshake as the 
couple departed, though he could hardly contain his giddiness until they drove from the parking 
lot. “Vikki cancel my afternoon appointments,” he hollered from his office, unable to decide 
whom he should call first.  
On the drive home Alice and Hal were silent. Once home, Alice called Birdie to say she 
wouldn’t be making her evening shift, then proceeded to lock herself in the bathroom. She filled 
the tub; the squeal of the faucet obscured her crying. There was something about the sound of 
running water that prompted and intensified her tear production. She allowed her tears to flow, 
saturating her cheeks until the swollen flesh puffed up like pillows. She shed her clothes and 
climbed into the hollow of the tub, letting the tears plop on the water’s surface, her salty grief 
swirled with the tap water. Leaning forward she reached to adjust the faucet when she felt a kick, 
a whoosh fluttered inside her belly. This was the first time she had experienced the sensation and 
it startled her. Her sobs were stifled as her hand jabbed beneath the water in search of the stirring 
creature. Padding her fingers at ten o’clock, then eleven o’clock she held her breath in 
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anticipation. A minute passed before it came again, like popcorn popping, she sensed the 
swimmer swooping left, then right, the stroke of a flipper tickling her insides. 
Alice neglected to go to work for the rest of the week. The furthest distance she ventured 
from her bed was to the bathtub. She spent entire days floating in the tub. She allowed the water 
to cool before injecting it with bursts of hot water, and once that grew tepid she repeated the 
process. Eventually the water heater was drained, but she waited, and again continued the 
alternating between chilled and warm. Her fingers pruned in deep white wrinkles, and Hal 
knocked with his ear pressed to the door when he returned home for his lunch break. In the 
evening she returned to her bed, and woke in the morning to carry out her routine. Hal had 
hushed phone calls, lowering his voice as Leland assured him that Alice could not in fact die 
from over-bathing. Brandy and Birdie called several times each day, but it was on Day Five 
Brandy materialized on the doorstep. Hal answered the doorbell, but Brandy breezed past him, 
and without breaking stride walked to the bathroom door. Knocking twice, she called for Alice.  
“Alice? It’s Brandy… I’m gonna go out on a limb and say your cooter’s clean by now so 
how ‘bout coming out?” she said. Alice smiled, her jaw half submerged in bathwater. Hands 
evenly placed on the edge she raised herself, and lukewarm water spilled from her lap to the tub. 
Once she had knotted the belt of her robe, Brandy was still spouting off, “…I swear, I’m gonna 
start a rumor you’ve got a dead body in there, or worse I’ll send Birdie over to give you a sponge 
bath and tell her to pay extra close attention to your crevices and wobbly bits…hey,” she said as 
the door cracked open. Brandy invited herself inside, but made no mention of the news from Hal 
or the buzz at the diner. She drained the tub, found fresh pajamas and blow dried Alice’s hair, 
taking care with each section. And as if nothing had happened, Alice was lifted from the fog.  
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Back at work, the whispers were in full swing. Alice’s old man brigade was eerily well-
mannered her first two days back. To them, while the incident was curious they were seemingly 
unsurprised by the revelation of Alice’s pregnancy. Nor were any of the other natives for that 
matter, and Birdie was of course quite smug at having prophesized a Pearl-like baby months ago. 
Vern asked Patrick to pass the salt, and Patrick for the first time in history did so without remark, 
no mention of Vern’s high blood pressure. The most obvious change at work was the influx of 
tourists, though they were not the typical garden variety, clad with fanny packs and flashing 
Nikon cameras. Instead, the medical community descended on Buckley in record numbers, and a 
swarm of reporters competed to investigate the miraculous conception.   
Martin avoided eye contact with Alice for a week; he seemed the most disturbed with her 
news and the flurry of specialists arriving in droves. When she placed her orders, he busied 
himself with toasting buns and smearing them with garlic mayonnaise. Eventually though, his 
discomfort abated and they resumed their rhythm on a day when a medical researcher sat at the 
counter sifting through a file of loose papers on seal gestation. In between tugging the tails from 
his shrimp linguine, he spoke into a tape recorder, “Subject female, age twenty six…” He, like 
the others had arrived to see this human seal, but was unaware the “subject” he sought was 
serving him his morning coffee. Wiping his hands on his apron, Martin whispered an offer to 
drive Alice to her next appointment.  
At the auto-shop-medical-office Alice and Hal made all their scheduled appointments 
where Leland determined how far along she was and Vikki printed off stacks of Phocidae 
information from the Internet on her LaserJet. She peppered the pages with neon stickers to flag 
important items of note, and Alice smiled, thanking Vikki even though she had come to dread 
these appointments. Once the news of her pregnancy had leaked, her appointments were 
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scheduled after midnight. For weeks, a flock of reporters and curious onlookers staked out the 
auto shop-office, but when they assaulted locals with questions the reply was always “No 
comment.”  Vern and Patrick instead took the opportunity to tell them about “Nam” and their 
grandchildren. Those who knew Alice kept her secret, and those who didn’t had no idea who the 
miracle mother was to begin with. Even Leland feigned ignorance, his usual comment was, “A 
seal pregnancy, that seems highly unlikely—don’t you folks have anything better to do?” After a 
week of battering questions and the chorus of questions, a rookie reporter from the National 
Enquirer broke the upstairs window of Leland’s practice just before sunrise, with the hope of 
finding a file revealing this mystery mother’s identity. Her attempts were futile, as Leland had 
taken every ultrasound and piece of paper home in a locked briefcase each night. He and Vikki 
had invited his colleague Dr. Pisarello from Eugene to stay with them. Taping the windows of 
his study with sheets of newspaper they set to work formulating a birth plan. It was decided that 
Alice would have a cesarean, but it would be early in the pregnancy, as Alice’s uterus could not 
carry a seal to full-term. No mother would survive birthing a twenty-pound infant, so instead 
they made arrangements with the neonatal intensive care unit to create a warm bath incubator for 
the underdeveloped seal.  
Alice struggled to rally enthusiasm, and couldn’t bear to watch the ultrasounds at those 
late night appointments. She was grateful to Hal, grateful for his forced enthusiasm, his ability to 
ask the right questions when she seized up on the exam table. Alice alternated between 
paralyzing anxiety and deep yawns during their late night sessions. She was beyond those initial 
pangs of panic. When she had first learned of the creature inside her she had filled with dread, 
but as time wore on she had grown resolved to her fate. She had never once considered abortion, 
that seemed a violation she was incapable of choosing. For a time she mourned the loss of a real 
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child, she continued to cry in the tub and wondered if she ever might have a human child of her 
own. She wondered if this seal might render her sterile, which was an answer Leland could not 
provide. She was beyond fearing for her life, that seemed to be Hal’s full-time job as he stopped 
letting her venture to the bathroom alone and pleaded she quit her job at Birdie’s.  
At work she resumed her tempo, but in Leland’s office, she was unable to deny the 
creature growing inside her. On Sundays after church, Patrick brought his whole family for the 
usual Birdie’s brunch routine. His grand daughter Hallie had a fondness for listening to Alice’s 
belly. Hallie ran when she spotted Alice. Her white patent leather mary-janes clacked along the 
linoleum, in spite of her mother’s insistence that she slow down. Her arms wrapped around 
Alice’s waist line and she was quick to declare, “Woah, bigger this week!”  
“Think so?” Alice mused, as she straightened Hallie’s headband, “cuz I’m starting to feel 
like there might be a whale in there!” Hallie giggled. This was one of the few moments Alice 
enjoyed her pregnancy. Her grief was suspended, and she let the worry dissipate.  
“Definitely bigger,” she said as if it had been decided. And with a sigh Alice said, “I 
think you’re right… definitely bigger.” Hallie pressed her ear to Alice’s belly button and 
listened. She swore she could hear a swimmer, but was quick to add that Alice sounded like the 
ocean, like her belly button was a souvenir conch shell.  
“Alice…are you scared?” Hallie whispered. Her face upturned for careful inspection. 
Alice felt a chicken bone had lodged in her throat. After weeks of hovering the medical 
researchers and reporters cried farce, and each and every one departed. With a slow trickle the 
seal news faded due to a lack of information, and those who remained were specialists invited by 
Leland.  At long last, after weeks of secrecy Alice could speak openly about her condition and 
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yet, the words were now gone. She had grown numb from anxiety and had simply resigned to her 
body’s betrayal and the loss of a child.  
“A little…” Alice confessed as Martin bellowed “Hotcakes” from the kitchen. The pair 
pulled apart at the noise. Hallie’s arms dropped to her sides, before she returned to her table with 
Grandpa Patrick, her church shoes clicking the whole way.  
At the beginning of her third trimester Alice was ravenous with cravings. There was a 
time in Alice’s first year of employment with Birdie, when her affection for seafood waned and 
she banned fish from her diet. She resolved to exclusively eat animals of the land roaming 
variety, but in the third trimester it was all she could do to keep herself from ordering the whole 
of Birdie’s menu. She usually spent the first part of her shift salivating over what she might order 
once on break. At the kitchen window she rattled off her customers’ orders to Martin.  
“Order up! I need two Shack Attack Platters, a Buffalo Shrimp PoBoy, a cup of clam 
chowder, two bowls lobster bisque, an Overboard Combo substitute slaw, and a side of 
hushpuppies,” she said. She often thought to herself she might order the same thing in two hours 
time, but with the next table she changed her hypothetical order yet again. 
Once on break, she wiggled into a booth and feasted on shallow bowls of mussels. 
Slurping the salty sea broth, she tugged the meaty tongues from their shells. She gorged, while 
the sauce from a grouper sandwich dripped to her elbow. At home she pickled herring, stuffed 
her freezer with thick slabs of salmon, rockfish and halibut. She discovered a new fondness for a 
squid jerky at the Asian market one town over, and because it disgusted Hal she jammed it 
behind sacks of flour.  Her hunger never ceased. Her body was perpetually tuned to the next 
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meal. There was a certain sense she was preparing for a fast, fueling her body with whatever she 
could consume so that she might eat all her lifetime’s nutrients in a two month span.  
White flecks of crabmeat floated in a ramekin of butter. Using her index finger she 
pinned them to the side and fished for the tiny splinters of meat. Wiping the butter from her chin, 
her thoughts drifted to her father. As a child her father had taught her how to gut fish. Once the 
gory task was completed, and their bloody innards wrapped in newspaper he laid four headless 
bodies on the countertop. Folding a lemon wedge in on itself the fish were spritzed with an acidic 
mist. As the citrus speckled the limp flesh, the opaque creatures sprang to life. They began to 
twitch in unison, their headless bodies jerked on the countertop, mere re-enactors playing out 
memories of their former lives.   
“Zombie fish!” Alice exclaimed, as dinner sprang to life right before her. The nerves of 
the fish replayed the motion so familiar for the whole of their lives it was unconscious. Even 
after death, plucked from the sea they swam in place. A small voltage pulsing through their 
bodies, though momentum slowed.  
Alice salivated at the thought. Horrified as a child by the sight before her, now she 
imagined the flick of a tail on her tongue, the flesh pulsing between her molars as a final protest 
before her teeth tore into the meaty tissue. She imagined the raw freshness of consuming a 
creature still cold from the sea. So it should be no surprise that when Alice attended her 
appointment later that afternoon she grew anxious waiting. And while Leland and Vikki rotated 
the tires of a Cadillac downstairs, Alice plucked a goldfish from the aquarium in the waiting 
room.  
She watched the puffy orange blobs wiggle ad nauseum. At first she tried to ignore them 
by turning in her chair. She opened a magazine aged six months. Beneath a cluster of coffee 
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rings it insisted “Stars: They’re Just Like Us!” Still, glazing over glossy ads she could not ignore 
the fish nudging at her peripheral.  She lifted her eyes to meet theirs. Three pairs of alert eyes 
stared back—forever frozen in a state of wide-eyed excitement. They swam in lazy circles, dumb 
as rocks, as they always had been. Before Alice realized what she is doing she had flipped the 
top of the tank up and plunged her hand into the cool water. They swam expectantly toward the 
rectangle of light, their mouths opened and closed, opened and closed to a steady pulse. With 
ease Alice cupped her hand around a pudgy fish known as “Marley,” and in one single swoop he 
was dangling above her mouth. Her neck tilted back. She released the convulsing creature, and 
without pause or chew he slipped down her throat.  
She gulped and Marley began his descent to her stomach, following the smooth pull of 
her esophagus. Smacking her lips, she noted the chemical taste of the fish. Her wet hand rested 
on the magazine in her lap, saturating the pages until they stuck together. Glancing down, Alice 
realized what she had done. While Marley wiggled the length of her torso his two companions 
bobbed at the top of the tank. Panic set in and Alice stood abruptly, as abruptly as one might 
while carrying two swimmers inside her. The magazine dropped to the floor. Because she was 
unable to bend to reach it, she grabbed her purse and scrambled to the door. In a short while, 
Vikki appeared and noticed the toppled magazine and the aquarium propped open, but by then 
Alice was gone. 
Alice crossed traffic with one arm arched beneath her stomach to support the weight and 
the other clutching her purse. She waddled through intersections and crossed four parking lots 
before reaching the water. She abandoned her car at Leland’s, and her panic pointed her toward 
the sea. It was December, ten-months after conception and Alice was blind with hormones and 
the overwhelming discomfort of a seven-month gestation. The wind was biting, whirling her hair 
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into tight knots as she plodded through compacted sand. The wind clawed tears from her eyes. 
They stretched in long tracks along her cheekbones, but she kept walking. In spite of the energy 
she exerted, her pace was slowed and labored; each step reverberated up to her hip.  
She was unsure how much time had passed when she went into labor. The first pang of a 
contraction halted her. Pressing her palm to the underside of her belly she yelped in pain. She 
whispered, “not yet, not yet,” as there were two more weeks before her scheduled cesarean in 
Eugene. She focused on her breath, and when the contraction came to pass she walked onward. It 
was only ten minutes before the next. Growing closer together, she was anchored with pain. She 
spotted jutting fjords of driftwood in the distance and angled her direction. After two more 
contractions, she leaned her back against a log. Her pain arrived in waves. She laid on her side 
with the tree trunk curling around her back. She tried to breathe, but grew annoyed as fine sand 
stuck to her cheeks, mapping the trajectory of her tears. She slipped in and out of consciousness 
for a time, but marked time by the withdrawing sun. She tilted her face upward, in open 
conversation with the sky. The vast expanse of grey made her feel small. Though her pain was 
all consuming, it was hers alone to bear. 
Three hours passed before anyone found her. Birdie closed the diner, herding customers 
through the doorframe.   
“Out, we’re closing,” she hollered while waving her cane at Jack and Patrick. A little 
before supper—after driving for what felt like days—Brandy veered toward the beach. She was 
the first to spot the lumpy silhouette of Alice collapsed near some driftwood. Brandy broke into a 
run, kicking arches of cold sand behind her. Birdie, hobbled at the rear, her cane speared the sand 
like the needle of a sewing machine. It wasn’t long before Hal followed their tracks to where 
Alice was beached. Next was Vikki with her travel cooler of ice chips flopping at her side, then 
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Leland. Hal rushed to Alice, he pecked her forehead with his lips and took her hand. Brandy bit 
bobby pins between her teeth before pinning damp locks of hair to Alice’s scalp. Alice’s howls 
of pain magnified as they descended upon her.  
It was not long before the fiery yolk melted into the horizon and it was time for Alice to 
push. Her body was tuned to the creature inside, a passenger soon to be expelled. The tide was 
coming in, ebbing up the beach it threatened to take her out to sea. Her grunts of pain cued a 
flock of curious seagulls. They grazed at the group’s perimeter, jostling closer in anticipation of 
the afterbirth.   
Leland assigned duties to his helpers, and they buzzed like honeybees around Alice. 
Vikki wedged stacks of towels to prop her up, and Brandy and Hal flanked Alice’s sides, folding 
her legs into her body, they pressed at the soles of her feet. Bearing down, it took Alice just 
twenty-three minutes to expel her passenger. Alice felt she was splitting from the inside, her 
body separating itself into halves. She was delirious with pain. To Alice, it was a cancerous 
abscess, a leech that drained her from the inside, and she was desperate to sever the link. Birdie 
counted off each contraction as the water licked closer to them and the seagulls squawked.  
At long last, in one surge the infant was ejected, slipping from Alice’s insides. The 
gelatinous sack intact, he flopped onto the cool sand with a resounding smack. Alice thought he 
resembled a jellyfish. In the twilight the infant seal twisted, and wobbled the silvery pouch until 
it cracked its filmy exterior and he was free. A gush of fluid pooled between Alice’s legs and she 
craned her neck to see the life her body had produced. In the light of the ascending moon Alice 
thought he resembled a leopard slug. But then his face turned to meet hers, and the slits of his v-
shaped nostrils sputtered as he breathed air for the first time. With a huff, he sprayed a mist of 
amniotic fluid and wiggled his whiskers.  
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Alice reached to the stack of towels at her back and began to pad the slimy fluid from her 
seal baby. His face was turned to hers as she removed the film of birth from his fur. Her maternal 
instinct startled her, and she began to cry. Her hormones pushed plump tears from her eyelids, 
though she was uncertain from where the tears originated. Was it the loss of her human child, or 
the relief of surviving the ordeal?  
Alice cried when she saw the manifestation of her hope for a baby, answered in this 
inhuman form. He was both alien and familiar. He was nonetheless a creation sprung from her 
love for Hal. She looked up toward Hal, but his image was watery. Their seal waddled 
instinctively toward the ocean. Foam lapped at his side, as he pointed his snout to the sky and 
inhaled deeply. Shuffling toward the waves, he paused to let the water wash over him. He was 
baptized a creature of the sea when every last trace of Alice was rinsed from his coat. All eyes 
were clapped to his form, with the exception of Birdie who used her cane to bat the seagulls from 
the afterbirth. And then as if he had prepared seven months for this moment, he took to the sea. 
As he arched his neck, the waves barreled into his chest. In a few short feet he was buoyant. 
Swimming, his body pushed forward before disappearing into the inky blue.  
